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Ata titae wh.n .p.ciali.t aad l.a7Jllan alike are ••••inSly
.or. iavolv.d with the proble•• and poteatial.itiea of public
educatioa thaa e •• r b.tore, the .igoroua health a.d growth of
iadepead.nt .duoatioa in the Unit.d Stat •••ay have elud.d the
aotic. oC all but tho.e directly invo1.ed.

rurth.r, it i. Bot

inf'r.qu.ent1y apparent. that .v.a tho •• peraoaa who have .o.t
rea.oa to be Imowl.dse.ble about iadepeadeat eduoation are
1ik.ly to take certaia .apecta of' ita operatioa tor sraated.
While thia •• glect .ay b. attributable to nothing more aiaiater
than a .e•• e of traditio. iDberent in 4Iome of the natio.·. older
preparatory .cbo.l.., it Corcea a. aware.ea. that ••o.g the
•• pect. oC iadepe.deat .ducation which have been .e.lected l.:le.
the whol.e area of .ducational. phil.oaophy.
Much has bee. written about the tuDctioa oC iad.poDdeat
educatioa. lar •• l.y aa a. apologia for ita plae. ia a democracy,
but th.r. ha. b ••• Dothias rece.t or aub.ta.tiveby vayot an
.xa.ination oC the philoaophical b.a •• and preauppoaitio.s
underlying thoa. 8choola which operate

iadepeD~eatly

of pol:ltical

coatrol.
Th:la atud7 haa att ••pt.d to :ld.atity ao•• of th.a. baaea
aad pr •• uppoaitiona.

Th. acop. ot the :lave.tisation baa b ••a

li.ited to the ":ladepeadent" ach.ol., tho.e non-publ:lc
iii

•
institutions which are not operated or sponsored by either the
state or federal lovermaent, nor by churches or

ot~r

identi-

fiable institutions.
Two major emphases need to be identified:

first, an effort

has been made to determine whether there is a "philosophy of
independent secondary education," a unifying prinCiple, as it
were, upon which all of the several institutions in their great
variety might agree,

Second, the practice of selected schools

has been examined in an attempt to determine what philosophies
of education operate within the independent institutions, and
upon what philosophical bases and presuppositions the conduct of'
their total educational prograa rests.

By determining so.ething of the scope or range of' philosophical positions, it is hoped that an understanding of the
educational needs and aspirations of' a pluralistic society may
be forthcoming and that the tunctions of independent secondary
education may then be interpreted with an improved sense of'
relevance to what others have termed the mainstream of' American
education.
Special thanks are due to a number of' persons for their
contributions to this study:

to my colleagues in independent

education throughout the country who gave generously of their
time and thought in replying to my questionnaire; to Dr. John
Wozniak, Chairman of the Department of Education of' Loyola
iv

University, Cor his patient guidance and suglestions, and to
Miss Constance Metcalf' f'or her as.istance in eolleJting and
organizing the Blaterials sent by the achool ••
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An Associated Press dispatch fro. London. England in
March, 1961. carri.d the following information:
Abolition of the priv.te .duc.tional sy.te. that
include. such fa ..ed tr.ining grouada for Briti.h
.t.t.....n as .Iton, Harrow .nd Wincbester was called
for Monday by the Trade Union Council (TUC).
The council .. representing the nation t • orsaniz.d
work.rs, said this type of s.cond.ry .ducation ...as
"soeially und.sir.ble .s .... 11 as da".sins in its .ff.ct
on tb. public .duc.tional system."l
Th.t tb. gr•• t ind.p.ndent "public" scbools of .Ingland.
from which our own public Latin grammar schools and our private
acade.ies ...ere derived. should face thus •• v.r. a threat at a
••••nt in ti•• wh.n Bngland h.s b.gun to infu.e it • •econdary
.ducation syste.. with more of wh.t .ay be called the de..ocratic
process c .... as a r.ther rude shock to those fa.iliar with the
development of independent secondary education in the United
State..

The historical d.velopment and th. pre.ent .tate of

ind.pendent •• condary education in this country provide abundant evidence of th. de.ocratic proc •• s at work in th. founding
and ••intaining of many bundreds of indep.nd.nt .econdary
schools of varying age. size, and disposition.

lea!cago DailY Ne.st March 21. 1961. p. 2.
1

2

To the critic. of independent education in the United
State., and there have been and are many,

especia~y

to those

who have a ••ailed private education a. working at cross purposes with democracy and the American way of life, one of the
standard replies haa been that independent

.choo~are

democratic

not only in that tbey safeguard the right of parents to choose
a school for their children, but also in that they provide competition for the public schools and thereby serve to improve
education throushout our democratic society.
It is this theme, tbe attack on independent education as
undemocratic and the replies and countercharges, which tills
much of the rather scant literature on the independent school.
There is, to be sure, tangential treatment of philosophical
issues, but again largely in terms of the right of independent
schools to exist in a democracy.
As so much ot the literature involves public education in
one sort of co.parison or another with private schooling, it is
perhaps well to point out that, far from considering public
education as something antithetical to independent education,
this study is not concerned with any suggeations of compariaon
or contrast between the two.

While mention of public education

cannot be altogether avoided, it is stressed that remarks concerning independent schools are not intended to imply any
qualitative or quantitative attributes which are, or are not,
to be tound in public scbools.

One of the tasks confronting the student of independent
education is the resolution of tbe dif£iculty ste.ing :CrG. the
de£inition 0:C the word "independent."

The earlier ternas of

"non-public" and "private" have in recent years b.en used to
signify all eduoation which is not support.d by the public
purse.

The terna "independent". whioh came into use officially

in 1926, is used to designate non-public education other than
parochial. 2

Apart from the fact that tbe ternas "private" and

"independent" continue to be used synonymously in some quarters,
the latter adjective does no lItore than classify a type of
school, one which receives its Cinancial support from other than
public funds and which is not directly sponsored or controlled
by a denominational body.

The answer to tb. question of the

..eaning of "independent" austbe Cound in what such schools dOt
and how, and why.
A simplistiC view of independent education in the United
States disclos.s that independent school. have existed since
colonial ti.e •• that there have been periods of great.er or les.
demand tor .uch schools; and that such scbools. beCause they
must charge fees, have generally existed for the children of
the economically privileged.

There is a vague notion that .o.e

of the.e .chools have provided an excellent education; that,
until the relatively recent crush of applicants for places at

2Phyllis E. Byrnes. "Independent Schools?" Harvard Educa-

tiOnal Reyje•• 10 (January. 1940). 48.

colleges and universities, the graduates of independent schools
won a disproportionately high number of places at)prestigious
institutions, that a number of such schools are somewhat more
concerned with the applicant's lineage than with his score on
the Secondary School Admissions Test (SSAT).

Above allt at

even the most caaual glance, there ia the awareneas that independent schools are a varied lot:

boarding achools, day schools

coed schools, mountain schools, ranch schools, military schools,
and more.
Behind the various classitications and beneath the pictures
and text ot the viewbooks and catalogues, there exist, however,
the institutions themselves. schools which exist solely because
there are parents who elect to send their children to them.
There is no longer the alternative of private school or no
school.

The courses and the extra-curricular activities which

these schools otter can be gleaned trom the catalogueJ so can
the school's official statement of its philosophy.
Clearly, the simplistic view is not enough to explain the
force of independent education in the United States in the
latter balf of the twentieth century; neitber are the descriptions, the statements on aims and objectives, and the lists of
tbe colleges to which tbe schools' graduates go enough to
explain the variety of educational programs which are carried
on in these institutions.

It is for this reason that the two

basic questions have been raised in this inquiry:

,
Is there a distinct philosophy of independent
education?
What is/are the prevailing philosophy of philosophies of education at work in the independent
schools?
Closely associated with these two questions is a third:
What implications are to be found in the great variety of types
of schools and types of educational pro.rams for the pluralistic
society in which we live?

A fourth question, How does social

change act upon independent education?, runs througb the whole
of the inquiry.
A review of the literature reveals very little of substance with regard to the philosophy of education in independen
8choo18.

Since the topic is rarely treated overtly, it has beel

necessary to explore tbe philosophical bases by means of study
of the few books by independent school men and by mean8 of the
techniques of questionnaire and interview.
The questionnaire. for whose contents Bee the Appendix.
was sent to two hundred independent secondary sehools representing as wide a range as possible with respect to location.
size. age. and type.

All of the types are represented in the

one hundred and seven replies used in this study, as are all
.ections of the country.

The 8ize of institutions replying

ranges from one with an enrollment of le8s than twenty pupi18
to several with more than five hundred and fifty student..
age, the scbools vary from one founded in tbe eighteenth

In

6
century to one which is less than five years old.

Since it is

not the purpose of this study to report statistically on the
/

results of the questionnaire, and since the returns do represent
at least one of every type chosen for the study, the return of
one hundred and seven questionnaires is considered more than
adequate.
Interviews have been conducted for the purpose of exploring
in depth some of the items which drew a greater range of
response in the questionnaire.

Interviews have deliberately

been sought with persons representing the two areas in which
differences among independent achools are moat apparent:
between "traditional" and "progressive" schools in the t'irst
instance and, in an attempt to probe the implications t'or
educational theory imposed by their radically dit'ferent situations. between the "boarding" school and thet. day tt school.
It is not only prudent but necessary to begin with an
historical review as a means to understanding the t'ramework
within which the answers to the basic questions in this study
must be understood.

This review, which comprises the t'irst

chapter, traces the rise and development o£ private schools froll
colonial times, indicating something o£ the philosophical bases
and curricular models upon which they were £ounded. to the
beginning of the present century.

CHAPTER I

/

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Colonial Period
The 1,O-year span of the colonial period in America makes
generalization about the philosophical bases of education
virtually impossible; yet i t is

~thin

this period that the

seeds of modern educational issues were sown. and it is within
this period that the

intell.~*qal

traditions which have led,

some directly, sOUle indireClt,J-y. to current educational theory
had their origin.

'or. while in some instances these intel-

lectual traditions had been brought from northern Europe. it
was not long before the impact of circumstsnces in the colonies
gave a distinotly American flavor to old world theologies and
~cleologies.

Three issues, which are fundamental to the inquiry into th
phi~osophy
,./'.

of independent education, are singled out by Butts

,

and Cremin as having their roots in this period:

the proper

role of education in relation to the atate, the proper role of
religion and education. and the merits of equality of educational opportunity.l

It remaina tor the student of the present

la. "reeman Butts aad Lawrence A. Cremin,A Histoa 2t Edu"'ton ia Americln CU1tu£e (New York I, Henry Holt and Co.. 19"
p. ..

8
status

o~

these isaues to understand the developments in politi-

cal thought which led to representative government)lndindependence; in religious thought which led to multiple establisbment
and the separation of church and state, and in social thought,
which led to a resolution of economic and class distinctions.
All three are.s developed a synthesis of aocial and educational
theory which led to the early establishment of a dual educational
system.
The first steps in American secondary education, the Latin
gra_ar scbools, were taken in the third decade of the seventeenth century.

While the curricular model was copied trom the

Latin gr. . . .r achool

o~

England. and while the pedagogy was

redolent of views handed down

~rom

the Renaissance, the political

economic, and social philosophies were already changing or
~acing

i_inentand profound change.

The inherited concept. of agrarian feudalism were to be
challenged, first by mercantile capitalism and then by laissezf'aire capitali.sm, just as the theories of the divine right of
kings and of education as the ornament of' a gentleman were
challenged by the Puritan alternative 01' the divine right

o~

elected magistrates and the early yearnings for a more utilitarian education.
At the beginning 01' the colonial period educational
thought was dominated by theological. philosophical,
political. and social orthodoxies. 2

9
Almost from the b.ginning the Latin grammar school point.d
the way for the subsequent and inevitable
educational system.

d.velopm~t

of a dual

Although public in at least two asp.cts,

namely. that it was 'testablished by the p.ople (and) open to all
who cou.ld qualify and wished to enroll,"' it contain.d salient
characteristics ot lat.r, "independ.nt" schools&

it was .xclu-

sively coll •• e-preparatory, there was emphasis on religious
training, and education tor leaeiership was stressed.
The N.w ED.land colonies took an early and firm lead in the
establishment ot secondary schools, hence the popularity ot the
Latin grammar school as a curricular model.

Atter the tounding

of the first such school in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in

1635, the movement spread rapidly until, by 1700, Latin schools
were tound throughout New England.
Vandenberg haa argued that the Latin grammar school waa not
an apt mod.l tor the fl.dgling America.

H. tinds the reason tor

it in that
The early settl.r was involv.d de.ply in making a
living and pr.s.rving his lit•••• h. had little time
tor any thins else, except p.rhaps a bit ot political
and r.liglous discussion. Consequently nt one had
time to invent new ideas about education.

'Eugene M. Vandenberg, lbe CheD1&nl ObJeci&ves agd Philosophy or ihe Americln S,condlty SlhO!l Cu:rlculum (unpublish.d
diss.rtation, Loyola Univ.rsity, Chicago, Illinois, 196,), p. 14.

"

Ibid., p. 12.

10
New ideas were not long in cOMing, however, and it may
equally be true that the New England colonist bad

~ther

to wait

to assess his situation. to resolve some of his dissenting ideas
in terms of his new milieu, and that. by a happy circumstance,
the new thinking of such men as FranCis Bacon, Bishop George
Berkeley. and John Locke came to the colonial farmer and merchant, embattled in surVival, in time for them to shape their
children t

IS

education in a 'fay consistent with their growing

disaffection for the authoritarian orthodoxies.
For .11 that the Latin grammar schools furnished a pattern
of: curriculum which was to be continued in part by the academies

it must be recognized that they were semi-public schools.

Tbey

were essentially "town schools, governed by an elected group and
supported by local and, oCten, state grants."'
One of the paramount features of early colonial life bred
what may be the Cirst indigenous philosophy of education.

Des-

pite the classical curriculum of the Latin scbool, with the
strong Puritan baCking on the principle of: ·'learnin t and
liCkin t

• n'

the early colonist soon realized the need for practi-

cal education.
Tractate

(16~~)

While he waited f:or the impact of: John Milton's
to be translated into the Academy movement

through Benjamin Franklin's Prpposals (1749) and the

York:

'Theodore R. Sizer. ed., The Ase of the ACldemies (New
Teachers College, Columbia University, 19 '5, p. ,.
'Butta, p. 52.

11

.stablishment of the Phillips Acade.y at Andov.r, Massachusett.

(1778). h. could, in the towns at l.a.t, find "ephe.eral.
/

private-venture scheols whicb spran, up for sp.cializ.d and,
Blost oft.n. practical purpo •••• ,,7
Siz.r not.s that nthe .chool was the teacher" in the ca ••
of' the.e private .choolai 8

To the extent that thia charact.ri.-

tic .ugge.ts an .arlyc.. . .4t•• nt to private ent.rpri •• in
education, it is
in that the

it is ot gr.ater significanc • • till

~ot~wortP¥;

bi.t~ryot

independent secoDdary education i. often

a hi.tory of Bl.D (uaually beadaasters) and tb.ir school., with
the .chool.' reputatia.s

.0 bound up in the charisma of a

Stearns or a P.abody xhat students and their parents w.r. more
inclined to thtnk of soing ip,'tio the presence of the "great manu
than to Andover or Groton.
That it would have been

d~fficult

to usurp the eDtrenched

religious view of the world, eV.Din the new colonies, without
the innovation ot •• ~ular thought is aa certain as .peculative
hindsight ca• • •'k.'*"

but ju.t a. the burgeoning dissatisf'actioJ1

of middl ..... c1a.s int.rests led to civil war in &ngl~nd in 1642
and the sub.equent •• tablt.hIIlent of' the Puritan Commonwealth

(164,>, so the r.atoration of' the Stuart monarchy led to an
educational confrontation.

7Sizer, p. It.

SIb,,,.

A. teachers were required to take

~

..

12
oaths oC loyalty to tbe Cburch of England, Collowing tbe restrictive acts of 1662, and as the univeraities were clo,edto nonAnglican•• udissenting groups organized their own institutions,
whicb tbey called, pre.uaaably aCter Milton, academies ••,9
The academy was the first deCined form of educational
institution to be operated under private control in America.

It

was, again, not a purely homegrown product but, like it. Latin
grammar scbool predecessor, copied from the academies which
sprang up in England in the period of the Restoration.
The new type of school was not copied immediately, not for
want of information about its nature, but becaus. the growing
schism between tbe authoritarian Puritan tradition, with its
focus on tbe hereafter, and tbe .ore liberal colonial humanist
temper, with its increasing concern for this-world needs, had
not yet beco.e a matter for action.

When this time came, the

proximate causes for the establishment of academies in America
found a philos.phical as well as a practical fra.ework.
In the period between

16"

and

17,0,

tbere were profound

changes in the philosophical climate of the colonies.

The new

attraction of science, tbe rise of Deis., and an extension oC
idealism into political and aocial thought altered radically the
aociety in which the Latin grammar school, ill-fitting as it
migbt originally have been, could now no longer be tolerated.

,

Ibid., p. 7.

The ideali •• ot Bishop Berkeley (1685 - 175') and the

l'

realism 01.' John Locke (16'2 - 1704) tound tertile~ound in
seventeenth and eighteenth century A.erica.

The peoples who had

earlier been called to the Great Awakenin, ot Calvin now were
re-awakened by philosophical and religious Viewpoints which had
greater appeal to those who had already inculcated the habit 01.'
political, eooDomic, and reli,ious dis.ent.
The impact 01.' the new learning on the colonies might better
be traced via the history ot ourricular changes in such higher
institutioDS as Harvard College, with the view to noting the lag
between discovery aDd imple.entation--the Holli. Protessorship
ot Mathematics and Natural Philosophy was created tor the
Newtonian scholar Isaac Greenwood in 1727. 10

In this period,

the ideas in the minds 01.' the colonists were being .haped by the
necessity to integrate the old cODceptioDs 01.' superaaturalis.
with the new thrust 01.' natural law tollowing the publicatioD 01.'
the third and last volume ot Pbiloseehiae N,turalis Principia
MAthe.atic, in 1687.
Berkeley made the tirst step po.sible with the emphasis on
the priority 01.' .ind.

The place ot religion remained relatively

unthreate.ed since our .ens.s provide to our tinite mind. the
archetype. in the mind 01.' God.

10Samuel Eliot Morison, Thre. Centuries 01.' Harvard (Cambridge, Maes.: Harvard University Pres., 196,), p. 79.

14
Another view provided a second avenue toward the reconeilia~cience.

tion of' theoloaical tradition and the incursion of

This

/

, was the dualistic treatment of' mind and matter provided by Rene
Descartes (1596 • 1650).

The spiritual substance of' mind and the

material SUbstance of' matter, both being created by God, gave a
place from which to araue both the contemplative study of ideas
and the practical af'fairs of science.

Further, Descartes' view

of God as a "watchmaker" with respect to the "real world of
physical nature," in which the world is removed f'roll further
interference af'ter its creation, "made it possible for deism
to become increasingly popular in the eighteenth century as a
haven for intellectuals."ll
It is the view of' Butts and Cremin that American intellaetuais in the eighteenth century were content with "the possibilities of' dualism and deism" and did not embrace the more
extreme materialism of Thollas Hobbes and his followers. 12

Car-

tainly there is in the succession of Bacon (1561 - 1626),
Descartes (1596 - 1650), Locke (16'2 - 1704), and Newton (1642 -

1727) more than enough to shape the A.erican temper Which
established the t:irst private syste. of education.

The initial

weavings, as it were, of the threads of educational theory which
still wind through independent education today began in the

IlButts. p. 51-2.

12Ibid •• p. 52.

15
seventeenth century with hints of the following:
new methodology:

the scientific method

philosophical dualism:

/

distinction of mind and body

utilitarianism:

priority of character

new curriculuau

development of natural science.

Before turning to an examination of the ne" social and
philosophical Corces which ushered in the academy in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, one should note the
contributions of the Latin school to the system which has
followed.
In terms of its curriculum, i t afforded continuity with the
humanistic traditions which had been handed down Cro. the
Renaissance.

This classical orientation endured in the Latin

school partly Crom tradition alone and partly because of the
support by Puritan leaders.

Cotton Mather (1663 - 1728) provide.

a particularly good example of the combination of the notions of
Calvinist "total depravity" and the humanizing influences of the
classics.

The classics perdured in the age of the academy,

largely by weight of tradition.

That they did so in no small

way account. for the existence of tlclasaical subjects" in some
of the independent schools today.

For. while Latin is currently

weak, Greek rare, and Hebre" virtually non-eXistent. there are
still schools which require Latin Cor a minimum of two years and
encourage the study of Greek for the lIIore able student ••

16
In terms of its numbers, the Latin grammar school created
several influences:

the fact that such schools couJd not every-

where be established gave rise at first to the education of an
elite, both in terms of proximity and affluence.

Children in

rural areas did not have access to such schools, and even in the
towns there were those who could not afford to attend.
~emand

~eed,

As the

for universal education began to grow, there was born the
if not the desire, Cor boarding arrangements.

This was

incorporated in several of the academies and endures today in the
independent boarding scbool.
Apart Crom this influence, there was also the feature of
maintaining class lines, a feature which became more and more
disagreeable as the Puritan notion oC a divinely created social
hierarchy waned.
The same forces which led to a philosophical position which
~as

to support the popularization of education also created the

delay which gave rise to the privately supported academy.
~he

Had

middle class interests been able to leap from their disaffec-

tion for the classical Latin school to a universal, publicly
supported, school system, the history of independent education
might have been much different.

Laissez-faire capitalism and the

opening of the west had created a kind of realism in whose framework the Latin grammar school no longer fit.

As Sizer points out,

The narrow classical curriculum was simply out of step
with the ideas of tbe this-worldly, commercial, optimistic American, who often associated traditional

17
learning with tbe social distinctions he wish.d America
to avoid. Th.re was, in a word, disjunction b.twe.n tbe
expectati~ns of society and the offerings of ~e Latin
schools.
.
It was outside New England that tbe Acade.y move.ent bad its
introduction into American education.

Benjamin Franklin·s

ProDosal. ael.tirurto the EducatioD of: tbe Youtb.in Pennsylvania
appeared in 1749; his acade.y followed in 1751.

But this w••

rather the introduction of a new curricular model than a first
e.say into private education.

As we bave •• en, there were in the

seventeenth century "private" schoola in Ne. England, but these
were proprietary schools, free equally from state supervision and
.tate support.

The "public" Latin scbool, which had government

financial assistance, although still levying fees, was .upervised
by government officials.
There had been, in the South, schools which, while tbey had
moniea from the government, were delegated to a group of private
citizen. for their administration.

These .chools were thus pri-

vate in terms of operation, but considered "public" in that they
were op.n to all.

In this conn.ction, it is .tr•••• d that the

freedom which iadependent achools enjoy today in th. s.l.ction 01
their studeats ste•• more from the proprietary .chool than fro.
the Southern "public" .chools, although with the increase in public monies which find their way into so•• of today's independent
schools, the parallel to Southern schools sugge.ts itself.

l'

Si.er, p. , .
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The philosophical roots
previouSly been

o~

Franklin's proposals have

identi~i.d.

/

His proposals thus provide a clear cbannel by which
the newer philosophies of sense realism and empiricism
flowed into American educational thousbt to give support
to the desires for vocational training and practical
preparation 'Cor a life of usefulness in soci"ty, government, occupation, and professional service. 14
Franklin's proposals not only reveal a change in the wind
with regard to curriculum; any similarity between Franklin's
proposed environment Cor the pupil and that of Puritans such as
Mather or Jonathan Edwards must be illusory.
It was doubtless easier to inaugurate a plan such as
Franklin's in Pennsylvania. with its multiplicity of sects, than
it would have been in Puritan or Anglican strongholds.

The same

argument may hold true for the appearance of exhortations,by
William Penn in 1682 and Thomas Budd in 168"

to create a univer-

sal, public educational system. 1 '
Still. almost seventy.Cive years later, the forces which
had Cound little or nothing favorable in the Latin grammar school
could not permit the government control which public schools
would bave necessitated.

This was particularly true in Pennsyl-

vania, "wbere mixed religious beliefs soon developed into
hostile rivalries_"16

As in this early separatism is to be Counc

148utts • pp.

77-78.

l'Ib&d •• pp~

87-88.

16Ibid ., p.

88.
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the instigating Coree Cor private education, so will also be
found the present vigor of independent education to/betostered
by mixed beliefs, some ot them religious if not sectarian.

Perhaps a signal point in the development of private education Came about as a result ot William Penn's original grant of
a charter to a group of private Quaker citizens.

Not only was

the private charter to become a means for the establishment of
non-public schools, but also there was created the equality of
opportuai ty for other Prote.stant denominations.

More importantly

this development must stand in the history of precedents for the
right of independent schools to exist.
Karly efforts to develop the Academy died aborning.

Frank-

lin's three schools survived only by becoming the University of
Pennsylvania.

As the new curricular IRodel was slowly adopted in

New Bngland, a curious mixture of old and new appeared.
The Governor Dummer Academy, which lays claim to being the
oldest academy in the nation, was founded in South Byfield.
Massachusetts, in

1761.

It had indeed been founded by private

charter and in this respect fulfilled a characteristic of the
academy I on the other hand, it "was the best type of an Bnglish
(Latin) grammar school. that had existed on A.erican soil since
the days of Ezekiel Cheever_"l7

l7Charles Haamond, "New England Academies and Classical
Schools," ADlerican J ourn.l of' Reluca tion, XVI (1866). p. 410,
quoted in Sizer, p. l~.

p
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This sort of anomaly was to continue:

the English Classical

School (Boston. 1821) was governed and supported b~ public officials and monies while its curriculum was that of the academy.
Nevertheless. the academy grew in numbers and popularity until.
by

1855, it was possible for Henry Barnard to count 6,185 of

them. lS

This rapid rise, and the expansion of the movement to

every territory, argues for the existenoe of a common body of
beliefs held throughout the country.

The private nature oC the

academy was a saCeguard Cor the maintenance of religious independence; it was thus possible to exploit the new institutional
form for what it conveyed to middle class social and economic
interests everywhere.
Political philosophy and action, rather than pedagogical or
metaphysical thinking. was the prime mover.

aepublicanism, in

the persons of such men as Thomas JeCferson (174, - 1826),
Thomas Paine (17'7 - 1809). and Benjamin Rush (1745 - 181'),
seems to have added to Oeism the ingredient needed to spur new
interest in education.

As the twin tides of the Copernican

revolution and the Protestant ReCoraation blended in an individualization of religious independence, 80 the dissents from
religious orthodoxy and 80cial and economic privilege were to
CUlminate in an individualization of republican duty and privilege.

It is not at all surprising that out of what 80me have

18Sizer, p. 12.
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called tbe American inligbtenment sbould come a practical concern witb praotical education.

/

This conoern was £urtbered by tbe need, following tbe
Amerioan Revolution, to create the nation wbose independence bad
just been won.

It waa tbis common eauae whicb fostered the

growth of the academy, bringing together the widely divergent
support of the aristocracy, who saw in the aoademy a means of
perpetuatins tbeir power, and of the middle cla.s, who, while
strugsling for egalitarian principles. bad to acknowledge tbe
need for formal seoondary education.

Universal, public, free

eduoation .tollewing the idea. of .Jefferson, Paine, and Rush
would have provided the better response to middle clasa desire.,
but religious neutrality was more easily legislated into documents than out of people's e.otions.
The fervor engendered in tbe building o.t a new nation spreac
easily to the scbools.

Denominational groups and civio group.

found value in establisbing academie •• some to preserve greater
religious identity, some to attraot new settlers.
The ourriculum underwent extensive experimentation in private hands.

A vast array of "subjects" waa to be found, with

differing combinations in many achools.

Classical subjecta were

still pursued, but as the academies grew in popularity and as
the enlightened thinking of the people became more solidly
based t the eduoational pbilosophy turned increasingly to practical rather than intellectual schooling.

IIIJII!,!I", .
.'
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Similarly, ties grew stronger between the academy and the
community.

Those academies founded by civic

group~diCcered

Crom

the public higb scbool only in term. of support, for taxation Cor
public education was not yet to be considered by early nineteenth
century Americans. 19
Secularization came to tbe academies be Core it aCfected
institutions of higher education.

Sizer points out that "The

majority were 'non-sectarian,' liberal Protestant establishments,
in religious observance quite like the common schools oC their
d ay. .. 20

That some oC the academies kept more closely tOo secta-

rian beginnings may be illustrated by Phillips Academy in
Andover.

Its Constitution, adopted in

1778, was formed out of

CalYinist Congregationalism and was established Cor a "public
Cree school or academy ••• to learn them the GREAT END AND REAL
BUSINESS OF LIVING.n 21

Both Andover and the Phillips Exeter

Academy, Exeter, New Hampshire, were founded by Harvard graduates, .embers of the same family, but "when Harvard in the earl,
nineteenth century turned toward Unitarianism, Phillips Academy
(Andover) ••• began to send more and more boys to conservative
v.. a 1 e.

.. 22

The two Phillips' Academies marked a departure, too,

19 Ibid ., p.

21.

20 Ib :&d., p. 21.
21 Ibig ., pp.

77-78.

22Claude M. Fuess, Ind'R.ndent Schoolmaster (Bostonl
Brown and Co •• 1952), p. 76.

Little
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the tendency to create numerous

f1

n • w" subj.cts.

Several ot

tbe New England acad.mies were, from the first, preparatory
schools for coll.g.s and, as such. limited their curricular
offerings to those subjects which would fit their students for
college .ntranc..

The Andover Constitution specifies "the

inglish, Latin, and Greek Languages. Writing, Aritbmetic, Music,
and the Art of Speaking; also practical Geometry, Logic, and any
other of the liberal Arts and Sciences, or Languages, as opportunity and ability may her.·after admit t and as the Trustees
shall direct."a,
This coll.g.-preparatory function reveals th. "fitting"
aspect of academy education.

Other academies applied the.selves

more to "tinishing," although none ofter.d vocational training
other than a t.acher-training course. 24

In this respect the

early Acad.my handed down another salient characteristic of
modern ind.pend.nt s.condary education.

Of the one hundred and

seven schools r.plying to the qu.stionnaire in this study,
ninety-sev.n identify the.selves as "exclusively collegepreparatory."

Yet another feature is to be found in the inclu-

sion of the adjective "fr.... in the Constitution of Andov.r.
This term originally indicated that stud.nts ot insufficient
means might be .nrolled if they m.t the qualification of

2'Sizer, p.

8,.

24 Ibid ., p. 31.

literacy.

This development in education has given rise to a

tradition oC philanthropy which continues today in Jhescholarship and tuition-aid programs of almost all independent secondary
schools.
It could not, perhaps, have been foreseen that religious
neutrality, wbich would prevent the establishment of a state
Chuttch while guaranteeing freedom for the establisbment oC any
church within the state, would one day virtually eradicate in
the schools all reference to a divine 8pirit by aame or symbol.
The development of the privately controlled academy has preserved
through modern indepeadent schools a place wherein religious
worship and bible study may continue to for• • part of the
educational prolralll.
prinR'p.~

Just.s for Andover, nthe Cirst and

object of this Institution i. the prolllotion of true

PIETY and VIRTUB,naS

80

is it still a. iC not the Cirst, princi-

pal object oC many oC today's independent schools.
Sizer attributes the decline oC the academy to nothing more
philo",ophical tban th. rise of urban ar....

Th. incr.ase in

popu,1.ation in the nineteenth century and the "industri.l boom of
the Civil W.r years heralded the decline of agrari.n America and
the ri.e of the urban center (which) had either public bigh
school •••• or numerous ••• private-venture ••• schools, who.e course
of study complemented the cl.ssical curriculum of the town's
Latin grammar school. n
aSlbid., p.

88.
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25
Industrialization changed towns into cities, thereby
creating a sufficient tax base to support public

e~cation.

By

the end of the Civil War, the academy movement was at an end. 27
Assaults on the existence of private schools had begun even
before the migration and expansion of urban populations.

Some

were of a positive nature, urging the creation of universal,
public education to do what the endowed schools could not do,
namely tfdirectly and efficiently educating the whole maS8 of the
people."

a8

Others stressed a8 unique the function of preparing

students for eollea•• saying that this might well remain a
function for the academy but that public high SChools were to be
preferred for their virtue of presenting the realities of life.
Therefore, the public school, when it represents
the world as it iS t represents the facts of life. The
private school never has done and never will do this;
and as time goes on, it will be less and less a true
representative of the world. 29
Yet it had been the avowed purpose of the Phillips Academy
at Andover to "learn them the great end and real business of
living."

Was the opposition of these two points of view nothing

more than a clash over what constituted the real business of
life?

The values of the classics and the values of learning

self-reliance are not necessarily mutually exclusive; there are

_.,

27 Ibid

p.

40.

28 Ib &d •• p. 156.
29 Ib&d •• p. 164.
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some who :feel that study o:f the one may lead to the acquisition

IPf'. the other.

Claude Fuess records the :following: /

Charlie (Charles H. Forbes) made the Aene&d an instrument :for a liberal education on many topics, and like
every first-rate teacher, he taught more than his subject.

By 1908, Greek was no longer a required subject in the
Andover curriculum, and Zeus (Allan R. Benner) :frequently
told me that he regarded this as the beginning of the
down:fall o:f American education.
Andover had a strong classical tradition; and Latin,
:from Caesar through Cicero to V1~gilt was not only a
basic but a compulsery subJect.'Wben President Elio~.
Abram Flexner. and other educational iconoclasts
expressed doubt as to the value o:f Latin for everybody,
Forbes led the other members of the Latin Department in
defense of their cause. They could not well stress
their most effective arcument--that the best teaching
in those days was beinl done in the classics. Ratber
they mentioned that Latin, and to so.e extent Greek J
were indispensable adjunct. o£ the biahest culture.>O
The assaults quoted earlier (v. :footnotes 28, 29) came in
1824 and 18'7 respectively_

A:fter the Civil War, public educa-

tion expanded until, "by the l880's, the public high schools had
surpassed the academie. in the number o:f pupils they enrolled.
and by the turn of the century, their in:fluence was
predominant. ,,31
In 1884, tbe National Council of Bducation appointed a
committee to study the decline o£ the academy.

The Report o:f

the Committee on Secondary Education. publisbed in the :following
year, opened with tbi. five-point summary:
,0Pue.s, pp. 86, 87. " .

,1Si • sr , p. 189.

~
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The academy haa perCormed an important work in
the paat.
2.

The hiSh acbool i. now doing much of" the /work
f"ormerly done by the academy.
The high achool, as a part of" the true .yatem
of" public education, should be encouraged to
the ful1eat ext.nt.
When the hiSh achoo1 haa don. all it can do,
th.r. will. probably, atill be room f"or a large
and valuable work to be done by the acad••y.
This work will be larg.ly. thougb not exclusiyely,
in preparing youth for the college.'2

The assiaDment of the role of preparing youth for colleae,
noted in point 5 above, coincidea with the function of the
academy in 1890 a. perceived by Vandenbera:
In 1890 the academy waa atill an important type
of aecondary achool which waa th.n chi.tly recogniz.d
aa fultillinl a eoll.g. pr.paratory tuaction •••• Tb.
acad••y of I 90 ai •• d to briag forward well .quipped
men and wo.en who would be leadera in the work of the
world."
Throulhout th. period of orga_ization and r.organization
of the public .econdary achool, the academy was to be relegated
to the narrow function ot titting youth for colles. whil. the
high achoe1, beiag n.ncouraged to the tulle.t .xt.nt" (ct.
point "

aboye) wa. e.ersing iato a period ot chao. with

little uniCor.ity in content or tim. d'Yoted to
th. subject matter in the high schools ot the country,
32
.
Nattonal Council on Education, "Report of" Committee on
Secondary Education," in National Educational Aaaociation,
Acldr." •• In!! Pros.,die,. (188,), pp. 447-4". inCluded in
Siz.r~3Pp. 199-201.

·y,..ut.fth.......

VI).

'38 ... 39.
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or for that matter in a single stat.. In 1890, President Elliott (sic), of Harvard Univ.rsity, aas.rted,
"that it was literally i.po •• ib1e t. d.termi~ what
work was being don. in the secondary schoolsot the
United States."'%
Added to the c1a.ses and factions which had existed in
co1.nia1 ti •••• the va.t nWllber. of p.r.on. wbo had COli. t.
AII.rica in the wave. of i . .igration cr.ated an even gr.ater
condition of SOCial, political, and r.1iaious pluralism.

A.

the high school .ove.ent att ••pt.d t . harness the utilitarian
t.mper to the creation of .chools and curricula, the ".ff.rt of
the high sch.ol to .eet the n •• ds of the various cla.ses of
children Garoll.d" l •••• d. to at l •• st on. observ.r. as a
major caus. of the uph.ava1 in secondary .ducation."
In the proce.. of b.coming the dominant torll of •• condary
school. the public bigh .choo1 was f.rced to take on both the
function ot preparing stUdents tor college--tbe intermediate
step whicb was perceived as the raison <Petre for the acadeBlY-and the function. arrogated t. itself, . f preparing students
f'or 1i1'e. with high school bec".iag the terminus of' co_oa
. schooling.

While caught in this dual function and receiving

the critici ... which such division of purpose was b.und to imply
the hiah school, far 1'roll .erving the parochial ne.d. 01'
insular group. within the poplIlation, in e1'1'ect began the
proce • • • r hOllogenizati.n.

"Ibid ••

"I

p. Ita.

'" It,.

~
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The chaos

o~

dissimilar curricula and standards brought

about the establishment of national committees, of/whiCh the
"Committee

o~

Ten" (a co_itte. of the National Education Asso-

eiation appointed to study secondary education) sought to
establish a basis whereby a stUdent with "four years of strong
work""adght be admitted to college and a basis for the ftaame
teaching for all pupils whatever their probable future."'?
This would clearly have met with strenuoua opposition had
the notion of "same teaching" been suggestive of the colle lepreparatory curriculum prescribed today.

The committee'. swift

affirmation that preparation for college was not the purpose of
the high schools tended on the one band to reduce the pre scription of a classics-oriented academic "preparation" while, on th
other, it suggested among the proper subjects the inclusion of
Latin and Greek.
The effort to achieve a degree of uniformity for college
entrance purposes was, therefore. at variance with a number of
characteristics of the public high school, which may be summarized .s tollows:
1.

the various classes ot pupils in various schools;
sometimes in the same sch.ol.

2.

the avowed purpose ot the high school to prepare
its stUdents tor li~et which in some instances

"Sriggs. T. R •• SecondaEX Edseation (New York: The MacHillan Co •• 19'7>, p. 9'. quoted in Vandenberg, p. 48.
'7Yandenberg, p.

48.

~~----------------~
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meant virtually a vocational curriculum 8uited to
the principal occupations oC a given community.

3.

the dual, and in aome instancea triple, ~unction
oC the high school in aervins aa a Ciniahi.S
acbool. a normal achool, and a preparatory acbool.

The activity during this period waa not conducive to
experimentation within the ranka oC independent achools.

Their

Cunction and curriculum were already aettled, on the one hand
by the parent who wanted his child to go to college and could
aCCord "private" tuition; on the other, by the colleS •• which
could rely on the auitability of the preparation oC the
academiea Cor college atudies.

The decline oC independent

education in this period ia, then, .ore a Cunction of a disproportionate increase in publiC hiSh achool enroll.ent than of a
ahift in philosophical orientation.
Aa enrollment in the hiSh school increaaed, ao the hiSh
achool curriculum came to rival that oC the academy for a dominant poaition in secondary education.

The battle that waa to

rase over the degree to which the collesea abould determine tbe
curriculum haa not yet ended.

In its early atages, skirmi.bes

were fought in a series of COmMittees wboae mandate waa to
provide for the liberalization of college-entrance require.enta.'S
I,.. eatablisbing a general statement on the function of
secondary education, the Commisaion on the aeorganization of

"..-

------------------------------------------------------~

'1

Secondary Education provided a capstone to the work o£ earlier
co_ittees which had developed the unique
aecondary school.

ADlerica~

democratic

At one and the .ame time, the Commis.ion,

whoae report was published in 1918, revealed the prominent
political, social, and general philosophies ot what may be
called the £irat "national" period in the history o£ the United
States.

The long colonial period. while oulminating in the

Declaration oC lndepeadence, had not succeeded in bringing
about a resolution o£ aectionalia• •r par.chialis., and the
Cledgliag atte.pts to tor.e a nation out o£ an independent cove)
of' groups and areas had beea interrupted by westward expansioa,
waves ot i_ilration, the initially divisive in£luence of' the
Civil War, and a shif't ia aa econo.ic base rro. agricultural to
industrial.
In the period or reconstruction, and nearing completion by
the end o£ the Cirst World War, the nation co. .itted to political democracy, to a f'orm of' aooial contraot, and to a
burgeoaing u.tilitarian te.per had given Corm to aa educational
syste. unlike any other, and, in turn, it waa given new shape
and subatance by the ayste. which i t had created.
The f'orm which these expressions of' democracy, social and
individual responsibility, and practical inclination took waa
that of' aeven objective. pro.ulgated by the Co••ia.loa in 1918
and known as the Cardinal Prinoiples of' Seoondary £duoation. 39
39Sutts and Cre.in, p. 592.

~
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The fact that the Cardinal Principles made no mention of
intell.ctual obj.ctiv.s led, naturally, to

critici~m.and

for

those for whom classical training and college remained as a
traditional p.rt of th.ir birthright, the independent .chool
remained .s an •••• nti.l institution.
To this ti.e, 1918, th.r. was little sugg.stion that all
students should complete a .econdary .ducation.

Compulsory

att.ndance legis1.tion h.d grown sinc. 1852 to become universal
with the measure .dopted in Mi •• is.ippi in 1918, but the compul.
sory age period varied widely.40

For the most part such

l.gislation was aim.d at •• curing univ.rsal elementary .ducation.

The int.nt of reorganizins group •••••• to have been to

establi.h a curriculum in the .econdary school. which would
equip all the .tudents for their adult liv•• and livelihood., a
curriculum which would satisfy respectively the "fitting" and
"finishins" need. of tho.e going on to college and those for
who. hilh .chool would be

te~ina1.

The overall impact of the period 1865-1918 may be considered to be a. cataclysmic as any in the educational history of
this country.

While more recent events such a. Sputnik, civil

rilhts legislation, and teacher militancy may seem more dramatic, ,owing to their relatively .udde. and overt nature, the
e.ent. be,inninl with reconstruction and ending with World

~--------------------------~
"

War I produced not only the extant philosophies of education but
also the pluralistic society which has .a. . sed to support
/

America's major growth industry (the public school) while
clamoring, soaeti.es with questionable legality, to establish
and maintain independent schools.
The social developments of the period, taken together with
scientiCic and technological innovations, Cormulated a .atrix
within which the colonial expressions o£ idealis.. and realism
would have to be re-examined.

Fro.. this re-examin.ation emerged

a synthesis whicb, upon maturation, was to be recognized as
pragmatism become experilllentalism in tbe thought of John Dewey.
Not until the effects of this philosophical distillate had
penetrated the schools had the AMerican public school system
reacbed an irreparable breach with its European ancestors.
While the Reconstruotion. following on the Civil War,
settled the question oC whether the nation would be dominated
by southern, agrarian interests or by northern, industrial
ones, it was only a step away from an even greater .il.stone

Cor the nation·s schools.
By 1890. the land which had beckoned lIlany immigrants was
virtually Cully subscribed.

After this date the cOBcentration

of immigration was Eastern, urban. and industrial where previously it had been

OD

the rural, agricultural £rontier.

By 1890, the .e.se of aationalis. which had grown strong
in the late .eventeenth century and had now survived the

L

interruption oC the CJ.vJ.l Wart was on aaother .urg..

Th. J. ..plJ.-

catJ.oDa Cor .olidarity cr.at.d a demand tor A.. erJ.e,aization ot
tb. J._igraat population with the a.ce •• ary coaco..itant eCCect
of threat.ning tbe tradition. 01' p.r.oa. who r.pr •••nted
virtu.lly ev.ry oth.r country.
Siae. it had beea the .vowed conviction of the group. which
had .tudi.d the public hJ.,h .ehool that th. .econd.ry currieulu..
contaiaed the ••••ati.l. 01' th. "fittina" and "Ciai.hiaa" funetioa.t the public schoolwa. not only a practical but. sOWld
agency Cor th. AIR.ricanization 01' the nat1oa'. n.w r •• id.nt ••
Whil. admitting on the on. hand to the u •• Culne.s of the natioa
of such a d.v.lopa.at, a aUIRber of group. was little ahort 01'
ho.tile to the "equaliziag" .ff.ct. of public .cbool..

The ••

group., where they had the ..e . . . , .ith.r .upported existiag
private .chools or fOWld.d n.w on•••
Th• • ocial aad .eoao..ic-uph.aval and r.organizatioa 01' the
p.riod

186'.1890 waa aot uaaecOIRpanied by atte..pts to d •• eribe

ia philo.ophic.l t.na. what was happ.lling in individual and
national b.havior.Th. b.havior which had previou.ly Cit the
mold. 01' id.ali ... and cla •• iea1 r •• li •• wa. clearly no longer
aptly d •• cribabl. in t.ra. of tho.e .y.t ••••
While a .trong id.ali.t t ••per r ••ained, it doe. aot appe.r
to have be.n the •••• id.ali ... which
period.

ob~ailled

ia the ante-bellUIR

One of th. cataly.t. is id.atitl.d a. th. Darwini.a

.ch.... ot huraaa .volution, which un •• ttl.d tor the intell.ctual.

~----------------------------~
"
I""'"

the £oundation ot naturalism in philosophy and supernaturalism

and tuadamentalis. in religion.

The war £ought ov,r Darwia ha.

not yet sounded a cease-tire, and a turther wedge i . seen to
have been driven betw.en tactions which could support public
schools and those de.anding reli,ious liberty and schools
wherein it might be practiced.
Butts and Cre.in point out that
One ot the .ost important points about this move •
• ent (the nev, post-war idealism) is that it helped to
replace the sectarian orthodoxies ot the early nineteenth century A.erican higher education vitb a kind
ot non-s.ctarian reliance upon spirituality.'l
While the idealist position did not receive a main challenge trom .cientific realism until early in the twentieth century, a philosophic di.position which relied on both syste.s
began to be developed .uch earlier.

The rise ot industrialis.,

laissez-taire capitalis., nationalis., urbanization, tbe need to
ab.orb and provide tor the acculturation ot .illioa. ot i . .igraats, tbe e.phasis OR .elf-reliance aad the principle ot
mutual responsibility of' individual and society had torced a
practical. utilitarian, and materialistic vie. onto the
people.

Aaerica~

Formaliaation of' a philosophic system incorporating

the.e "£acts ot lite" can be seen a. early as 1871 ia the work
of' Charles Sanders

Itl Ibid

-*'

1t2lbid .,

Peirce,~2

wbos. e.phasis on applyiRI tbe

~~.------------~
.ethods of science leada through to Dewey'a experimentalism 1n
respect to method. i •••• testing, as w.ll as to bias,i ••• ,
/

social.
A further link between science and the validity of idealist
and realist philosophy waa forg.d in the work of William James,
principally in his PEiR!",l,s of PsycholoR, pu.blished in that
same landmark year. 1890. and providing a strong challense.
the same time to revelation and curr.nt v.raions of faculty {
psychology.

,\
.

'.

( l. ~ ...-....
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Such, th.n, is the fram.work within which the creation and
survival of private (later "independent") education into thia
century must be viewed.

From a beginning which was frankly

occasioned by ties to Europe, and England in particular, th.
model of a classica-oriented secondary curriculum serv.d a
people for whom such a tradition was strong.

Rural America

presented the need for schools with boarding facilities, yet
with the expansion of the froatier, the agrarian society had
little aense of compulsion for secoadary schools Cor children
who were either not apt pupils or who were critically needed
for work on the family farm.
Th. tradition of which Latin and Greek were .ss.atial
features waned, and a slightly .or. "American ft acad.my grew out
of the Latin Gra. .ar School.

This mov••• nt continu.d and grew

up to and during the early nineteenth century America until
challenged by the rise of public secondary education.

~-~.--------------~
'7

That private education did not disappear is attributable te
the fact that the nation, once pluralistic

largel~

in the degree

to wbich it was sectarian, was now beco.e pluralistiC in

te~s

of etbaic background, occupation, and clas8 as well as religious
commitment.

New challenges, previously identified, were

unresolved by a public educational system which, while it
remained relatively stable and suitable Cor all in smaller
population centers, was necessarily Corced to try to aeco. .odate
itself to all the diverse Cactions in the larger towns and
cities.
Two more demographic tacts need mention here.

Urbaniza-

tioD, accelerated by i.-igration (22,656,578 in the period 1861-

1910~4'

was to provide an additional tbrust toward compulsory

secondary education, which, while not immediately Celt, was to
find schoolinl a means oC keeping the youth out of a labor
market into which it had earlier been forced and exploited.

Th4

rise of the railroad began the trend toward population mobility
which would create a demand for that for wbicb .rederal legislation would not be permitted, namely a national similarity--if
not unifor.ity--of curriculum and standards.
New cultures, ne\f religions, new philosophies joined with
aspiration and conservatism in maintaining the demand tor private secondary scbools and, of cours., colleg.sand universiti.s

,,~

-~----------------------------------------------------------------------~
The private institutions Counded in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries adhered to

t~eir found~g

prinCiples

of teaching the "great end and real busines. of living," adapting as need dictated to the new demands of the latter half of
the nineteenth century.

The schools founded after the CiYiI War

--some to preserve the traditions of the South, others to resi.t
the influx of non-Prote.tant religious groups, .till others to
emphasize academic studies beyond the point to which these were
carried in the public schools--were the product of a decidedly
American impetus and reflected in practice the rightsguarllnteed
in a d.mocratic pbilosophy.
If "separate but equal" 'Was a satisfactory doctrine for
civil rights questions {RobertllJ,

1849. Plessey

VB. Ferguson,

1896),'*'* it could not be less applicable to the risht of persona
of meana to aend their children to non-public scbools eitber as
an exercise of religious scruple or for other reasons.
The primary purpose of the majority of private schools
which have survived from this period has been t. provide an
academically-oriented secondary education.

'ew have been much

involved with vocational educatioD, largely owiDg to that econolllie class which has been its chief patron.

The iDtellectual

milieu was one in which concern with theories oC knowledge and
theories of learning had immediate appeal for faculties and

~ ~~------------------------------------------------------------------~
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parents alike.

This is not to say tbat auch scbools have been

quick to' embrace new theori.s, but evea wb.r. r.ai_tance baa
/

been most strong, it may be ahown to have beeD.alao rapid.
It haa. how.ver, b.en an advantage claim.d by independent
scbools tbat it ia eaaier (or them, than for the public schoola
to experi.ent; and it is not, therefore, surprisina to di.cover
some of the earlier applications of pragmatic philo.ophy to the
educational model taking place in auch schools.
The place of experiment in the independent scbool i . central to much ot it. philosophy in this country.

Its history hal

been traced to ahow ita evolution from being virtually tbe only
scbool extaat, through a period o( d.cline aa public education
expanded, to a renewal during tbe latt.r half of the laat and
the (irat two decadea o( the pre •• nt c.ntury.
In 1890, there were 1,632 private aecondary .chools,
representing 3' p.rc.nt of all high achool., enrolling ",000
.tud.at..

In 1918, th.re were 2,0,8 private .chool., only 13

percent, of all high .chool., enrolliag 1".000 .tud.nt..

L•••

than on.-third of the private achool. in 1918 w.re independent
o( denominational control.

O( th •••• aome were academies, aome

military acbools; aome w.re d.voted to the .ducation ot
"exceptional" children, aad .ome catered to tbe scion. ot the
upper socio-economic claaa. 45

It,

I't!id •• p. It:U.

Many of the changes in independent scbools from the
historical period to pre.ent tim.s will be .xamin,d in the
following chapters.

Two features, size and the principal con-

cern with preparation ter cellege, are scarcely altered.

~.

-~-------------------------------------------------------------------------,

CHAPTER II

/

PHILOSOfllUCAL BASES
IN INDEPENDENT SECONDARY EDUCATION

In seeking to determine the philosophical bases and presuppositions of independent secondary education, the student is
faced with the conditioned inclination to isolate objectives
and practices, to characterize them according to some set of
operational definitions, and to assign them labels from one or
other of the schools of educational or general philosophy.
There are, however, three considerations arising from the
present research which direct that it is neither useful nor
wholly accurate to attempt a taxonomy of philosophical positionA
found in independent secondary education; that, rather than
serving to describe the ethos of this branch of secondary
education, a design which sought to assign terms such as
"realist," "idealist," or "experimentalist'" to the underlying
concepts in independent schools would run the risk of obscuring
the~e

concepts, some of which are at least asystematic.
If one begins with an academic study of an educational

philosophy, it is possible to translate its view of the pupil,
its statement of the aims of education, its psychology of
learning into a practical framework and say how the given

41
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educational philosophy might be implemented in the classroom.
It is a different matter to infer theory from practice.
/

While the latter inference is possible, it raises the question of what is to be the chief source.

May the stated practice

of the school, stated in its catalogue section on philosophy and
aims, be taken for actual practice?

The catalogues of indepen-

dent secondary schools, like those of the colleges, seem often
to be the work of a single hand.

If the actual practice in the

classroom is to be the chief source, the task of classification
is greatly increased by virtue of the fact that it is possible
to find, at almost any given moment, a range of practices so
great that any effort to bring them all together under a label
to be attached to the educational philosophy of the school would
be nothing more than an exercise in syncretism.
The third consideration arose from the results of the questionnaire used in this study.

To the extent that the views and

attitudes of the respondents bear on the issue of philosophy

2!

independent education, it would be misleading to approach these
philosophical bases with a view to classifying them according to
the terminology of general philosophy_
This chapter will, therefore, attempt to set forth

somethin~

of the range and nature of concepts concerning the pupil,
learning, the purpose of education, and the factor of independence which are to be found in independent secondary schools
today.

r----.

----------t
In tracing the rise and development oC the independent

school, we have considered the historical period to/stretch Crom
colonial times to 1918 and have shown that there was little
challenge to philosophize about independent education in this
period.

The Latin Grammar School had responded to an inherited

need for training sons of the aristocracy in preparation Cor
higher education.

The academy which emerged from the Latin

school had begun the development of a more practical America,
although its philosophic antecedents were still largely European.
Primary function was still assigned to preparation for college,
and the" only major shift in philosophical orientation lay in the
fact that the "great end and real business" of living had been
broadened to include more practical ends of man's endeavor.
Since there was no system of public education, it happened--by
default, as it were--that the independent school was the
first secondary institution to bridge the gap between
the classical training provided by the Latin grammar
school of colonial days and the practical educational
demands ot our young nation. l
With the rise of public secondary education, the academy,
initially an agent of change, was to become to some degree a
force for stability, remaining--or being created--to continue
the tradition of college preparation, doctrinal instruction, and
training in character and responsibility for leadership.

Viewed

lArthur E. 'rraxler, "Independent School and Education, Yesterday, Today t and Tomorrow," School and Societx t 56 (November 28
1942). 506.

~ -----------------..,
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by some a. working again.t the int.rest. o:t democracy which the
public· school wa. trying to impart to the 'tmelting/pot" o:t the
second half of the nin.teenth century, the private academy was
charged with diTi.ivene...

The.e three ele.ents, change, stabil

ity, and divi.ivene ••• appear at the cor. of writings about
indep.nd.nt s.condary education in tbe pr•• ent century.

The

greater chall.nge to pbilo.ophize .about its pupils and programs
cam. to ind.p.ndent education at the same time that it did to
public education.
John S. Brubacher bas written that
The .tudy of educational philosophy has flourisbed
in the twentieth century as never be:Core in the whole
history of education •••• What i. the r.ason for this
gr.atly augmented interest in educational philosophy?
Perhaps the Simplest answ.r is the ri •• of "progressive
education" as a cause celebre •••• A. theoretical
victori.. l.d to .ore .nd .ore victori.s in the f1.1d
of practice, the defend.r. of traditional and conventional education :tinally took p.n in hand to defend
their own pr.ctic.s ••••
The i.sue r.ally li •• much d.ep.r. The experi••ntal .chool •••• w.r. but the vanguard of that larger
twenti.th-c.ntury .ndeavor to a •• ume more and more
intentional control of the .ocial proee •••••• Progr••• iv •
• chool •••• 6.1iber.tely fashioned their praetices on
scientific findings. As th •• e oft.n-w.re in conflict
with cherished traditional convictions there was an
urg.at d ....nd for a fr ... h philosophical approach to
resolve thecontlict. 2

2John S. Brubacher. "The Challenge to .Philo.ophize about
Jl;ducation, " Modern Pbj.los9phie. fln4 &ducation. ,4th Yearbook of
the National Society :tor the Study of Education Part I (Chicago:
Univ.rsity of Chicago Press. 195'>, pp. 4.,.

Once again the independent school is thrust into the position of pioneering.

If, as Brubacher states.

/

Except for the emergence of John Dewey and the persistent challenge of his pragmatism to every phase of
contemporary education, it is unlikely that educational
philosophy would have had anywhere near the risB to prominence it has had in this century.3
then in the cradle of progressive education at Dewey's independent laboratory school at the University of Chica.go can be found
at once the continuation of the proud tradition in independent
education of experimentation and the beginning of the modern
dialogue on philosophy of education as it confirms the function
of the nation's independent schools.
Since it is independence which most clearly distinguishes
the non-public schools, and since it has been their independence
which has led them to develop their views of the pupil, of
learning, and of the purpose of education, it is this concept
which must be examined first.
The philosophy of independence in education
Throughout the nineteenth century and the first quarter of
the twentieth, those schools which were not supported by public
monies were known as "private" schools.

There had been some

criticism of such private schools, dating back to the beginnings
of public education in the early nineteenth century, but it was

-

'Ibid., p. 8.

~
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not until after World War I that the need to change the image of
non-public schools arose.

/

Between 1917 and 1921 some thirty-one states passed laws
requiring all instruction in the public schools to be
given in the English language •••• In 1919 Nebraska passed
a law prohibiting instruction in any language but
English in private or religious as well as in public
schools. In Meyer ~. Nebraska (1923) the United States
Supreme Court declared this law unconstitutional on the
grounds that the Fourteenth Amendment protected the
liberty ot teachers to make contracts to engage in the
common occupations of life (teaching German) and the
liberty of parent. to educate their children as they
saw fit (the right to s~nd their children to private
and religious schools).
In 1925, suit was brought again in the United States Supreme
Court to declare unconstitutional a compulsory education act
passed in Oregon in 1922 which required, "with certain exception.,"
that all normal children between the ages of eight and
sixteen years must attend a public school and that any
who attend a private school or teacher must obtain the
permission of and be examined by the county superintendent of schools. Fearful that the law if enforced
would destroy the private and parochial schools in
Oregon, a Roman Catholic teaching order brought suit
to have the law declared unconstitutional. The United
States Supreme Court did so in Pierce ~. Society ~
Sisters in 1925, commonly known as the Oregon decision. 5
This has been considered as a landmark decision, one which
assured the right of private schools to exist. 6

It did under-

score the independence of such schools, as had the decision in

4 Butts and Cremin, p. 525.

5~., p. 526.
6 Byrnes, p. 48.

~
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-Heyer

~.

Nebraska, and when the attacks of: those who f:elt that

the Oregon decision was badly wrong began to hit

u~n

such

topics as separatism, prejudice, class distinction and snobbishness, and the political motives of private school teachers,
private education had to contend with the f:act that the word
'private' had become a largely pejorative term.
In the. f:ollowing year, 1926, the non-parochial pri va te
schools adopted the nante "independent" and f'rom 1927 to 1929
there existed a short-lived journal entitled Independent Education. 7 Since that time,
-under
the direction
a
of:

those private sChools which are not
particular diocesan or religious body

have been officially known as "independent" schools.

Local,

regional, and national associations have reflected independence
rather than private enterprise,

~.,

Independent Schools Asso-

ciation of Greater Chicago, Independent Schools Association of'
the Central States, the National Association of Independent
Schools.
This change of label has also served to distinguish the
great majority of non-public schools, which are incorporated
"not-f'or-prof'it," from the relatively f'ew proprietary schools.
Because some proprietary schools have had low standards or have
engaged in unscrupulous practice, independent schools have f:ound
it necessary to form their own accrediting institutions and have
thereby developed the means f'or policing their own branch of' the
profession.
7Ibid ••

"OD.

48-49.
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The political and social pressures which urged a change
away from the notion ot private to one ot independ,nt were
accompanied in time by the development oC new theories of paychology and learning.

Other independent achools arose to tollow

Dewey-s model at the Uni .... r.ity et Chicago "Lab" school, and it
was the very tact of their independence that enabled such
schools to turther De.ey's experiments.

The tact that progres-

siva education might contain the promi •• oC a better education
was enough to elicit tund., Cacilities, and faculties.

Some

independent .chools tollo.ed the progre.sive .ove.ent; some
were created expre.sly tor this purpose, oth.r. rejected it
either tro. tradition or conviction.
escaped.

One deduction cannot be

the balance that has been .truck is in direct propor-

tion to the d ••and expr•••• d by tho.e who support ind.pendent
education, tor granting that
to ignore the fact that the patron.' choice oC a school
i. h.avily iaflueaced by the Cactor. oC educaAioaal
philo.ophy and methods i8, indeed, distortion
it is also true that, to survive, the independent school must
prove its claim to otter a superior educational program, aad it
must ofter what its clients want Cor their children, since it
cannot rely on a eompulsory edueatioD statute to till its
enroll.eDt.

ICary Potter, "Discussion" on "Molding ot Tender Minds,"
School aId Soc,etX, 87 (December 19, 195'), 516.

From ita historical role of innovator, evidenced by the
acad.my and the earliest "progressive" achools,

an~

the nature

o! ita dependence on a Cee-paying clientele with the power to
choose com.a one of the baaic conc.pts relevant t. independence:
the freedom and obligation to experiment.
It muat be thoroughly UDderatood, as one headmaster haa
reminded hia colleague., that "one cannot generalize raahly
about 'the independent school.'"'

It must not, for example, be

concluded tbat all ind'pendent schoola consider that they have
an obligation to experiment, or indeed that they are free to do
ao.

Othera, however, are not 08ly aware of such freedom and

obligation, but consider thia to be one of the ueique advantagea
of independent education.

10

Arthur Traxler, Associate Director of the Educational
Hecorda Bureau, has affirmed that
the ind.pendent-achool group includes at once som. of
the most conservative and som. of the moat progresaive 11
and experimentally minded 8chools in the United Statea.
At its best, the sense of obligation to experiment ia characterized by a vicoroua co.-itment to profe.aional and national

'Edward T. Hall, "Schools . f Independence," Teacher.'
Collea' Resotd, 62 (March, 1961), 4'~.

100f 107 respondenta to the atudy queationnaire, 84 agreed
that "freed.m to experi.ent" was a unique advantage of independent education.
11 Arthur i. Traxler.. p.' '08.
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aims.

Various writers have viewed the ability and inclination

of independent scbools in various cont.xts.

Edward ,Hall's com./

Dlent that it is the "right of the independent scbool ••• to be as
varied within its own genre as standards of quality will
permit," 12 implies experimentation as the source of such variation.

Claude M. 'uess. former headmaster of Phillips Acad.my.

Andover, speak. of "an amazing medley of theories and policies,
ranging from the conventionally orthodox to the dramatically
heretical."l'

Donald W. Rogers pointed out the .o.eti.es embar-

rasaing lag betw.en philosophy and practice in commenting on th.
re.ult. of a poll r.ported in 'ortUl'le m.gazine in May, 1

,It" ,

wherein 82 headlllast.rs of the 129 polled affir.ed that independent schools should undertake "pioneering" for the benefit of
education, but "

heads bad no pioneering worth reporting. llt

The vigorous cOl8l8itment find. few testimonials .uperior to
that ot:-,Leighton Johnson:
It'.houldbeelDpbasized that the most cogent argument
for independent schools is that they are free from
the inertia and tbe restraints whieh enthrall public
education and they are tree to e.plo~ _ad sOlDetimes
co..ttted to tbe employment of unusual. promising
approaches which are not yet generally accepted in
tbe public .chools. Wa need a common awaren.ss that
12 Edward T. Hall, p. ,.,2.
l'Claude M. 'u•••• "lndapendent School. in the Postwar
World," i'ncational R,cord, 28 (January, 1947), 91.
14Donald W. Rog.rs, "Private Schools in American Life,"
Jourp1 of H&lher EducatilS_ 15 (Decemb.r, 1944), 475.

1\
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progress can be made in education, that it can be made
in diverse ways, that efforts often criticized in public education as "progressive educationt' are e~t'orta
often praised in the independent achool as mo~
enlightened education, and that the independent school
can be the breeding place and teating ground of ideas
that will strengthen all education in the future. 15
Evidence or experimentation does not argue that experimentation as an aim of independent education ia considered to be a
"good" by a given nuaber oC achools.

On the other hand, com-

ments auch as Traxler's that it was "no accident that of' the
thirty schoola in the Eight Year Study oC the Progreasive
Education Association, sixteen were independent SChools,,,l' do
point up the fact that experiment may be more easily undertaken
in independent achools.

That sixteen did take part in the Eight

Year Study is adduced as evidence that experi.entation is a
basic element in the philoaophy of independence, as ia the Cact
that it waa three indepe.dent schoola which, with Harvard,
Princeton, and Yale, produced the so-called "Three School t Three
Colle.e Study" which led to the Advanced Standing Program. 17
In ita baaic approach to experi.entation, the independent
secondary achool auggesta that pioneering ia .erely one of the
concomitant. of it. larger and over-arching aim of fitting boys

l5Leighton H. Johnson, "Une.phasized Aspects of the Independent School Queation," School an4 Sgci.ty, 87 (May 2', 1959), 2~O
16Traxler, pp.

'07-508.
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and girls for life.

In 1947. tbe current bulletin of Phillips

Academy, Andover, stated:

/

Phillips Academy is a liberal modern school with an
ancient tradition. Its roots are in the past trom
which it draws nourishment. But its spirit is that
of the present and is always looking toward the tuture.
Without embracing untested theories 01' education it
is on the alert to discover and utilize better methods
tor traininl American bOIS tor service and leadership
in modern American lite. 8
Certainly "service and leadership" had been understood at the
time ot Andover's charter in the eighteenth century by the
phra.e "the great end and real busine •• ot living."
The 1967 catalogue ot The Choate School contains the to110w..
ing statement 01' philosophy:
Th. School was 1'ounded ••• to combine the lite 01' a
1'amily and the lite ot a school, so that while a boy
is gaininl the benetits that a school .ust first 01'
all provide--spiritual leadership, ertective and
inspirinl teaching. sound discipline, physical deve1.
opment, and association with purpose1'u1 .en and boys
--be ne.d not lose tbe warmtb 01' intimate in1'luenc.
that should characterize bis ho•••••• tb. Seh"ol ot
today is planned ••• to provide the same training and
in1'lu.nc.s.
Und.r right in1'luences, a boy wants to 1.arn, Choat.
ha. lona discard.d tb. outmoded pre.upposition 01' a
reluctant stUdent driv.n by an o.niscient teacber in
tavor of .ti.ulating, modern approache •• 19
The tone ot these remark., characteristic ot much ot the
pro.e in the catalogue. of ind.pend.nt scbool., rev.al.
18JosePb J. W'ocasek. "Whatts Happening in Privat~ Scbools,"
Amer&cln Scb,ol Board Journal, 11, (D.cember, 1947), 17.
19Catalogu. 01' The Cboat. School, Wallinaford. Connecticut,
1966.1967, pp. 7, 9.
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8om.thing of the nature of tho.e in.titution. which i. conducive
to vigorous and su.tained exp.ri ••nt:
conviction b.hind th. word. th •••• lv•• ' the .trong--and larg.ly
correct--impre •• ion that what.v.r the individual educational
theories oC truste •• , administration, and faculty there is consensus on the Cundamental aim. of the .chool, th• • •nse of p.r.anenc. bred oC the knowledge that no sudden uiase will threaten
radical change.
The ele.ent of .tability i . vital to much oC the philosophy
of ind.pend.nt education.
size.

One contributing Ceature is that of

Ev.n with the recent "population explosion," the ind.pen-

d.nt .econdary school. bave been deliberately kept small.
Another feature is sel.ctivitYl ind.p.nd.nt sohoo1s admit the
stud.nt. they want--and oandi ••i . . those whom th.y find the.selv.s unequipped to .duoate.

In this way, they have been able

to control the size of th.ir op.ration and direct their efforts
to teaching; they have not had to contend with overcrowding or
with large number. of recalcitrant stud.nts who might have
limited the r •• ponsibiliti •• ot the facu.lty to a Cora of
babysitting.
Ind.p.ndent .ducation has Cound the freedom to .elect central to its concept. about independence.

're.do. to select

stud.nts was con.ider.d a un&911e advantage by 9,' of the schools
which replied to the study questionnaire.

Fiva respondents

gratuitously added "freedom to select t •• chers" to the list

~----------------------------~
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of advantages or.tered, and one expressed the sentiment more
strongly:

"The single most important advantage is !reedom to

select faculty."

20

Other co. .ents adverted to the freedom to

select curricular objectives or textbooks as a matter of either
individual or. at least, local initiative.

It is, of course,

clear that these freedoms entail corresponding responsibilities,
perhaps chief amons which is that of providing a curriculum, and
persons to teach it, which will accomplish the aim of preparing
the student for admission to college.
Freedo. of selection of students is, of course, essential
to the conduct of a collese-preparatory school.
crop of applicants there w1ll be

th~se

In each year's

who, on the basis of

their previous work and their scores on entrance tests, will be
judged to be simply unable to aeat the academic standards of the
school.

Despite often very severe pressure to accept a student

who falls into this category, many independent schools resolutel,
resist accepting students who they feel would encounter only
failure and frustration.

It i8 somewhat easier for the boarding

school to make this resistance than it is for the city or countr,
day school because of the geographical remoteness of the boardinl
school from any given pressure group oC parents or alumni.
Given the Creedom oC selection. it then falls upon the boarc
of trustee. to establish policy respecting the aim. of the school
20Questionnaire #93. co. .ent on Question 82. (Since respon~
dents have been guaranteed anonymity, the only means oC identification Cor questionnaire results used in this pMper is that oC
the number assigned to the return in its order of receipt.)
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The independent schools which were founded in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries were typically begun either by/a group whicb
created educational f'acil:l.ties where none bad previously existed
or botter faoilit:l.es than had existed; or by an individual who
wished to express his

Olm

philosophy of' education.

The role 0'1'

the trustees may originally have been as simple as providing
reputation. finanoial support, and a sense of' continuity.

\Tith

the expansion of population and of' independent education, the
original functions have been

expande~

to include responsibility

for such policy decisions as:
1.

Aim:

Shall the school be strictly college-preparatory?
Shall it serve the needs of' a specific community?

2.

Adlaissions:

3.

'acuIty:

What shall be the siae of' the school?
Shall it be racially integrated?
Shall there be a quota for given racial,
religious. or ethnic groups?
Who and how . .ny shall receive tuition aid
or scholarship?

Are teachers to be required to have professional preparation in education?
Are inexperienced teachers to be engaged?
Are salaries to be competitive with those
of' public school teachers?
Is tenure to be oeeered?
What perquiSites (major medical, annuity,
sabbatical. etc.,) shall be provided and
for who.?

With.t.n the framework of the policies developed trom decis10ns on these and other que.tions, tbe independent school adm!nistration and faculty will be expected to develop and maintain
the highest possible standards.

With the independence to do so

goes a heightened awareness and expression of' individualism,

resourcefulness, anrl vision, quali.ties which are not only h1Shly
'Valued by teachers and administrators but are also jncorporated
into the school's aims for its students.
The trustees engage a headmaster ...... he is rarely called a
principal--or headmistress on the basis of' his or her own education, experience in teaching. the degree to which they share in
I;

the aims of the school, but very largely on the Coree of' the
head's personality, or what may be called "image."

By use of' the,
J

!

term .theadmaster tf is implied not only that he is the supervising'
teacher but also that he is the head ot the school.

From the

head, even though he dOes not .ake policy, comes the interpretatien and i.plementation of policy which efrectively sets the
tone or philosophy of' the school during his administration.
It is not unco••on to hear tbe phrase "my school", bU.t it is
seldom more apt than when it is voiced by an independent school
head, tor the ideal and largely common practice is tor the
trustees to withdraw atter policy is established and confine
themselves largely to tinAncial direct.ion and the development o£
capital or endowment funds.
The element of educational leadership located on the premises, a leadership which not only may but is expected to create
an ever-better school in all it.. di •• nsions. a leadership which
theoretically and often practically reaches personally to every
faculty member, every student. and into the deep.st recesses o£
the boiler room and the drainage ditch on the athletic £ield.

rr
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gives a fundamental dimenaion to independeat edueatioa, auPPortiag aa it doea the aeaae of the independence of the/acbool aa a
cOMplete entity in itself rather than as part of a system.

Whea

Ie headala.ter aaya "We can do aaythiag we waat to do," it is aot a
boast ot power aa much aa it ia a reatate.ent of the respoaaibility ot iadependeat achool operatiaa.
The history ot iadepe.deat aecondary education ia i . large
part a hiatory ot .en, headala.tera whoae persoaal torce waa the
philosophy of the school.

Porter Sar.ent. whoae firm publishea

a handbook oa private schools, in eharacterizina the types of
men who have beco•• legends in independent schoola, uaderscorea
this point with a quote taken f'ro. the autobiography of' Ellery
Sed8Vick, "Alwaya Groton waa trying to be an institution but
alwaya it waa peraonality that .ade it what it .as.,,2l
The freedom to experiment. the knowledge that one will be
~orking

Cor the moat part with atudenta who are reaaonably moti-

vated toward college preparation, and the aenae oC i . .ediate and
!autonomous leaderahip are the Ceatures mainly responaible f'or
attracting teacbera to independent achools.

Here again treedo.

to aelect is vital to the philosophy ot independent scboola.

The

headmaster is tree to hire the teacher he wants, aad in .aay
states independent aehool teachers are not required to .eet even
minimu. certiCication requirements. 22
2lp. B. Sargeat l "Trends ia Private School.," N,tioa'.
SChool., '0 (July, 1,'7), 22.
22Tveaty-four oC \2 atate depart.ent. of education, replyia.
to , que.tionnaire sent aa part of' thia study, said that independent school teachers did Dot need to meet certiCicatioareq~enu

The independent school teacher, once hir.d. is very oCten
an ind.pend.nt entity within the school.

In .... rvic.? training in

independent schools is oCten of a very informal nature, and a
number of school. frankly state that they do not conduct such
training.

a,

In an article containing a description of a begin-

ning teacher's first year, this Ceatur. of ind.pendence is

indic~

ed by a f'orta.r teach.r who is now with a publishing tirm:
This watch-and-wait attitude, a kind of sink-or.wim ..adn.... that b.n.Cit. no on. and hurts everyone,
is ba.ed on the assumption that any kind ot teachertraiBing inCriages oa a new teacher' .. f're.do .. to
d.v.lop his own .tyle of' t.aching and on the ind.p.ndent school my .. tique that the b •• t traia1nl •• thod
i . to throw the new teacher to the students, if' he
surviv.s, .s the mystique 10 •• , he will b. a better,
stronger, and more cunning teach.r because of it.
This belief' is idiocy •••• All that he has to cuide hi.
when he enters the classroom ia what he remembers of'
.. ucee •• f'ul t •• cher. vben b. wa. a student. But fond
..emorie. of' Cavorite teach.rs are not suf'ficient
preparation for tea.hing. a•
Th.re i. evid.nc. that the view .xpr•••• d b,. Hr. Greele,.
..ay ae •• to be chang.d.

In 1967. a pamphlet prepared for the

Comaittee on Teacher Training oC the National Association oC
Indep.ndent Schools and entitled The Nvrtu,!

,r

a Fir.t-Cla ...

F,culty noted the f'ollowing:
a number of' ind.p.nd.nt .cbools have had superb progra•• to help t.ach.r. reach out, grow, and cODtribute
to their own and education's dev.lopm.nt •••••• hool.

a'ViCty-seven oC the 107 respondents to the study questionnaire reported in-service training at their schools.
2\Sa••el J. M. Greeley. "The Ivy-Hall.d Vocation," The Inde12endent SS9001 Bulletl;n. 27 (Dece.ber. 1967), 26.
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th.maelve. are seeking and tinding ways to challenge
their own teachers, or p.rhaps better, to help in th.
kind of uato1ding and explorins a first-class ;eacher
wants and needs in his developing career. 25
.
A follow-up study was done in the fall of 1967 by .eans of a
questionnaire sent to MAIS achoola. the result. are reported by
~ohn

deQuincy BriS.s. A.sistant Headm.ater of the Middle.ex

School aad A.sociate &ditor of The Independ.nt School Bulletin in
the February, 1968 issue.

As Brigga aeea it, the statistics

gath.red fro. the replies of 400 to 460 schools "support the
conclusion that .any still b.liev. in tbe classroom as a teacher'.
private •• tabli.hm.nt, not to be interf.r.d with_"26
comm.nts returned with

The s.neral

Mr. Brigg.' qu.stionnaire again reflect.d

a wide vari.ty of practic. which challeng •• the validity of
simple generalizations about the independent achool_
If the view of the ela.sroom a. a "teacher t • private e.tablishm.nt U is a hindrance to efficacy in teacher-training, it
doe., n.v.rthele •• , aupport the ti.e.honor.d value of acade.ic
fr.edom.

'or the independent scbool. academic fr •• dolll is vi.w.d

srossly as the tr •• doDl of the .chool to conduct it. own program.,
with it. own •• thods, and with taculty and .tud.nt. of its own
choosing, to the accompli.h.ent. of it. own end.; or, as John F.
Gwamere, h.act.a.ter ot William P.nn Chart.r School, ba.
expr•••• d it:
25quoted in John d.Q. Brigg., "In-.ervice Teacher Training,"
Indepen4.gt Scbool BulleiiB. 27 (February. 1968), 19.
26'Ibid., p. 20.
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Fre.dom to teach what faculty and a~ini.tr.tion
consider wi.e.t and most appropriate to the educational
prinCiples for which ••• a school .tands is some~bing
highly cherished by the independent educationa~
inatitution. 27
Or, as put aomewhat more succinctly by a respondent to the study
questionnaire, a unique obligation of the independeat school is

-

"to be independent_"18
Viewed more specifically, academic freedom is personal; it

is the Creedom of the individual teacher to teach to the aims of
the achool and within the broad definition of courses as established by his department but by his 2" method, often on topics
of his own choice. and not infrequently with the aid of texts
and other materials of his own .election.

That this freedom baa

led to excesses sbould not be more surprising than in the case of
any other freedom, but if there have been witch-hunts after
bolshevists. Cree-love advocates. or other social or political
anarchists (real or supposed), there have also been great and
inspiring teachers, legends in their own time, wbo, it ia
obviously felt by many in independent education. would have been
smothered by any abrogation of such freedom.
Eighty-one of the schools replying to the study questionnaire iadieated "academic freedom" as a unique advantage of
indep.ndent .chools. and one specifically extended this with the

27Jobn F. Gummere. "Independent School in American Culture,"
Teachers- Colle'e Retord, 62 (March. 1961),

4".

28Questionnaire #16.

/
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co_eDt "iDdividual Creedom oC teachera.,,29

There wa., as

expected, aom. dissent, and the co. . ents reClect th.irconcern:
/

What is it?
What does this mean?
I doubt this ia true in schools below college level.
What kind of academic treedom?
(name of school) has
~o tenure--ao how tree is one tv speak on sensitive
areas? How tree is one to ac~?~O
These Cour iDgredients, freedom to experiment, local and
largely autonomous leadership, treedom to select, and academic

~\

Creedom emerge Crom the literature, the study questionnaire, and
interviews with teachers and administrators in independent
secondary schools as the most nearly constant values associated

Whether or not independent schools

~

experiment, whether

or not they succumb to other-directedness, whether or not they
are susceptible to pre.surea which limit or eradicate their
Creedom to select, and whether or not they exercise academic
freedom with courage and Vision, they give testimony to their
philoaophical commitment to these valuea by existing as
den~ a!hools.

~ndeRen

If to be independent is to have the potential tor

I

?

these Creedo•• --and oC course their concomitant responsibilities \
i

--then to be independent (whether Cor a school or for one who
works in such a school) is to affirm that these ingredients are
ess.ntial to education.

If, aa many believe, these freedoms are

29Qu.stionnaire #89.
30Questionnaires

#68, 76. 47, 99.
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unique advantages ot independent schools, then the inference
must be drawn of' the assumption that the absence

0'i

curtailment

of these f'r'ledollts which, by det'inition, exists in non-independen
schools also constitutes a curtailment ot' education as it is
deCined by independent schoolmen.
DeCinitions ot' the independent school, intending to show
the quality et' independence, abound; .the f'act of their number
argues the dif't'iculty of' a definition acceptable te all or even
a majority.

S(il••. det'initions, such as those which appear in

school catalogues, are intended as advertising. but those which
appear in statements of oCficial bodies or in the studies ot
those wbo bave attempted to characterize independent education
may be taken aa summary views of the pbilgsop& ot' independence.
A "StatePlent by the Nation.l Council of Independent Schoolst
f'oreruaner of the N.tional Association o£ Independent Schools,
on "The 'unotions of' Independent Secondary Bdueation in the
United States,ft expressed the following statement of £aith:
It would be foolhardy to attempt to set down for
such a variegated group as the independent schools of'
the United States a single credo. Nevertheless, the
National Council of Independent Schools believes that
there is common to all true independent foundations a
central core of' faith, the ••anations of which, per.... ting all our mutu.l and separate endeavors, give
them meanina. purpose, and dignity,
.We believe that the erisis o£ our time is a
spiritual crisis.
We believe in God, and in the universal brotherhood of man. We hold that such belief should be

"..

~~--~------------------------------------------------------------------~
taught, and that pupils should be made familiar with
the history and bases of religion.
We believe that the inalienable rights o~ the
individual derive from God. We believe accordingly
that the individual has inescapable duties which Clow
from these rights, and we hold it an obligation on
the school to teach both these rights and these du.ties.
We believe that education resting on freedom of
inquiry and freedom of faith ia a basic guarantee of
cultural continuity and of liberty itself. We hold
it the duty of our SChools to teach how to meet and
manage difficult intellectual tasks. We believe that
all good teaching i . rooted and grounded in character
carefully cultivated and based on religion and ethics.
From such teaching. learning will grow into a lifelong strength on which a person may draw in all the
private, economiC, political, and spiritual stress.s,
strains, and joys which he will encounter~
Indepen~ent educ.tion.
Independent schools have
a noble .nd proud tradition. We believe that their
contribution to the nation~and mankind has been substantial. The progress of mankind has been in direct
proportion to the freedom of education, the trust in
free inquiry, and the virtue of the individual. The
first sure warning of tyranny, whether by an individual
or by a majority, ia the attempt to seize control oC
education; the certain couaequence of established
tyranny is the Call of the univerai tie., coll'e"e •• and
achoola, which it invariably recognizes a. its most
dangerous enemie •• 31

The .tat••ent on the place of religion in independent educ.tion contained in the credo given above ia car.Cully nondenominationalf it uaaistakably reflect., however, the concern
of a ,reat many independent schoola with .piritual valuea.

Many

of today·. non-public, ·non-parochial schoola have atrona church

'lNational Council of Independent Schoola, "The Functions
of Independent Secondary Education in the United Statea," School
and Socilix, 74 (September 8, 19'1), 1,0.

a~~iliations;

others are pronouncedly Christian but. equally

pronouncedly. non-denominational.

Compulsory

chape~

service,

/

so.etimes a daily eveat, i. a Ceature oC many oC the boardiag
schools.

The e.phasis on religion in .any iastances asserts the

historical orilins ot independent schools, Counded as tbey were
by clergy.e. or laity oC a particular denomination.

So.e con-

tinue to be strongly Bpiscopal or Conlregational, others bave
kept the stress on relilioa by ••ans ot a service oC worsbip and
either required or optional course. in Bible or comparative
religion.

While admitting students ot other. or no. persuaaion,

such achoola do not excuse any on Irounds ot consciencel those
who cannot acc.pt the proara. should not accept admission.

At

the same ti.e that i t continues the tradition ot its origins,
the independent school in tocu.inl on religion alao e.phasizes
its place in a pluralistic society, a society so pluralistic
that. on the one band, it has Corced the extrapolation oC separation of' church and state to the point where prayer in publi.c
schools is outlawed by the Supre.e Court while, on the other. it
has contributed to the Irowth oC non-public institutions.
The resultant dichotOMY is crucial to an uaderstanding ot
indepeadent education in the United States in the present time.

Only the f'act that there is a sipif'icant number of' schools
which would not subscribe for themselves to the affirmation of
faith in the place of religion

~

religion in independent

education bas relegated this aspect to a place outside the Cour

- ----------------~
~-.

,

'5
~alues

identified earlier.

That religion is a stronger force

than so.e, or all, of' the previously mentioned valu,s in many
/

independent scbools is evidenced by the positions taken on the
aims of education.
The dichotoay created by the effect of current legislative
and judicial action with respect to religion in sehools can be
rather simply reduced to the following schema:
To insure freedo. of religion,
a constitutional sateguard of'
democracy has provided for a
separation of church and state
which,as it af'f'ects stat.,
i.e •• public sobools, bas led
to legislation forbidding
religious observances or
prayer.
Independent scboola are a necessity, IDade ao by tbe principle
of church-atat. separation wbicb
forces tbose parents who feel
that religion is an essential
part of' education to go outside
the public school syste••
In this r.spect, independent
schools ahare with parochial
schools the position of' be~ng
the bastion of religious
education.
Becauae independent schools must
charge t.ea, they are accus.d of
furtherin, cl.ss, i.e., 80cioeconomic, distinctions and, in
ao doing, bein, undeaocratic.

r:~.--------------~
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In contradistinction, the
public schools are opposed to
the notions of class distinction and privilege on the
grounds of philosophical commitment to the principles of
democracy,

/

one of wbos. Creedoms is that
oC reliaion.
But "Christian" education is
not nemocracy-centered. It is
Theoc.ntric, Chrillocentric,
Eeclesioe • .ntric ••,;,
That secondary education must .mbody, or b • • •bodied in,
religion 1s, th.n, central to the position of many independent
scbools concerning tbeir rights and obligations of ind.p.ndence.
Other summari.s of the philosophy of ind.pendence have
struck a similar note, so•• affirming the commitm.nt to Christ.
ian education. others stressing secular spiritual value ••
In the r.port of a survey

~

curricular cbanges in

"private~

schools (the terms "private" and "ind.p.ndent" are still largely
int.reh. . . . .bl.>, Woc.sek i while affirming that
••• th. education.l philosophy of the headMaster or
found.r should ulti•• tely determine the instruction
off.red 1n a private school,
concludes his report with the following:
Perh.psthe b.st summary of' the philosophy of
education of the secondary private schools ••n be
s.cured from the bulletin of' the Oakwood School,
tounded 1n179' . t Poughkeepsie, N. Y., which says,

,It,

,aByrn.s, p.
quoting Sister Mary Joseph Baby, A Critical
Studt of the Ney IducatioD.
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"The objectives ot the school are:
to develop
and maintain strong bodiesJ to encourage and evolve
those traits ot character that are basic and essential to a Christian per.onality; to lay a souna basis
for further educational advancement; to provide an
environment in whicb children lIIay learn to live
together; and to develop appreciation tor our social
heritage."
In an article argUing the need for curricular change to
accompli.h .ome ot the iadependent school's axiololical ends,
John FergUson .ulsest. 80.e ot the .ecular spiritual values:
A cour.e oa the secondary .chool level about the
nature of man may 8eem to be highly superfluou.. Atter
all. our independeat scbools are the la.t ba.tion of
relilious and intellectual freedom, it is said, and
man'. nature is being illuminated in chapel all tbe
tina.. Everyone knows that our faculties keep talking
about .an in each of the cours.s they have taught .0
long and so lovinlly. Even the daily lite ot the
school and tbe i18ace of tbe headmaster .erve a. constant
elucidations of human nature in dynamic action. A credit
cour •• on .an hi•• elf hardly .ee•• nec •••• ry.
In reality, tbe portrait ot .an 11ven in .chool.
toclay i. a patchwork of wisdo., prejudice, truth, and
wi.hfUl tbinkinl_ The quest for truth about man i.
bandicapped by a curriculum weilhted down by the vested
inter.sts of tho.e who teach it and who guard its sacred
subdivi.ions in tbe same way that the difterent constructioa \lIlion. defend their .eparate territories in labor
squabbles. The cours.s DUly look diff.rent. the textbooks
may change color, the Harvard profe8sor.,_ay advi.e u.
to con.ent, but the five di.cipline. grind on; and .an ,%
him.elt is never actually .tudied a8 tbe point ot focus.
While 'erlu80n'. re••rk8 are basically devoted to a narrowel
curricular. per.pective of the phil080phy of independence. tbey

"Woca.ek. pp. 17, 19.
'%Joha P. Forguson, "The Nature of Han," The Indep.n4!nt
Schogl B,,11:e1in, 27 (February, 1968), 2,.
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do serve to update the .tatement. and conclusions, given above.
of the National COWlcil of Independent Schools (19'1) and of
/

Woca •• k (19'7).

A .ore broadly philo.ophical .u_ary ot the

current perspective i . provided by McMillin:
To the uninformed public, we are of tea .chool. for
"exceptional" children (to employ an educationi.t
euphe.i_h tor boy. and girl. from broken ho••• , or
for the off.pring of i.portant people who.e careers
allow the. only .i.iau. contact with th.ir tamilie ••
In part, of cour •• , we are th •• e .chool.. W. are .any
other kind. of .chool. a. well. W. are in hearty
di.agreement a.ong our.elvea in dozen. of r •• pect ••
And this particulari.m of ours can goad u. into mutual
jealou.ie. and rivalries that are not very admirable.
Tet can we not think and act our way more deeply
into what we po ••••• in co. .on? In our very indtviduali •• , in our very determination to go our own
in4Sividual way, lie. our unity of' purpo.e. We enjoy
being different from one another, and we can learn
to .njoy much .01'. than we do now the difterence. ot
our br'other and .i.ter .chool., a. well a. tho.e ot
our own. Unlike the public 8chool. the independent
.chool need make no preten.e of attempting to be many
thin.s to .11 par.nt.. Thi. is the very glory of the
independent identity. We enjoy a kind of .pecial
tr.edoa, ri.ky •• it i.. The;,n. . . of our national
organization bas helped U8 to feel both our individuality and our cOl8lll11aity& A•• ociation of Independent
School.. A. individual .chools, we are, most of u.,
sharply defin.d. The vari.ty of our d.finition. i.
our .trength. It c.anot b • •aid, however, in our own
rank-and-fil. con.ciou.ne •• at lea.t, that our a •• ociation (lower-ca.e .. and upp.r ca.e A) i • • 0 well
dett.ed. Yet a. a ,adfly it has great potentialities
for u.ing a benefic.nt atin,.S'
It i. McMillin'. re.ervation that in the "rank-and-file
con.ciou ••es.," the community or a •• ociation of the independent

1\
1

\
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schools is not well de£ined.

The reason Cor tbis lack of'

def'inition has already been of':fered by McMillin bim,elf':

it ia

/

the individuality--or independence--of eacb school which :focuses
attention Away from cOllllllunity And toward "independent identity."
No satisf'actory credo for All independent scbools, even on the
question o:f philosophy of independence, is any more available
today than it was in 19'1 (cf. p. 62).
The £indings o£ this study do support, bowev.r, the conclusion that while there are di££erence.

iq

hierlrcbie.l arrAnl'

-

lIlellt of asswaptions Wlderlying the nature, the right., and the
obligations G:f independence, there Are certain constants or

near-constants (experimentation, local autonomy, :freedom o:f
selection, and acadeaic :freedom, freedom :for religious education
which te.d towlrs! a distinct philosophy of independent education
r

Sixty.eight respo.dents to the study questionnaire said
that they felt that there was a "distinct philGsophy of independent education. tt

Twenty-two :felt that the same philosophy pre-

vailed in public and independent education.

If' there is a

central, and co. .on, assu.ption in independent education, it isas McMillin also points out--the value of individuality over
community, at least a. this value re:flect. the relation of
independent secondary education to the mainstream of secondary
education in the United States.
Viewed more particularly, that is, in ter•• of practice
among and within the independent school. themselves. this

rY---'- - - - - - - - .
~

F

central., co. .on, value expresses it.elf' .ore preci.ely in terllls

oC the motives and objectives of' a pluralistic
its pluralis..

soc~tyreClectin

As will be .een Crom an examination oC views ot

the pupil and ot tbe aims ot education, "individuality over
coml1lUn::l.ty" beeollle. "individuality wlrthin cOlDlllUllity."
V,ews 2t the p!pil in Independent Secondary Education
The most striking a.peet of' stated philosophy and practice
regarding the pupil in independent scbool. i . the concern with
tbe individual.

Thirty-one ot f'orty-f'our replies to que.tion

B14 in the study que.tionnaire included either direct or
indirect reterence to the individual.>'

Characteristic ot the

questionnaire returns and ot the lansuege ot school catalogue
state.ent. ia the u.e of' the .ingular, "student t" ·'his," "her t"
"participation by all stUdents

80

that each ••• "

The verbalized position is supported in the nature and
practice of' independent schools.

1.

Moat independent achools are relatiyelys.all,
.any hay. retused to increase enrollment despite
the de.and ot greater numbera of' applicants.

2.

The ideal student-f'aculty ratio in independent
school. i . .ost co. .only expressed in the range
ot 10-1 to 15-1.

"Question 514 asked: hbat term (or de.criptive sentence)
be.t describes the underlying aim or philosophy ot the to!!l pro
gralll ot your school (including instruction, athlettcs,
activities)?
For individual comments on this and other questions, see the
Appendix.
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Many independent schools limit not only class
size (15 is not uncommon; 20 is near average;
25 would be considered large) but also teac~ing
load (4-5 sections). In addition, schools/
attempt to free teachers from as much paperwork
and non-teaching chores as possible; these have
in view providing more time for individual attention, "extra help."

4.

Independent study has sho~ a Earked increase
recently; many schools are experimenting with
programs in which a student is freed frOID some
or all of his regular classes and appointments
to carry out a project of his own design with
the direction of one or more faculty members.

,.

Typically. guidance and counselling services
are provided by classroom teachers, or by administrators (housemasters, directors of studies,
as well as headatasters) wbo in many instance.
also teach, coach athletic., and/or advise
extracurricular activities.
(Some schools have added specialists. or bave
specialized such functions as college counselling, but this has not diminished the coun.elling function of other start' members.)

While other schools would express the underlying assumption in other terms, the rollowing statement is indicative of
concern with the individual and suggestive of' the practice of
using the sum of a school's resources:

plant. personnel, and

philosophy for the benefit of: the individual.
I.

A Basirc Assumetion
Mankind is perfectible and each reaches his
perfection in the degree to which he finds a
relationship between himself: and the "over soul."Since each child is difterent and will f'ind his
own best potential unlike that of others, there
must be educational opportunity with enouah
variety to accommodate this difference.
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II.

Some Basic Human Values
A.

D:tscipline approaching the level where the
individual will. (does) accept reality/as
real. and will govern himself in a manner
consistent with his purposes and the known
facts.

B.

Realization of' selC in a Cramework oC philosophical and 80cial truth.

C.

Purpose ,onsistent with and responsive to
the individual's psychological needs, individual belieCs, and our social mores.

D.

bowledae essential to the understanding of'
these values.

• Concepts here are d,rivad from the writings of'
Plato and Emerson.>
Two other features of' the independent school underscore
their concern with the individual.
First. the pr1mary--and 1n some in.tances exclusive--ai. of'
the va.t majority aC independent sehnol. is preparation oC the
individual for bieher education.

Some schools do choose to

work. so.etimes exclusively, with those who will not pursue a
colleee career. but the larger se&ment oC independent scbools is
devoted to "f'i tting" rather than ·'f'inishing."

The cbanges.

som.times subtl., som.times dramatic, which bave occurred in tbe
process oC college admission have emphasized the importance of
cowulelling students in terms oC a specif'ic college or colleges
as opposed to college

eer~.

Chief amoDa these changes is. of'

'7State••nt of the "Philosophy oC the Sohool" oC a country
day scbool in the midwest.

~--------------,
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course, tbe greater nuabers of bigh school graduates going on to
college and the corresponding increase in

.electiv~y

among the

colleges themselves.
Where, twenty years ago or even less. independent 8chools
might bave achieved their goal of college preparation by feeding
.tudents through tbe ftfactory" of •

traditional, single.track

curriculum with little or no concern for directing the. toward
experiences which would have the efCect of individualizing the
college applicant,

tod~y's

independent school must provide the

'teducational opportunity with .nouch variety" cited in the B,sic
ASSUMption above, together with enough d4rection Cor each studen
so that the applicant becomea, as one interviewee put it,
"somebody the colle,e wants. ,.
The .econd feature is found in the socio-economic level ot
the stUdents and their Camilies.

Because independent achools,

with very tew exceptiona, must charge tUition and other fees.
the larger part of their enroll.ent is .ade up of the sons and
daughters of upper-middle and upper income families.

This fact

ia one of the contributors to the charge of snobbishneas against
independent scbools, and there is no que.tion tbat aome of the
scbools are, indeed, "social."

That tbis is so is an instance

of nothing more sinister than the right of parents to choose an
educational inatitution for their children, and social class is
as apt.-if not aa tJomlllon--Q denominator

IftS

reli.ion.

There is.

bowever, a more purposive characteristic of the economic level

~-.~------------------------~
Cram which the majority ot independ.nt echool atudenta ca.e:
the identitication ot their aocio-econolllic

privileg~

with the

/

potential Cor leaderahip.
It ia C.lt by litany in independent .econdary edUccation that
their Cee-paying .tudent. repre •• nt .ith.r inherited pr•• tig.
and inClu.nce within the co.-unity (sometim•• the nation) or, by
virtu. of their background and the contacta which their .ducatiol
is lik.ly to foster, a potential lead.r.hip.

It b.comes t there-

fore. part of the lIlis.ion of the independ.nt achool to •• e to
the education of' the privileged

.0 that privil.ge is translated

into responsibility.
It is largely owing to the s.lf-concept of ind.p.ndent
school. as training grounds for l.ad.rship that the schools have
made a conscientious ettortto provide .cholarship tunda for
abl. and promi.ing atudeats froa lower incollle familiea.
McMillin suas tbe argume.t:
Aa "private's.hoola" it ia true that w. lIIust go out
In the equalitariaa tw.ntiethcentury, we
.ul.'ter greatly frolll a bad conscience. We hear ouraelv.a
deacrib.d aa amall ba.tiona of privil.g. and a. obaoleacent .n••l •• to equality of opportunity, and w. half
b.lieve it~ How.ver, our exp.ri.nc. oUcght to have
taught u. to know b.tt.r than to uae sup.rficial .conoaic crit.ria to .valuate opportunity. An .ver IRor.
doaiftAnt .ocial value in this country is not Who-On.-Ia
but What-On.-Achi.v•••••• Should w. deprive the prot•• .or' • • on of the b •• t teacher. in ord.r to "equalize."
.~cational opportunity?
Or .hould w. disallow to
a rich boy, negl.ct.d a. w.ll as .poil.d, the educational advantage. which tuition below the college level
can at l.ast begin to buy for him? His potential for
aervice to society itself ia probably greater than that
01.' bu.in....

~-----------.
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of the avera.e. Should we turn him 100 • • in a society
of diffUse values when he needs to learn (1) selfrespect and
noble ••• obli,. without the pr,ten'ions
of ugble" ••

!i)

The individual i"

then, so.eone for whom it i . not .uffi-

cieut that h. shall pa., hi' cour.e, and earn a diploea.

a.

will, it i . hop.d, pro'p.r acad.mically, for the imm.diat. goal
is admission to coll ••• , but beyond that--and often vi.ved much
more importaatly--indep.ndent schools work to:
develop l.ader.hip, citizen.hip, and .elt-di.cipline."
pr.par••••• tud.nt. for a democratic .ociety , . that
they may make th.ir maximum contribution. 0
develop ••• full pot.ntial aDd a ••DS. or r.spoD.ibility
to hi. t.llow man.'l
(educat.) for s.rvice, for commitment, for the uset.0t
one's facilities for the benefit of the community.·a
In a similar v.in, Th. Choate School also su,gests how
these ai.s are to be accompli.h.d:
The minutiae ot college preparation may gradually
di.appear trona the memory of Alumni; but the insights
and .xample of Maaters wh.- Choat. boys have come to
know will for- a .rowing force toward r.sponsible
m.nhood. ,

,8MCMilliD, p. 10.

"Qu•• tionnaire #29.
IfOQu.stionnair. "%.
41Qu•• tioanaire

'66.

4aQuastioDDair. #100.
4'Catal.cu. of The Choate School, WalliDgtord, Conn.cticut,

1966-1967, p. 7.
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Choate is a prestigious New &ngland boys' boarding school,
founded in 1896.

All older (18,,) airls' boardinl.,hool shows

the purpose behind its proaram of' individual luidance:
Grier is primarily interested in Qevelopinl all-around
girls. To this end, attention i. Cocus.d on elil8inatinl
.elf-consciousnes. and selC-centeredne.s without destroying the individuality of' the girl. The ability to get
along with others and <U.scipline on.' II self' is of par.amount importance.
The Dean of' Girl. works with the personal auidance,and
the G.uidance Committee is compri •• d of' all f'our adaini.trators. fbi. Committee •• ts 8ct90l polici •• and is
the tinal word on .aJor decisio.s. 4
A boarding and day scbool f'or boys, established in 1900,
continu •• the them. with this catalogu • • tat ....nt:
At Colorado Academy, a ratio of' 9 to 1 b.tween student.
and faculty mak•• possible a unity unique with tts
tndependent .chool character. The youna mind draw.
frequently from the mature one, the tor.ing personality
tinds models amon, the cultivated. This dialogue at
Colorado Acade.y is vital to individual growth, to the
formation of high .tandards of thousht and conduct.
and in a note appropriate to the ai.. of' independ.nt schools for
the.selve. and their .tud.at.:
In the words of 'rancis H., Froelicher, .ducator and
uncle of the pre •• nt Seadmaster. a achool ou,ht to
.aintain
unity of direction with an individuality
of path."

i!

With the exception of a relativ.ly s.all number of' more
specialized independent .chools which do not enco.pa.s amons

"Cataloaue of The Grier School, Tyrone, Pennaylvania,

1967-1968, p. 10.
"Catalosue of Colorado Aead••y, Denver, Colorado, pp.

3, 4.
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their immediate goals the admi.sion of their students to college
the twin aims of academic excellence and personal

~.ponsibility

for leadership are inseparable from the view of the pupil.

That

the individual is also central in the speCialized schools is
evidenced by their pro,rams and practices:

schools for children

already engaged professionally in the performing arts are
specially designed s. that the professional en.a,••ents do not
preclude the student from c ••pletin, the acade.ic program,
tutorial schools operate on virtually a one-to-one basis, schoola
for dependent children aua-ent the normal functions of a school
to provide for the individual the enviro. .ent of t.e family.
'or the majority of students in tbe majority of independent
secondary sehools, the following conditions Sha}le the overall
view of the pupil:
1.

Parents send their children to independent school.
for a variety of reason.. Common to all appears to
be the desire for the child to have certain advanta,e.: sound academic preparation, strong moral
and spiritual example, a healthful climate, desirable personal and social contacts and relationships.
A virtually universal a1m is preparation for college.

2.

The students are ."ected by the scbool, so.e on the
rigid basis of their perforaenc. on entrance exa.inations, some on nOR-intellectual factors.
(Tbere is
a strong missionary or "soul-saving" instinct in _ny
independent school teachers and administrator•• )
While there are so.etimes incalculable pressure. to
take certain students, the .ajority of adMis.ions 1.
based on a decision by the school that it ia equipped
to contribute to the development of the applicant.

~r-~---------'
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The reaction to the de. .nd for "private" education is
varied. Independent sohools vary in standards and
emphases--sollle will not admit a student wh9seI.Q. is
below 11'1 others would rapidly go out of ~usiness
if they adopted this standard.
Some schools offer a sound, if not rigorous, academic
program but increa.e the emphasis on "culture"--with
disproportionate stress plaoed on appreciation of the
arts, persoual poi.e, and the sooial graoes.

4.

All sohools,whether offering rigorously acade.ic,
".ocial," or--as do aost--a sound, well-balanced
program of .cademic~ athletios, and activitie.,
recognize the greater likelihood of their students'
beooming influenti.l force. in the.adult commaaity.
To this e»d, +.he independent seho.l view. the individual pupil not merely .s4. diseabodied intellect
to be aoademically trained • but as a whole being
to be developed physically. mentally, emoti. onally t
and spiritually with a vie.., to his future servioe
to SOCiety.

This summary of conditions which promote the view of the
pupil as an individual is consistent with the state.ent of the
National Council of Independent Schools (cf., pp. 62-6,) for
independent sohools as a group; the catalogue of Avon Old Pamas,
Avon, Connecticut, reveals how the view is particularized:
We in A.erica no longer necessarily assu.e that
geutlenesB, courteBY, goodness, kindness, uprigbtness,
honesty. and a sense of fair play are inherited characteristics tran.mitted Crom father to son. We count
on no one priv11ege~ class to produce g.ntlemen ••••
We have created a new ••• class--the aristocracy of the
well-trained intell.ct, the elite oC the well-ordered
mind and the quickened spirit. It is to education
that we turn to furnish us with this clasa--to schools
and colleges that we look for our gentl.men ••••
4'18 this r.spect. the scbools reflect, in varying degrees.
the influence of tweutieth century praa-.t1.m in opposition to
the "disembodied intellect" as.ociated with earlier faculty
psyohology.

~------------------------------~
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The ceatral idea wa. never better expr •••• d than
in the word. of the 'ounder (Theodate Pope Riddlel the
achool wa. founded in 1927) herself:
/

The way. in wbich people differ are more important
than the waya in which they are alike.
This concept of the importanc. of individual diff.rence. may in 1927 have been ahead of its tim.. Pondering
it today, you realize that it is increasingly accepted.
As modern medicine has com. down to the single cell.
a. physics has come dowa to the atom, .0 education has
come to the individual.
The public schools, which must by their nature deal
with .ass.education, have difficulty in insuring that
individuals shall profit trom education in ways that
.eet their owa needs and develop their particular
strengths.
But this field ia precis.ly where such a school as
Avon--not only becauae of it. l.rger ratio of inatructor. to .tudents but by re.sons of policies inherent in
ita whole educational patter.n--ou,ht to shiae.~7
Starting with the pre.ia. of the pupil as an individual,
the adjunct view. of the pupil vary with the .cbool along a continuua ot philo.ophical presuppo.ition. which has come to have
it. polar positieas identi£ied by the ter•• "traditional" and
"proaressive. tI

Within the .everal schools, the views vary with

the teacher's peraoDal philosophy of education and his notion of'
the nature of the adolescent.

The.e individual notioas are too

variegated to be included in this .tudy, albeit many of tbe
differences are ot degree rather than ot kind.

The development

of an in.truaent to determiae attitude. of teacher. in independent schools could furnish tbe ba.i. for an important
47Cataloaue of Avoa Old 'ar••• Avon, Connecticut, 1965-1966,
PP. 2. ~.
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dissertation in itselt.

For present purposes, an examination of

tbe traditional-progressive axis in independent

sc~ols

and ot

those schools which claim dissent trom this axis will serve to
round out the view ot the pupil.
As the characteristics ot independent schools as "traditional" or "progressiye" are Ilost clearly seen in the ways in which
the schools implement their philosophy in practice, and as their
views ot the pupil are implicit in the kinds of experiences whicb
the schools provide, these characteristics and yiews become
interwoven--as they must in any integrated philosophy ot education--with concepts about the learning process.
The so-called traditional schools represent the continuation of the nold,tf subject-matter-centered teaching, the progressiye schools are those which have, in varying de,rees. accepted
the "new," pupil-centered education.

Stereotypically, the one

is authoritarian; the other, democratic.

Alain, the former

adhere to outmoded. mind-training theoriea of faculty psychologYI
the latter are enlightened to concepts of individual differences
the scientific basis of educational llIeaaurement, and behavioral
or psychoanalytic theories ot,'edu.catioa.
Examination of tbe scbools themselYes reinforce the tact of
a continuum. ot practice--some more traditional, so..e more progressive--rather than the existence of two discrete c.mps
susgested by the stereotyped classifications ot traditional and
progressive.

This examination of concepts about learning and

~-.----------------------~al
the ways in which auch conc.pts impinge on the view of the pupil
provides further evidence of the ind.pend.nc. of the achools,
/

the "individuality withtnthe cOIIUIIunity.tt
Conc.pta of the Learninl Proc •• s in lad'E.nd,nt &ducat10n
Th.r. ia considerable .vidence that the independent a.condary school has a mark.d lack oC int.r.st in--and in aom.
instanc.s consid.rabl. disdain tor--th.orie. of learnins in a
tormal sena., eap.cially as these are translated into ortbodoxi.s about .ethod.

Soa. ot the .vid,nc. has been adv.rted to

earli.rl
1.

Th. tr •• dom--hiahly prize. wh.r. it .xi.t.-to s.l.ct t.acb.r. without racard to .tat.
c.rtiCication require••nts.
This beapeaks the a.hools' concern to hire the
liberal arta graduate on the b.aia oC hia command of subject and atrength oC intellectual
and peraonal qualiti.s.

2.

Th. "acad••ic tr •••om" of the individual
teach.r, the practice, .upported by Briggs'
study (ct., p. '9) ot leaving the teacher
alone to teach hi•• elt how to teach.
In-.ervice training, otten intoraal, is largely
a matt.r ot older, more experienced, teachers
(trequently tbe d.part.ent h.ad.) comtorting
the young.r t.ach.r on a sp.cific problem that
baa ari ••n.
(C. . . .nt •• intervi.ws, and·
ob.erved practice ahow tbi. to be extremely
non-directiv., many independent school teacber.
are unwilling to otfer suggeationa tor f.ar of
see.ing to intrude upon another's province.)

,.

The experi.entation ~ith .ethod, and tbe sharing
of resulta, is likewia. intoraal.

~-----"- - - - - - - - - - .
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Independent schoola encourage--often financially-teachera to learn ot inaovationa by aeana of
visita to other achools, attendance at re.~onal
or national asaociation .eetings, or graduate
study. Adoption is most frequently lett to the
individual teacher.
An adminiatrator . .y tell a teacher that the

latter ia "too rigid." or, converaely, "t••
permla.ive." The teacher may be adviaed not
to give ao many teats--or to give more--or that
he must be aore avallable for "extra help." By
aad larse, there is relatively little obaervation or aupervision, even by department heada,
aad the teacher i. left to uae "what work."
for him.
Other evidence .upporting the informal approach to aethod
is gleaned troa the tollowinc'
1.

rorty-two schools replying to the atudy qu.ationaaire reported that they require profea.
aional trainin. in educati.R.
Of the.e, only twenty-five aaid that auch
training was required of their ova resolve.

2.

'orty-niae respondenta f"elt that "theories" of
leamins have had influeace on instruction ia
independent achoola.
When asked to indicate which theory had influence curreatly. the fo,rty-niae reapondent. made
multlple anawera, viz.,
Stimulus.Reaponae
Geatalt
Operant Conditioniag (Skinaer)
Behavioral
Structural (Bruner)
Other

17
12

8
18
24
1

(The "other" was identitied aa "19th
century [iI9[.")

~.----------,
8,
Twenty-niae respoadents specifically said "no"
to the question of infl\lence. Failure on the
part oC the other t.enty~nine who returae~
questionnaires to respond to this question is
adduced as further evidence of a laek of concera with theories of learning in.a Cor.al way.
,.While .oae respondents f'elt that tbeories of
learni., should have More inCluence. co.ments
ot the nature given below were more common:
In cboosin, teachers we hope for greater
~8
depth in chosen fieldS rather thaD in .ethods.
We know what .e are try-ial .. to get aeross and
work at it aay way we caD .... 9
It •• y be that, in part, independent schools have rejected
formal theories of learning or .ethodological .odels because
they a.sociate tbe. with what they c.ll "Big Educat1oD."'O
profe.8ional education as i t is interpreted in normal schools
and Iraduate .chools oC education.

There is a decided aversion

on tbe part of so.e independent 8chool.en to what they call the
"educationists."

If "educator" is a bad,e which independent

.chool.enproudly wear, "edueatioDist" is a. pejorative a teraa
as the.e school.en are likely to utter.

For.al training in

education i. con.idered desirable by •••• independent .ebools;
.ore consider "education" course. pernicious, their emphasis

~8Que.tionnaire #67

,,1.

'9Que.tionnaire
' . r tbe context and further comment.
on tbe evideDce fro. the stu.J.y qu •• tionnaire, .ee the Appendix,
Que.ti ••• 81, and B18.
,OHcMillin, p. 9-10.

~~.
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"

.tsguided. and their teaching inept.

Many admittedly have made

their judgment based on one or two courses taken.

b~t

more point

/

to the jargon in texts and journal.s, the so-called "pedagueae,"
in which is reported the findings of thoae who would attempt to
make a acience of an undertakinl which independent education
yiewa aa a humane pursuit. if not an art.
It . .y equally be that independent education is indifferent
to learning theorista and educational paychololiata on the
atrength of the schools' tradition of self-sufficiency.

As one

headmaater has poiated out:
••• practically every new movement in secoadary education haa begun in so.e private or semi-private institution and
gradually been adopted by the public
hilh school.

O!lY

It ia likewiae recorded that when Colonel Francis Parker
found that his only opportunity to continue his work with the
"new" education would co•• in a private achool, but was r.luctant to live up hia mia.ion to public education, he was
encouraged by Nicholas Murray Butler, wbo aaid:
You can do five ti•• a as much good as in any public
institution, because you are tree from irresponsible
critici •• and can puah torward much more rapidly end
give the public insti.ution something toDDitate. 5a

'lHall, p. " ' , quoting Alexander J. Insli., pr,nSiPle • • (
SecondarY B4ucftion (Boaton: Houghton Mifelin, 1918 •
52Robert E. Toethera, ftColonel Parker's Que.t for 'A School
in WhiCh All Good Thinga Come Together,'" History o( Eggcati2B
9uaEter~Y. VI (Summer, 1966), 24.

r:-------------.
G. stanley Hall added encouragement:
••••uch an institution would soon become the brightest
spot on the educational map o£ this whole country."
It may be that, as some cautionary critics counsel:
the one luxury among all others that independent schools
cannot af'tord today is tred! ti.Ga. ,It
but the £act remains that, despite signs that the independent
schools are becoming increasingly alert to supervision, inservice education, and tbe theories of' such men as Bruner. the
candid statement from a small boys' boarding school in Ca11f'orni
is widely applicable:
We know wbat we are trying to get acro.s and work at
it any way we can."
If' independent secondary education doe. not approacb the
learning process scientif'ically. their f'ormer and current .ucceS8 .uggest. that wben it come. to knowing "wbat we are trying
to get across," the school. bave gotten the learning proce.s
down to a £ine art.
To the degree that an art can be dissected to reveal it.
components, the teaching-learning (for the two are as side. of a
coin) art has two quintessential components:
environment--and associations.

"Ibi'.
,ItTraxler, p. '10.
"Questionnaire

,,1.

atmosphere--or

Without the.e. it i. felt. the
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presence of' absence of :formal theories will conduce only to
uninspired training or undisciplined time-serving; l'ith them.
the method of individual teachers is laraely irrelevant.
A school .ay f'ollow a traditional or a progressive pattern;
that is. the classroom may be a place Cor an "authoritarian"
teacher to lecture or drill. or it may be a place wherein the
teacher serves as a "leader oC group activities.""

but it will

ultimately point to it. atmosphere or to the associationa-student with student. and student with teacher--as the Cundamental catalysts in any

learni~g

which take. place.

IC the school subscribe. to the immanence of' religion in
education. the atmosphere will carry out this commitment:

in

chapel service •• in courses in Bible. perhaps in the pre.ence
of' clergy on the faculty, but also in the precept and exaaple of'
policy and practice established by the staff.

The f'aculty have

been chosen partly on their own cOMmit.ent to the ideal. and the
atmosphere will be such that should a teacher not be so committee
he will be more than likely to resign voluntarily.
The sense of atmosphere, or. as sone headmasters call it,
the "tone o£ the school t"

lt1

noted by Traxler:

(Of a visitor to a modern independent school): The
aain impression that he takes away with hia. however.
is not so much one of superior instruction or excellence of teaching. althc:ugh these are usually o£ high
quality.

"';---"- - - - - - - - - ,
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Th. mo.t lmportant lasting impr•• sion i. rath.r an
intangible . ,... thing that on. may call an atraosph.re
oC cu1tur •• '
/
.
Traxler al.o se.. the atmosph.r. as b.ing reaponsible Cor the
aucce •• oC ind.pend.nt .ducation:
(It •••• s probable that) the ,.nera11y superior .nvironm.nt which it aCCords Cor it. pupil. is the greatest
.1n&le strength oC the independent .chool and that it,8
largely explains the .urvival oC this type of .choo1.

A Corm.r headma.ter oC a city day school reCer. to the corabi. . tion oC atmosphere and a.sociations as a unique feature of
independent sohools,
Through . . . 11 clas.e., an int.nsive prograra Cr.e frora
the int.rruptions of a l.,ally d.fin.d sohool day,
clo.e t.acher-.tud.nt r.lationship., and a stud.nt
body that .har•• coll.ge aspirations at a high level,
the ind.pend.nt school provide. a .ervic. that cannot
be .l.ewhere duplicated for youngsters oC high
ability and so.e potential tor leader.hip.'9
Another school head, interviewed on the future of independent
education in the Cace oC the grave financial threat po•• d by
Cederal aid to public sehool., .tr•••• d the b.tter Job whicb
indep.nd.nt .chool. can do in providing an int.grat.d .ducation
with the comm.nt. "A.sociations are all we have to •• 11."
A numb.r oC

c~.ntator.

on indep.ndent .chool. have Doted

this ray.tique in independent education.

It is implicit in a

57Traxler, pp. 508.509.
58Ibid • t p. 509.
5'Mark A. Neville, "We Can All Be Rigbt," Tlftcher.' Solle,e
R,coEd, 62 (March, 1961), 444.
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number of the comments cited in this study.
lIlaS ter

warned oC the potential perils of

6o

One former head-

independe~

schools'

relying too heavily on their image, or tradition, and there is
reaSon in 1968 to heed his admonitions oC twenty years ago.

Yet

while counselling that:
Individuali •• is too firmly rooted in our
profession ,I)!
and reminding us that
In the hill. of Vermont and New Hampshire stand .aBY
a brick, ivy-clad, abandoned building. the form.r
seat of a Corlottea acadeay which died because it
'2
did not satisfy the de.ands of a young.r generat.ion,
'uess thrusts the sohools baok into their mystique with sugge ••
tiona that
The war-weary and di.orlanized world in whioh our
10t,t~s east do.s not I)eed more intelligence.
It
n •••'.' more character. b ,
The schools have long been, and atill are, Ireatly concerned
with character education, but beyond the ntools" of atmosphere
and a.sociations they have been unable to isolate whatever it is
that carries out 'u ••• • pre.criptions that:

'OCf., Chapter II. footnotes 31. ,\,

47, \9.

61,.•••• "Indep.ndent Schools in the Postwar World," p. 92.
62 Ikii _; p. 100.

6'Ibl~.t

p_

96.

r---------------.
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The doctrine of nobl.s!! abli,!, in all it. implicationa, cannot be too 4trongly impressed upon student.
in schools like ours,b~
/

and that stud.nta should be .ducated
for beauty and duty.65
Fuess aums his conc.rns for hia prof.ssion in a way which
Suggest. 80mething of' the move away fro. blind traditionali ...
which has been mad. iD independeat education in this century.
Unl.ss the headIDaster and his faculty are seriously
and unashamedly concerned with "thoughts beyond the
reaches of our soul •• " the institution £,alls short
of being the ing~rUl8ent for good which it was
intended to be.
Addresains hi.aelf to the tradition-oriented. subject-..att.rcent.red curriculua with which the independent acbool waa
identified up to the .econd decade of thia century, and fro.
which it has been alow to turn away, Fu••• adds that
It ..ay be that . . . . of us are too cl.aely wedded to
tradition. and too little 4cquainted with modern
discoveriea in paychology,.?
and affirms that

-

The gravest p.rila to American indep.nd.nt achools
will co•• from snobbi.hne.s (in all of ita manif.atationa>, bilotry, provincialis., reactionariam,
amup.aa, atupidity, and in.rtll--the a.ven d.adly
siDa of our type of education.

64 Ibii _ , p.

,4.

6'!l!!!le, p. 95.

66~ •• p. 98.
61 ,bid., p. 99.
68 lbi

.,

p • 100.
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There are still teaohers in independent .chool. who lecture
drill. and quiz, and eon.ider that their job is to,;Prepare the
student tor an achievement te.t set by the College Intrance
Examination Board--that and nothing more.

There are still

8chools which consider the value. ot Latin and geometry to be
good .ental exerci.e and the dispensation of punishments to be
education toward ultimate selt-discipline.
Toward the other end of the continuum, there are still the
"romantio" progre.sives who teel that only by

a~lowing

the

student. to ohoose topio. whioh interest them will they be sure
that any u.etul learning take. place, and there are .till
school. in which the deoision on what shall be done with an
of tender is determined by a d. .ooratic oaucus, perhaps by the
ottender hi.self. or . . .eti.e. not determined at all.
Outside this contiau.. there are so.e schools such as those
ot the Waldort School Hove.eDt, with eilht institution. in this

country.

The catal.cue of Biahland Ball, which currently

exteDds its operation through niDth grade and i. plaDDin, addition ot grad•• throuah tweltth, state.:
Hiahland Ball oannot be classifiecl as either "traditioDal" or "progressive." In the "traditioDal" schools, the
.oope of the curriculum i. usually restrictecl. and the
e.phasi. i. on developing each .ubJect as quickly a.
po.sible" •• A re.l in.ight into ,the .ta,e. ot childhood
leads far away l"rom theories; applied in 80-called self ...
expression .choola. In varying degree., the.e encourage
children to work a. they li.ke •••• Waldort educator.

~------------------------~
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know ••• that the true needa ot children, aa developinl
human beinga, are not eonaciously experienced by the
Ghild--.ature insight into ghildhoOd, not theo".. t
governs the school program! 9
Here, then, is a acbool which, with others like it, elai.s
disaent trom traditional or progressive views of the nature ot
the pupil and his leamul.

The very title of the booklet

setting forth the principles of the Waldort Hovement, wbieh was
begun by the Auatrian educator and philoaopher Rudolf Steiner,
ia "Education As An Art."
Modern education ia based upon sGientific thinking, experi.ental in priacipl.. Th. beha'W'iour of the
human b.ings who are to be educat.d is studied, analyzed, eo.pared with that of others, .ndGert.in
b.haviour patt.rns are di.cov.red. Th•• G.rt.ia
•• thods of teachinl are applied and c.rtain r ••ults
are achiev.d. Since . . . idea. are always poppin. up,
and .• ine. tbe possibiliti.s . r . unli.ited, tber. is
an un.nding atmo.phere ot busi•• ss .nd importance.
The mod.rn educator go•• about biB task witb the a.m.
aincer. d.t.rmination With whJ.ch the scienti.t go ••
about working out a aew mechani •••
Th. education based upon .piritual acience
(Steiaer is credited as the founder of "Anthroposophy"),
howev.r, recoanizes the hUMan bein, as a spiritu.l
.ntity ••••• Ghild ia the creation of divine forces,
of th. apiritual world •••• Th. cbild, th.r.for., c.n
be coaaidered as • work of .rt with tbe world apirit
•• ita cre.t.r ••••
If it ia tru., ther.fore, that the child i • •
work of .rt in the proceaa of b.ing created, educ.- 70
tion can only b • •n art and nevar merely a scieDce.

"Catalogue of HighlaDd Hall. Loa ADlales, Californi., p.

7.

We Me.n by Bducation .s an Art?"
Radolf SteiDer School Associ ••

r
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For all the disclaimer. of science, there is more 8ugge.tion of scientific underpinnings in the Steiner

met~od--and

more

method SMA method--than many other ind.p.nd.nt school. would
accept.

Th. Waldorf .choo1s acknowl.dg. the need for suiting

educational ta.ka, which they call "Main Le.sons," to the child.
Tlds they do in t.rm. of his developlllent, choosing the two milestone. of 10.. of baby teeth and the on.et of puberty a. the
mark.r. for the fir.t and s.cond .tage. of developm.nt.?l
In dev.loping the argum.at b.hind it. peculiar braad of
pedagogy, the Steiner Method .xpr••••• this presuppo.i.tion:

Th. heart of the Steiner m.thod i. the belief that
education i . an art •••• th. pre.entation mu.t liv.-it must .p.ak to the child' • •xperienc.. To educate
the whole child, his h.art and will mu.t be reached,
as w.ll •• hi. mind.
Fir.t, in the Rudolf Steiner or Waldorf .ethod, come.
the ,aeount'E; then encounter beco• • • •xP.Ei,ncl; and
out ot experience the conc.pt cry.talliz... Bncounter,
exp.rience. concept--p.rc.ption, feeling. idea: the.e 72
are the thr •• st.ps in .v.ry ,enuine learning proc ••••
Some ot the phrase. in this state.eat are redoleat of the
prosre •• ive school (from which The Waldorf .ethod claims to
differ in it. view of the place of authority).

the child' •

• xp.riencel to educate the whole child, eacouater, exp.rience,
conc.pt.

Even a nu.ber of "traditional" educator. might b.

71 H.Dry Barn•• aDd Nathan Lyons, Education A. An Art, New
York, uadat.d publication, pp. 15,25.
?2 Ibicl ., p. , .

~.
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persuaded to aoo.pt tbe three at.ps of' perc.ption, f.el1.s. and
ide.--althoush it ia po •• ibl. that they would quibb}e about the
importa.oe of' fe.lins.
S. .ewhat le •• d.tinite are "5... General C....e.t. oa the

_chooll
A.

It. yerbal. sraphie .ad muaical e.pre •• ioll o~
oh4,ldhood .xperlenee. la all ef~lc1.llt atep towarda
tbe uaderat.aelial of' ncarioua experieace.

8.

To a.bi.vet.ward eli •• lpliae, a child' • • xperience
au.t iaolude an alternation bet.ee. tree actinty
and t •• cher-controlled aotty1ty. A cJd.ld'. accepta.c. of out.1de oontrol i. • •••at1al to p-owth .t
inward 4i.oip1lae.

C.

The art. •• an avenue to the ••ul .hould be tbe
eonataDt e . .pallio.. of ohildbood.

D.

It. senerali.atio. ia DO Ie•• re.l thaD i8 the aiaple
tact, providiDI the tor.er i. olearly developed fro.

Caet. aad li_ited to the kao. . Caet ••

E.

Meaaing tor a child will iDcreaae In depth to the
.earee that the child i. iayol.ed. Th. 1 •••
ae. .ialtul the exp.rienoe. the aore readily it 1a
forsott.a--the le.. e1galfloant tbe effect .f the
exper1_.oe.

r.

1'0 ne,lect tbet ••l. of learnial i. to 'torpedo

G.

S•• tal e . .ertenee. de.lsned to de.el.p de.irable
attitude. are iaportaDt . . ttera 1'or CODcera.

H.

4 child'. purpo.e in liCe 1. 4••810p1•• 'thl'ouah
.any year. aad within the influence of' hia envlI'o. . . . t. lech .tep ahould coatribute to hi_ ••nae
of' purp•• e aad abould le.d to a Dext atep which will
be eOR.i.tent with biB part.icular be.t aDd with
ht.... cul ture •

1ad1vidu41 _tren,th.

I.

A child's attitude toward himself in any liven
situation, and in general, is a major determinant
of the learning which results from exp.ri~ce~73

A less specific state•• nt from a traditional school underscores the concepts of atmosphere and association as bearing on
the point of "contact" in teaching, from which can be deduced
the school's view of the learninl process:
In the scheme of education it is the pecuBar mission
of secondary school to take the basic skillS which
children acquire in primary achool--reading, writing,
and reckoning--and to develop them into tool. tor the
.ature thought and expression which college or business
or citizen.hip d ••and•••••
In his cour.e of study here a boy has the advantage
of aasociation with many ditferent men who have in
common the vo~ation of teaching. Th. faculty of the
School is a ~arge group, repre.enting a wide range of
age and experience, of background. of opinion, aDd of
method in teaching. Except for a ....ral mathematics
and all science classes, the boys meet their toachers
around large oval conterence tables in aections which
average twelve boys. S~ch conditions .ake tor good
teachiAg aAd 1.arniAg.7

A disti1lation of the statements found in catalogues of
traditional independent sohools is in substantial agree.ent with
the lunctions of the teaoher culled by Butler from the writings
of idealists,

1.

The t.acher is the per.onification of reality fer
tbe child.

2.

The teacher ahould be a specialist in tbe knowledge
of pupils.

73From guidelines distributed to faculty _embers at a midwestern independent secondary sohool.
7'Catalogue of Lawrenceville, Lawrenceville, New Jersey.p.,

"

Theteaoh.r should be an excellent technician.
'lbe t.acher should be the kind of p.r.on w~o co_and.
the respeot of the pupil by virtue of wha~he hi•• elC
i ••

5.

The t.aoher should be a personal Criend of the individual student.

6.

The teacher should be a person who awakens in the
pupil the d.sire to learD~

7.

The teacher .hould be a .aster in the art ot living.

S.

The teaoher .hould be a co-worker with God 1n
perCeoting .an.

,.

The teacher should be one who capably co.municat.s
his .ubject.

10.

The teacher must be one who appreoiate. the subject
helteaohe ••

11.

Th. teacher who really teaches is always learning
at the aame time that he teach •••

12.

The teacher is an apostle ot pro.r ••••

l~.

The teacher should also be a .aker 01' de.ocracie ••

14. ab.

teacher) ought to be a .tu~ in •• If-eli.ination,7'

It may be pointed out that while sixty-five respondents to
th. qu •• tionnaire .xpr•••• d the opinion that pragmati •• wa. the
,

dominant

philo.oph~cal

influenoe in •• coDdary .ducation a . . .

whol •• only twenty-eight Celt that it wa. the philo.ophy
refl.oted by their sohools, while thirty-nine identified ideali.
as the distinguishable philosophy in their institutions.
ther nineteen replies similarly identified realis ••

-

A tur-

"

9'
While it has already been suggested that no definitive
general philosophy can be interred from the wide

r~geof
/

prac-

tice in independent education, a strong case can be made Cor the
survival oC the historic idealist traditions in independent
schools by using the design employed by Vandenberg in matching
philosophical positions with stated curricular objectives,76
although here we should also include practices.
SC9s01s' objective
srpr.ctice

Idealist posiiion
1.

Personification of'
reality

1.

Teacher as precept and
exampl., cultural diversity
or pluralism as a reality
recognized in the presenCe
ot teachers of varied backgrouads and opinions (cf.,
p. ''', f'll.

2.

7").

Specialist in the
knowledge of pupils

2.

Not in the SCientific,
teacher-train.d • • ense, teachers with mature insight
into the nature. and neede
of' student• • re prized in
independent school ••

3.

Excellent technician

,.

Here, co.-aDd of subject's
the tocus for excellence.
supported by "i•••• " .nd
ability to communicate (see
9. below).

4.

Commanding respect

%.

Again the Botion of the teacher who teaches by precept
and exaaple of' personal commitment to values.

7'Vandenberg, pp. 103-109.
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f

,.

Personal triend

,.

This is at the very heart ot
the relationships or "associations" whic4 are the
corner-stone or independent
school teachina_
Stressed by size and multiplicity of contact (clasaroom, playin, field,
dor.i tory _ )

6.

Awakens desire for
learning

6.

Teachers engaged on basis of
knowledge of, and enthusiasm
tor, learning and their
"subject." View that this
mastery and enthusiasm may
be catching.

Master in the art ot
living

7..

'acuIty chosen tor richness
ot background, versatility,
and adaptability.

8.

Co-worker with God

8.

Implicit in the philosophy 0
the church-attiliated and
non-denominational Christian
schools. Position ot treedom to inculcate religious
values.

9.

Capably co_unicating
his subject

9.

Class-size, "academic freedom" in choice ot methods;
stress on well-educated and
articulate taculty who waut
to teach.

7.

10.

AppreCiates his 6ubJect

10.

Subsumed under 6. above.
Stress on value ot subject
per se, learning aa an end.
in itselt. pursuit of' truth,
interdependence of' academic
disciplines.

11.

Teacher learns at the
aallle time that he
teaches"

11.

Encourage••nt of further
study; stresa on inquiry as
a lite-leng habit ••bodied
in atmosphere and the examle ot the facult _

\

12.

Apoatle ot progress

12.

Direction of atudents toward hilher education;
stresa on free~ and obligation to pioneer, the
"lighthouse school."

1'.

Maker of de.ocracies

1'.

Emphasis by schools on character, education for leadership, ai. of developing
aen.e of service to tellow
man. Concern with cultural
heritage.

14.

Study in self.eli.ination

14.

Ai. of total prolram ia
that of physical, spiritual
.ental, and e.otional awarenessl self-reliance, leadership, responsibility for
self-education.

The precedinl state.ents on .ethod and learninl,expressed
overtly by the Waldorf Move.ent and the progressive scbool and
implicitly by the traditional Lawrenceville, represent po.itions
outside the traditional-prosres.ive continuum and something of
the ranse of attitudes and assumptions alonl the latter axis.
It must be concluded that de.pite certain pedagogical pronounce.ents, the independeat scbools rely heavily on the "point of
contact" to be provided by the atMosphere and a.sociatioDs which
they atford the individual.
Whether a given school choose. to speak of "individualization" or "personalization, t1 the.e ter.s beco.e semantic ditterences in a lar,ely co. . .n philoaophy 01' providing experiences
wherein the individual by .eaaa of controntation with other
iadtviduals--atude.ta and teachers--co.es at last to that confroatation with hi•• elf in all the aspects ot hi. nature, which,

1

the independent sehool believes, is the final preparation for
collese and responsible eiti.e.ship.

"

/

0&. respondent to the qu.stion of id.ntifyins the philosoph,
of independent edueation, offered ".el.etic."

Eelectic it

certainly is when it eom.s to dealing with the eomponent parts
of its presuppositions about independence, the pupil, and the
nature of learning.

But if it remains true that a major part of

the philosophy of independent edueation is shrouded in
mystique, tradition,

"individualityft-~s . .eti.e.

bordering on the

eccentrie--in short. the philosophy of "We know what we are
trying to get across and work at it any way we can," .till there
is suffieient eonsensus on such themes as "individuality

~

community" for th. schools as institutions and "individuality
within community" for the pupils in the schools, there is sufticient similarity of stress on atmosphere and associations to
sv.ggest tbat the op.rant eclec1:.101sm may Dot. in tact, be very
tar away f'ro. a syst.raatie philosophy whieh, while it m1sht
neeessitate a new terminology, Might be developed as a "philosophy of' independent edueation."

the Aim. of E'Slatio! i9 Ied!p"'!95 S!e!941rx SShoo\I
Littl. can b. added to what haa already been reveal.d of
the aim. of edueation aa enviaioned by the independent schoole.
Aim. are neces.arily bound up in concept. of' indep.ndence, the
pupil, and how to teach him.

S. .e echool. sum up their purpose

100
in the two word.:

college preparation.

Other. affirm an

instinct to serve as ends in thea.elve.:

/

Priaarily we believe in the value of what we are doing
.2!.£ .u rather than a. a .tep towIEd anything. 77
Thi. i. a fairly corwnon suggestion in the remark. of independent
school administrator. and teacher..

It i • • ometimes a declara-

tion of independence from the influence of the college admis.ion.
officers and the "tyranny" of the College Board.
Despite the primary identification as college preparatory
schools t many openly disavow any policy or practice o·f "teaching
to" such _riteria for college admission. as the Scholastic
~p*itude Te~t.

(SATs), few are concerned only to .e.t the basic

require••nts tor college entrance as •• asured in units of the
several di.ciplines.
Leadership, service to the c . . .unity, personal and social
sufficiency and re.ponsibility, aoral and spiritual value ••
these are the aim. of education which accompany and fortify the
academic training.
The .tudy questionnaire afforded the school. an opportunity
to indicate which ele.ent. of a .chool progra. were (a) .tr•••• d
and (b) most .tre.sed in their operation.

The hierarchical

arrange.ent differed, a. the following dia,ram .how.:

77Qu.stioanaire #40.

\
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Moft Strefse51

Str"",'
Emotional and Spiritual
Well-beina

Academic or Intelle,tual
Pursuits

Moral and Ethical Education

Citizenship

Citizenship

Moral and Ethical Education

Family and Social Relations

&motional and Spiritual Wellbeins

Academic or Intellectual
Pursuits

Family and Social aelations

Vocational Choice and
Preparation

Vocatioaal Choice and
Preparation78

Asked to co••ent on goals stressed ia the individual school
and to say which goals were Celt to be most .tressed by independent school. and which needed more atteatien. the tabulation ot
retura. produced the.e rank1as.:

.Intell.ctual

(98)·

Moral-Spiritual

(8a)

Civic

('*7)

'a.ily··

(10)

• The tigure. in parenthe.es indicate the
number of .ention. contained in the returns.

78'or tabulation ot Cigure. support ins this ranking. s ••
the Appendix. Question At...
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Stresssd

so.t by

indepeadlnt school a

Intellectual

(8,)*

Moral-Spiritual

(60)

Civic

<:57)

'a.ily

(11)

/

MIEe atl-aSi.- Bledld ,ria lndeeeaaeat • ch2°!!
Fa.ily

(80)

Civic

(")

Moral-Spiritual

(,6)

Illtellectual

(18)

* The f'igure. ill parellthe••• iDelicate the
auaber of' .entiona contained in the returns.
A further opportunity to diacusa ailll8 of education, this
time in teras of direction rather than .pec1fic goals. was
provided ill Question 84.

(cf"

Appe.dtx)

!hi. que.tioR was developed within two frames of reference:
the first. that it should provide infornaation on broad educationalobjectiv.s (i.e., beyond the .eation of' college preparation, education for lead.rship) aa a coapt •••• t te more .p.cific
co.cern. dev.lop.d in other a.ction. of' the questionnaire and
from catalogue atat ••ont. aDd interview. with per.ona in
independent secondary education.

To determine the degree to

which independeat education expresaea a a1aaleae.a of purpoae.

\

the atudy haa .ade uee of Willard Bear'. outline for a .chool
philo.ophy:

/

What are .0• • conviction. about .ducation upon
which w. must aar.. in ord.r to d.v.lop an in.tructional
proaram whioh has .inalene •• of purpo •• ?
An exa.ination of •• v.ral stat ••ent. of .ducational
philo.ophy r.v.al •••••o.t common .l ••• nt ••••

10.
11.

Th. nature of .oci.ty_
Th. role of the school in A••rican .ociety.
Who .hall be eduoat.d?
The educational ••• d. of pupil ••
The plan of curriculum organization b •• t .uit.d
to provide .uitable learning experienc •••
The iaatructional .etboda .oet appropriate.
Reaponeibilitie. of the echool in relatioD.hip
to reaponaibilitie. of tbe ho.e and the community.
An overview of tbe nature of th. learning proc ••••
The acbool'. re.pon.ibility in ••• tina the n.ed.
of .pecial aroups--retard.d. tal.nted, terminal,
collea··bound.
Rol. of teacher. in the .ducattonal proc ••••
Broad .ducational obj.ctive •• 79

It i. ift conn.ction with item 11 that the informatioa
sought in 84 i. reqUired, for h.re .ohool•• n and catalogu •• have
tended to fall back upon catch-phra.e. or .peak, as from habit,
about college and reapon.ible citizen.hip.
The .ecoad retereace frame wa. .ugge.ted by the approach
taken by Theodore Br. . .ld to educational philo.ophy in the
cultural perspective.

A number ot indepeadent .chool teach.r.

and admini.trator. have .poken of the inad.quaci •• , for their

79Willard Bear, "Th. Role of The PrinCipal in Dev.loping a
School Philo.ophy," The Bu!l.tie of tbe National Aseociation of
S.condary-School Principal., " (D.ce.ber, 19"), pp. 68.6,.
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ends, ot general philosophies gua general philosophies, and have
stressed the need tor an interweaving ot
and anthropology.

prinCiple~

otsociology

The alternatives offered in B4 do not attempt

a paraphrase of Brameld's sche.e of essentia11s., per.nnialis.,
prolr.ssivis., and reconstructionism b.yond a si.ilarity in
ph1losophical ori.ntation; the positions have been exalgerated
in the questionnaire to reduce the d.gree ot overlapping
involved in Bramald's sch •••• 80

81t.

With which of the 1'ollowinl statements do you
most agr.e? L.ast alr.e? (It you 1'iad a .......nt
with more than on., or if you wish to modify on.
slightly, please writ. what.ver synth.sis or
.0di1'ication in the IIpac. provid.... )
Least
Air.,

1.

2.

,.

Th. prim.ary purpose of education
should b. to trans.it to the
YOURler gen.ration the too18 and
values of the .xisting cultur••

20

28

Th. primary purpose of education
should be to direct the YOURcer
cen.ration towarda the attitudes
.nd values of the .ore stable
80ciety which existed at an
earlier ti.e.

2

7'

Th. pri.ary purpose ot education
should be to equip the yoancer
,eneration with those tools which
will enable them to identify and
solve the proble.s which they will
_ encounter in their person.l,
social, and pro1'ess10nal lives.

91

80See Theodore 8ra•• ld, To.warda Ih,construct.d Philosophy o~

"sluol",n (5e.York: Holt, Rlnehard, and Winston, 1956). pp. ItSee also Br.... ld, Philosophi •• of Education in Cultural Per"
.pectiv! (New Yorks Henry Holt .nd Company, 1955), pp. 74-79.

17.

~.
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Most
Agre.

4.

The primary purpose oC education
should be to encourage the yeunger
seneratien to strive f.'or a conseneus of cultural goals, thereby
reconstructln. the present,
relatively ai.less, society; Curther, to provide tbe. witb tbe
too18 needed to work for the
achi.ve•• nt of auch goals.

l,east
Alree

/

17

Th.re were, .s anticipated. several profeered aynthea.s and
aediticatiea. (cC., Appendix).

The overwhelminl alre ••ent with

the purpoae of' education .a encomp.ssing tool. and the aolnag
of.' problems reClecta the concern of independent secondary edueation with de.elopiag tbe abilities of students tor eCCective
eiti.eaahip.

Th. perapective is happily c . .patibl. with both

.nds ef the traditienal-pregre •• ive coatlnua. .ad with the
.ubj.ct ....att.r-c.nt.r.d as well as the activity-e.nt.red cllrriculwa.

He disJWlction ls. thereCore, Seen in the broad objec-

tivea of ind.pendent secondary educati.a.

r

,

CHAPTER III

/

THE INDEPENDENT BOARDING SCHOOL
Within the broad range of philosophy and practice in independent secondary education, there exists for those schools
which are either wholly or laraely resideatial a •• t ot circUMstaac.s which adds another 41.ensionto the .iews ot the pupil,
the leamiaa process, ead the ai•• of education.

Th. cire_-

stence. ha.e their foundation in the re.idential, or "boardinl."
situation it.elf where the .o.t ob.ious t.atur. is that the
stud.nt i. "in school" twenty-f'our hour. a dey and ••••n days a
week throughout the .chool year.

Th. edel.d di.ensioa is that of'

an intensif'icatio" ot the educational. philo.ophy of th. schooll
i" depth, ia that the .tudent is under it. intlueace al.o.t coatiaually--th. o"ly .xc.ptio"s b.ing .acations end aa occa.ional
w••kend--and in breadth, ift that the school's philosophy
peraeat•• the entir• • pectrua of the studeat's .xp.ri.ac.s.
This chapt.r will ette.pt to probe the implications of' the
boarding school en.ircnua.nt f'or theory and practice in the
schools the••• l"e. and th. relatio"ship ot the boardi"g school
mo••••• t to indepe"de.t •• co"dary educatio. as a whole.
Tl1. ph••o.e.on ot the boarding school in American .ducation
is eo."al with th. ri •• ot the acede.y .o.e.e"t.
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Grammar achoola, predeceaaora 01' the Academy, were town achoola.
The cUJlRbiDation .1' ae ...er.l 1'actora which produced tJle tu::..deay
also directed that a nuaber 01' the latter institutions .hould
bave boarding tacilitie..

The evolution 01' the boarding achool

may be brie1'ly traced aa tollowa:
Toward the ead ot the eighteenth century, the de. .nd tor
educational opportunity began to exceed the proviaioa .ade by
public achoola in terms ot both availability and curricular
otterina.

Public Latin Gr. . . .r Schoola were founded only where

there waa adequate population denaity, which in the caa. 01' the
Hasaachuaetta School L.w 01' 16~7 wa. eatabltahed at 100 ta.ilies]
From coloni.l ti.e. until the period 01' the aevolution, theretore, rural taailies were virtually without the .eana 01' secondary education.

In the latter part of the eighteenth century,

tbere was alao an increase in de. .nd tor more practioal aubJecta
than were to be tound in the cla.sical education ottered by the
gramaar achools.

Initially tbere were

the a. .ll. ephemeral, private-venture achool. which
sprang up tor apecialized and, moat o1'ten, practical
purpo.e. in the towns 01' the &aat.I
Subs.que.tly, the twin aims 01' colle,. preparation--tor which tht
Latin School had pur.ued the course dictated by the colonial
colle.e.--and practical subjects tound
development 01' the academy.
I Si • er , p_ Ii_

1'.&4_

exp~ ••• ion

in the
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This new institution had the efCect of apurring the already
growing demand tor secondary education, and,

altho~gh

a number

of academies remained local institutions, enrolling only those
who lived in the community, more provided a "boarding department:
a Ceature which at firat gave opportunity to .tudents in neighboring counties and ultimately made enrollment poa.ible tor
student. trom all parts ot the nation and from foreien countriea
as well.
Sizer pointa out that the dominant period of the academy
extended from the aevolution to the Civil War.'

Although the

curricular .odel ot the academy may bave been eclipaed by the
riae of public high schools atter the Civil War. when industrialization and urbaaization brought about concentrations of
population and wealth sufficient to support aecondary day
schools, it did not expire.

Some of the ear1ieat boarding aca-

de.i.a are still in existeneet and the principle upon which they
were founded haa remained the same for the eatablishment ot
boarding schoola up to the presentl

to furniah educational

opportunities which do not exiat in various local communities.
In a •• e.aine the circumstances of the boarding school in
thia century, whe. tree secondary education is acce.sible to all
it is important to note 80me ot the reasons wby parents send
tbeir children "away to school."

~.
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The grounds for a decision on boarding .chool are many, and
sometimes multiple.

Among those moat frequently Ci)edare

superior academic preparation, wholesome atmosphere, and the
moral or religious stre.s in education which is an integral part
of many boarding SChools.

At first glance, the oaly one of

these reasons which might imply a boarding school as opposed to
an independent day school is that of, a wholesome atmosphere.

A

more thorough scrutiny reveals certain ancillary expectations on
the part of parent ••
With respect to the view of a superior acad.mic preparation.
there is the not wholly unconfirmed assumption, particularly of
the New England boardin. achools, that the "prep achoola." as
they are called, provide a better chance of acceptance by the
most selective colle.es.

This assumption has ancient roots.

Phillips Exeter Academy (Exeter, New Hampshire) is included in
the list ot private schools vbose graduates are s.id by Morison
to have "had a privileged position in the freshman classes at
Harvard,"' a situation which he dates trom the days ot Ezekiel
Cheever.'

A number ot eastern boarding schools have 10D, bad an

enviable record of placement at Ivy Leaaue and other pre.tigiou.
colleges, and it is their influence wbich has been responsible

4Morison, p. '21.
'Ezekiel Cheever,
School from 1670-1708.

1615-1708. waa .... t.r of S.aton Latin
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not only tor the asswaption ot superior college pz·.paration on
the part ot parents but also Cor the example
independent education acknowledge.

which~ther.

in

The term "St. Grottlesex,"

compounded trom the names ot St. Mark's, Groton, and Middl •••x,
is otten heard to reter to the traditions oC the older New
England boarding schools.
While there is .vidence that the east.rn "prep" schools D.O
lODger can ofter s.ooth pas •••• i.to pre.tigious colleses, the
tact remains that so.. do .anage to place a high percentage of
their sraduate. in the .ost sel.ctive i •• titutions.

Andoyerts

cla •• of 1967 proyide. an exampletof a cla •• of 21ta. laS
applied to Ivy League col1e.es,.128 (70" ot tho.e applying) were
admitted. 6
The implications of a .tew that a boarelinc school, particularly an ea.t.rn one, i. a pa.sport to admis.ion to sel.ctiv.
coll •••• are ot yital concern to boardial .chool taculti •••
Such a view .ea• • •ore applicatioa., .ore pre •• ure to e.larce
Caol1itie., .ore .valuatl0. ot the proce •• 'by whicb applicant.
are .cree.ed Cor a_i •• lon, and.ore pre ••ure to de11Yer what
the .chool. have never pro.i.ed to deliYer, n . .ely adai •• ion to
a hishly .elective col1ece.

Such a Yie. i. also a chall.nce to

expand the educational horizon. within the boardin• • chool itself.

Certain ba.ic policy decisions must be tak.nS

'!be Ando"'e, Bulletin, 61 (february. 1968).
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1.

Shall the school confine itself to the education
ot an intellectual elite?

2.

Shall the school admit more student.?

,.

Shall tunds be u.ed t. attract outstanding teachers?
To enlarge the plant? To purchase additional equipment? To i.prove public relations? To provide
scholarships and tuition aid?

,.

Shall oft-campus experience (travel and study
abroad, work experience in the community or nearby
city) be provided?

Runnin. through all of the.e i . the goal of i.proving the qualit,
of the scbool'. educational proara..

It is arguable that these

concerns would be present without the de.and tor admission and
irrespective of whether the de.and was created by the notion ot
a superior academic preparation or by the purely demographic
fact of population explosion.

The tact remains. bowever, that a

view of superior education i . held by many parents, some ot
who. will take a child out ot

all

independent, college-preparator,

day school and send hi. to a boarding school because ot the
putative advantage in the race tor college admission.
That the monopoly on prestigious plac ••• nt has slipped avay
trom even the .ost highly respected eastern boarding schools is
not a tault ot the schools.

It is rather that the colleges are

more recently seeking to br.aden the base of their student body
and are engaged in "talent aearches" throughout tbe length and
breadth ot the country.

One interviewee. expressing his concern

for the future of the independent boarding school, put his
reason tIIore 'bluntly than. might most with the state.ent that

112
"We're taking money under f'al.e pretence •• "

The pretences are,

of course. neither intentional nor de.ired on the part of the
/

schools.
~as

The notion of a better chance tor a selective college

grown along with the boarding school move.ent and has been

interpreted from their past record.

As much as the schools them.

selves .ay stress in their catalogue. and in interviews with
prospective parents that they envi.ioR their progra•• as ends in
themselves or as means towardrespoRaibl. adult citizenship, a
large part of the demand f'orsuch 8.bools is still directed
toward advantage in college place.ent.
The .econd reason moat of'ten citeel. that ota wholesome
atmosphere. subsume. many def'iDition..

The desire for a wbole-

some enYiroument may be directed positively, that is, t.ward the
sch•• l community as of'f'ering a stimulation or motivation for
acade.ic endeavor provid.dby aS80ciat10n with f'aculty ot vigorous mind and character, or it may be directed negatively, that
is, away fro. an unsatisf'actory home enviroument which .ay result
from hazardous condition. in the neighborhood or f'r •• the absence
of' one or both parents through death or divorce.
Some parents f'eel that the intluences of' a comprehensive
public high school are .0 diverse that a child May not cling to
the singlene.s of purpose which he needs to prepare himself for
college.

Some lIlay teel that the distractions available in the

city or suburb are likely t. deter a child even though he lIlay
attend an independent. college-preparatory day school.

Parents

11'
who must, or wbo wish to, travel a great deal may be inclined to
seek a solution to the problem ot supervislon in a

~arding

school.
A number ot parents feel that their ohildren require more
clearly defined--if not rlg1d--dfacipline thaa either they or the
local achoola can provide.

These parGats are likely to explore

the posaibility ot the military boardiag schools, which tirst
appeared fa the aiaeteenth oentury under the inspiration ot the
service a.ademies at West Poiat aad Annapolis.
la aiagle-pareat ta.i1iest the deciaion on boarding school
is otten . . de in order that the student . .y bave closer supervision than the one parent can provide and that he may not bave
daily reminders ot his ditterent tamily status.
boardina school is required to a.t

~

Slnce the

1020 R,r,atis tor all its

students oa a twenty-tour hour ba.is, the sense otditterence in
his home aituation will be minimized tor the stUdent without a
mother or tather.
There is so.e evidence that status and the desire tor appropriate soci,l contacts are motives in the choice ot a boarding
school education.

Sizer says ot the pre-Civil War academies that

"No one social c.laas was exclusively represented, but the tact
that most academies were boarding establishments meant that only
the reasonably well ott could attord to s.nd their children.,·7
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He does Dote. however, that the New England institutions were
"something of an exception t. this generalization_HS
/

Recent

increases in tbe talent searches of the boarding schools and tbe
response ot independent scbools to tbe challense to broaden the
democratic base of their school bave reduced tbe nu.ber of
scbools where breeding take. precedence over brains or other

Whatever the definition of wboleso.e atmosphere and what.
ever tbe motive for sending a child into sucb an environment, th.
boarding school a encouater every fall a sroup of new and returning students from city and suburb, factory town and farm, the
"gold coast" and tbe ghetto.

Some are away from home for tbe

first time, others are European travel-camp sophisticates.

The

students co.e from different economic and social backgrounds.
Their speech. their personalitie., and their values represent a
wide range.
A number of boarding school. have a strong Anglo-Saxon.
Protestant orientation, yet the tall ot 1967 will have placed on
their campu.e. Catbolics and Jews, Negroe. and orientals, a
lawyer's son

trom Venezuela and a "promising n boy from Spanisb

Harlem.
Sucb is the diversity of a boarding school student body,
and it is the task of tbe school to give each student a feeling

"..

..

11,
of belonging.

Some schools attempt to do this by educating all

students to a standard. a device whereby a certain
graduate may be produced.

~ype

I

of

Others express their aim as follows:

Every preparatory school talks about individual attention. Not enough of them stre •• it suffiCiently in
actual practice. Avon bases its entire work on the
individual.
Too often, emphasis is laid on producing a certain
type of' boy. In schools which tollow this s,.ste.,
perhaps
per cent ot the stud.nts can fit within tbe
patterlll but under such a system individuals are
likely, as one teacher puts it, "to be squashed or
stymied. It

6,

As preparation for college. it may be wOllderf'ul.
As preparation for life, it is at least questionable.'
One ot the implications of the diversity of backgrounds and
of tbe diversity ot reasons for choosing a boarding sehool is
that the students have eo.e

!E!s

difterent experienee. and that

they are eoming fo£ different experiences.

Thi. circumstance is

translated into a need, in boarding scbool faculties, for an e".el
greater range and diversity of experience and a "ieer perception
of the range of human needs thaa would be aeeded in an independent day school.
Th. third major reason, that of tbe stres. on the place of
religion in eduoation, has be.n dealt with in part in the
previous chapter.

Here it is necessary only to point out that

there exists, in many instances, no alternattve to boarding

'Catalogue of Avon Old 'arms, Avon CODDectieut,
p. Ii.

1965-1966,
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school if religion or spiritual values are to b. part ot the
fibre of .ducat1on during tb. high school years.

'Jbere may b.

no ind.p.ndent day .chool with a commit.ent to spiritual value.,
or the par.ats lIIay d.sir. a oontinuin, atlllo.phere of concern
nth God anct ..an.

It baa also been pointect out that it is a Mis ..

tak.e to conclude that uacoauaitt.d parent., howev.r agno.tic or
neutral they th•••• lv•• may be, are indifterent to apiritual
value. tor their children. 10
Th. need. of the .tudeat., the d.mand. of their parents, do
play their part in shapia, the independent boardias .chool.

The

school, if' it i . to aocept re.ident • • •urreadera part of it.
independenoe to the .tudent..

In the light of its expressed

concern with the individual, ..eeting tbe neects ot its studenta
ia an exerciae in versatility unmatcbed by any other institution.
The indep.nd.at boarding 80bool, ..or. than the day achool,
supports the stat ••ent of the National Counoil oa Indep.ndent
Sohool.,
The ,eneralization ia proper. ther.fore, that the
independ.nt aohoola r.pr.a.nt a remarkable variety of
r.aponaea to ..aay human needs and aspirations" That
th.y are more nUlllerous. vigoroua, and diveraified today
than ever betore indicate. that tb.y continu. to satisty
want. which are accutely real to an inoreasing nUJllber ot
A..erioan tamilie., and whiob to the 8chool. th .....lv•••
otter both the ohall.nge and opportlrity ot large
aervice to the nation and bumanity.

l°Ball, p.

4'7.

llNationa! Council of Independent School •• p.

146.
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The way. in wbicb the boarding school. respond to the
variety of needa are almo.t a. varied as tbe needs ;hem'selve ••
Tbe early boardiaa scbools, "Bpiscopal boardinl foundations
drawinl mucb of their purpose and practice from Enllish public
schools such as Eton and Wiachester,"12 live the impression of
havinl the combination of tradition and lelend--the "syatem"--

a ')' 051

elre,ti ••

The reoognition of the period of ado1e.ceacet ia a
aystem of education, demands a grade of achools in
which the 1ntere.t of the pupil iB hia own welfare
ia a conaideration paramount to the parental will
or dicnitYI and hence, although tbe parent may
rilht1y control the course of the pupil a. far aa
to direct the place of hia education, yet, while
ia that place, the teacher stands in all re.pects
12i2..PtE!B"S, and the parent in all that pertaina to the appropriate work of instruction and
discipline never standa 1a loco doseat!s. ,

a
"

While modern practice provides greater opportunity for
cooperation between the home and the school, this atatement
acknowledles the aaaumption of reaponsibility Cor the stUdent by
the school.

Modern educational philosophy and psychololY have

provided that "the interest of the pupil" requires a dialope
between the pupil and his environment--a dialolue which may be
mediated by the 'student's faculty advi.or, hi. teacher., hia
coache., and "ellow etudents, or which he may be left to himself

12ll'!i..f..
13Cbarle. Ha_ond. "New Bnaland Academies and Cla •• ical
Schools," '(1868), quoted in Sizer, p. 138.
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to develop through trial and error.

Hammond's statement is a

declaration of independence by the schools that they, having
assumed the responsibility, must be allowed to carry it out
~ithout

interference even if their plan is no more well-defined

than "We know what we are trying to get across and work at it
any way we can."
Independent boarding sChools have sought solutions to the
special learning problems presented by the tact of residence in
many ways.

Even before the practice became an economic neces-

sity, some boarding schools required every student to perform
some manual work each day.· Pronounced by some as designed to
teach the dignity of labor, denounced by others as training in
mediocrity since the work was badly done owing to the students'
immaturity and inexperience t work programs included cleaning
dormitories and classroom bUildings, waiting on tables, helping
in the school laundry, and the care oC grounds and Carm animals.
Some schools, such as Avon Old Farms in Connecticut, have
created "communities" complete with their own laws, courts, post
office, and town hall.

The concept of the New England Town

Meeting has been adopted as the Corm ot school government in a
number ot boarding schools, among them the Cambridge School ot
Weston, Massachusetts.
Whether restrictions are many or tew, whether students are
rarely a11ewed ott campus or are permitted to sign out and sigB
in whenever they have no scheduled appointment. whether

~.
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faculty-student relationships are maintained in such a way as to
foster independence and self-sufficiency or so that the student
senses a constant partnership between himself and his housemaster
or advisor, the boarding school has used its independence to
undertake a dimension in secondary education which cannot be
matcbed elsewhere.

It is clearly

t~~e

• • s Hall points out, that

••• it is at least partly the residential factor which
most clearly distingUishes the popul.r concept of
"private" :from public hiCh schools. 11l
Part of the clear distinction is, as has been pointed out
earlier, owing to the historical association of boarding facilities with the academy of the late eiahteenth and early
centuries.

ninet.~

Part of the distinction may also be found in the

fact that city and country day schools have attempted to carry
out within the confines of a day-school operation the intent of
the boardina school.
Country day schools, a development within this century, aim
at giviD.a stUdents "the long, varied day and healthy environment
of the boarding school without separating them from home. nl5

The

city day schools usually suffer from a greater attenuation of
facilities in that they cannot offer even the tew acres of campus
which typify the country day .chool.

They nevertheless assume as

much of the ethos of the boarding school aa they can, and if the

l"Ua11t p. 43:;.
15Hationa1 Council of Independent Schools, p. 146.
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proxi.ity ot parents tbreatens occasionally to usurp tbe school's
{unction, tbe day scbool can also f'ind examples of'

v~luable

aBBistance and advantage ste. .ing £rom the sa.e source.

The

education of' its parents to understand and cooperate with the
ai.s of the scbool is a f'ar greater task f'or the day Bchool,
which must depend for its success on partnership with the ho.e
while avoiding the situation of' having parents who wish to act

!a 10c2 docentis or, conversely, serve merely aB a peedalo'!s.
The fact that most boarding schools are located in rural
areas, many of them far fro. large population centerst has led
almost inevitably to a concept of' such schools as "ivory towers,tf
ballowed places ot the intellect, bastions ot prestige tor the
privileged tev.

Such a concept may have tit various boarding

scbools at various times in the history ot the movement, it may
tit a tew today_
The evidence available trom their catalogues, even though,
as Hall acknowledges, "it is impossible that all independent
schools should live up to the sum total of' the· clai.s published
in their catalogues,n l6 the comments ot respondents to the questionnaire and ot persons interviewed, and the continuing it
diminished record ot college placement testif'y that the boarding
scbools are not apart trom the mainstream ot secondary education.
One respondent urged that the study should not suggest that

16

Hall, p.

.

4'2.

rr·
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independent schools were different from public schools. it being
his contention that independent schools are a part o.f the same.
public, service. differing only in that they are conducted
privately.
Private conduct of a public service does not seem sufficient
to describe· the condi tiona, the emphases t and the independence ·of
either the day schools or tbe boarding schools.

To ascertain the

relevance of independent secondary education to secondary education as a whole, it is necessary to examine the extent of independence in relation to the state and to the whole educational
profession.

CHAPTER IV
THE EXTENT OF INDEPENDENCE
The relationship ot independent secondary education to the
mainstream ot American secondary education has varied in kind
and in. degree throughout history.

The economic, social, and

philosophical changes, the shitts in e.phasis on the value ot
an intellectual elite, and the almost limitless pluralism ot
twentieth century America have had the ettect ot creating a
series ot anomalies in independent education.
have already been examined:

Some of these

tbe almost exclusive concern with

college-preparatory education, the phenomenon ot the boarding
school, and the virtually ubiquitous tocus on the individual.
This chapter examines the relationship ot independent secon-

dary education to the mainstream trom the point of view of the
extent of independence and points out some ot the implications
Cor educational philosophy in terms ot three subsidiary, but
intertwined, relation.ships.
The first ot these subsidiary relationships is that ot the
independent schools to the state.

The degree to which the

legislative enactments of a given state, regional body, or the
Cederal government atfect the existence and conduct oC independent education and the response of the schools are of great
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signifioance in defining the limits of independent eduoation.
The seoond relationship is that of' the philosophy

w~ohsupports
;'

independent schools to the prinoiples of democracy which underlie
public education.
The third is the more specialized relationship of those
engaged in independent education to the eduoational profe.sion,
with emphasis on the Yiews taken of profe.sional training and
organization.

These three taoets, the legislatiYe, the philo-

sophical, and the protessional, will be treated separately
although it must be understood that each impinges on the others.
LeaislatioD and Ind!pendent Education
In the history of' state and tederal legislation affecting
independent education, some of the enactments haye seryed to
encourage the existence of independent schools while others haYe
serYed to limit their scope.
The Massachusetts School Law ot

1647

proYided for the

establishment of schools in eyery town of 100 or more families
and stipulated that teachers' salaries be paid by either nthe
inhabitants in general" or "tbe parents and aasters" of' the
students. l

At this time, the schools combined the secular sub-

jects with religious training.
In Congregational New England the colonial schools
were for the most part supported by taxation and 80 to
this extent took the character of' public schools. In
lNational Council of Independent Schools, p.

14,.
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other colonies schools were establisbed and supported
not by law but by philanthropic individuals or, more
commonly, by particular religious groups--Angli~ans,
Friends, Lutherans, Presbyterians, Roman Catholics,
and others. 2
With the rise of the academy, many of tbe founders of these
institutions obtained charters from the state legislatures and.
benefitting from the decisions of the Dartmoutb College case

(1819), were able thereby to protect the academies from tbe
state while making it possible for many of them to receive state
aid. 3
Independent schools continued relatively unchallenged until
the time of the first World War.

Nebraska's law prohibiting

instruction in any language but Bnglish (1919) posed a threat to
the private schools which used other languages aa the medium of
instruction.

The law was declared unconstitutional, and the

existence of private schools was preserved by the Supreme Court
in Meyer X. Nebraska (1923).4

Oregon, in 1922, paased a law

requiring the attendance of children from the ages of eight to
sixteen at a public scbool; permission bad to be sought for an
exception, and the students had to submit to examination by the
county superintendent.

2 Ibid ., p. 146.

3Sizer, p. 3.
4Butts, p.

5a5.

This law was also declared
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unconstitutional. and the right of parents to direct the education of' their children was a:ff'irmed in Pierce
Sist'Es in 192'.'

-v.

nle arguments in support or both the Nebraska and Oregon
statut.s have not disappeared; recent ef'f'orts to reconsider the
Oregon decision have been made by such educators as John Childs
of C01U11lbia. in 1,4"

and James B. Conant 01: Harvard, in 1952.

These arguments have tended to center about the view that the
maintenance of a dual system of education is inimical to the
best interests of democracy; as such, they will be given greater
attention later in the chapter.
The aspect of legislation most obvious to persons in the
independent schools is that of state laws regulating the operatioD of' non-public schools.

Trustees and administrators are

aware of' the statutes and codes governing the condition of the
physical plant.

Teachers, less aware of' such statutes, are at

least cognizant of' state certif'ication requirements, whether or
not they teach in a school which is subject to such standards.
The extent to which the state attempts to regulate the
operation of' independent schools within its boundaries varies
widely. and there is evidence of an increase in activity by
state legislatures and state departments of education in terms of
regulation and control.
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In order to assess the current practice of the state depart.
ments of education, a questionnaire was sent to eacb
state.
,.'

The

inCormation is summarized Cor the Corty-one states wbich replied:
Yes

No

All independent scbools in this state
must be relistered with the state.

2,

18

Only those independent schools seeking
state recognition or accreditation
need register.

12

Independent schools must submit to
state inspection.

25

16

Teachers in independent schools must
meet state certiCication requirements,
whether or not the school seeks receSnitton or accreditation.

19

22

Independent schools must meet certain
curricular requirements, whether or
not they seek state recognition or
accreditation.

22

17

Independent schools must meet certain
requirements with regard to the physical plant, whether or not they seek
state recosnition or accreditation.

25

l'

This infonaation represent. the practice oC the states at
the belinning of' the 1967-1968 school year.'

The questionnaire

also revealed that six states had regulations affecting independent scbools in areas other than those covered by the questions.

Seven states required independent achools to submit to

annual inspection.

Four state depart.ents did not understand

6The questionnaire was sent and the replies received during
August-September, 1967.
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the term "independent schools," despite the fact that the name
bas been in use since 1926 and is to be f'ound in the. title of the
national association and in most state and regional associations.
The problem of identification of the term "independent" may
at first seem rather minor. but in light of a number of recent
publications by the National Association of' Independent SChools.
it appears that it is this very problem of communication which
most af'fects the relationship.
In an article in The IadeReRd-at School Bulletin of February
1968. John deQ. Briggs reported on the results of' a questionnaire
sent to member schools of the NAIS (National Association of'
Independent Schools).

While Briggs was primarily involved in

explorinl the schools' in-service training practices, he includec
a question on state certification requirements and their effect
on the NAIS schools.

ae also concluded, from what the schools

themselVes reported, that requirements vary
a good deal. from those states wbich leave independent
schools· faculties entirely alone to tbose wbich
require exactly tbe same of independent scbool faculties
as of public scbool faculties.?
NAIS has also printed and distributed to me_ber scbools an
address by its President at a meeting of independent school head.
called by the State Department of Education in Maryland.

Cary

Potter's speecb, entitled "Independence and Cooperation." opened
with an acknowledgment of' tbe opportunity
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to organize my thoughts about the current state of
relationships between independent schools and public
agencies, at all levels, and thiB is a subject ,that
has been very much on our minds.
/

stressing the need for a positive attitude toward "nonpublic
school-state relations," Potter spoke of the advantages and disadvantages of independence in these terms:
A m08t noticeable development, I think, is the growth
in the number and complexity of cooperative arrange.ents
of one 80rt or anotber, and a lessening of isolation.
There are lots of advantages, theoretical and practical,
to tbe independence of scbools. 'reedom of choice,
localized decision-making, proximity to the constituency,
flexibility, all co.e to mind. quickly • • • But there
are SO.e disadvantages to independence, too, and one of
the.e is isolation, a setting apart from one another and
f'rom the main stream or education. While isolation may
provide a relatively untroubled atmosphere in wbich to
work, it also prodQces some proble.s, not the least of
which is poor cODUllUDication, with re.ulting misunder.tanding or no UDderstanding at all of the schools and
what they are doina.9
Among the cooperative or collaborative efforts of the
schools and public agencies cited by Potter were the sharing of
equipme.t and personnel by two or .ore schools, the trend toward
involve.ent of tbe schools in the communities "of which they are
a part and for whose coacerns they have a responsibility," and
the impact of Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education
IAct on communication between tbe independent schools and public
agencies.

8CarY Potter, "Independence and Cooperation." address
(Baltimore, Maryland, December 7, 1967). Published by the
National Association of Independent Schools, p. 1.

9!!!iJ! ••

p. 2.
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Potter concludes his remarks with recommendations tor the
schools and the atates, recommendations which he

€e~l.

,,'

are e.sen-

tial to avoid the negative attitudes whieh have been, and continue to be, hindrances to communication and cooperation.

The

negative attitudes include the view o€ the schools on the one
band that "everY action o€ the atate (is) inimical" and that "the
school is not answerable to anyone,ft and o€ the state on the
other hand which aeea the nonpublic school as something to be
suffered, to be eradioated if po.sible, or "failing that to (be
made to) conform to a model which in some mysterious way has beell
determined to be the right answer to education. lO

The recommen-

dation. are, for the schools:

(1) a recopition that with their constitutional right
to exist goes the obligation of theatate to concern
itself with the kind ot education that ita citizens
are otfered, and certainly an obligation to protect
its citizens from educational fraud;
(2) a recognition of the public nature of the non...
public sChool,
'

and, for the state:

(1) a recopition that diversity in eduoation is
desirable as well as being oonstitutional, that the
80al. o€ schools may differ wisely as well as widely,
and that quality can be attained in nonconforming
ways, even surprising ways,
(2) a reoognition on the state's part as well as
that o€ the sohool that the nonpubl1c school serves
a public purpose, and therefore one which it is in
the interest ot the state to foster. ll

10Ibid., p. 7.
llIbid •• pp. 8 ... 9.
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A third report of concern on the part o£ independent education with its relationship to the state is to be
lead article of the most recent NAtS Report.

fo~ndin
I

the

Entitled ttTbe

Independent School and the State," the article reviews recent
legislative action in seven states (Arizona. Connecticut,
Georgia, Iowa, Maine, Massachusetts, and Vermont).

Most of the

legislation has been aimed at the problem of the "fly-by-night"
8chools--a problem which has existed since the private-venture
schools of colonial times--and the enactments have been accompanied, in some instancest by activity on the part of state
departments of education in enforcing previously enacted
statutes which have fallen into desuetude.
In commenting on the importance of the increase in activity
over the period of the past two years, the report offers the
~

'?~'

following interpr.1;~~;:t'Cltns;
Tbe inereaa., in administrative activity on the part of
state d.p~rtJllent. of education • • • is too a reflection on the f'act. that (they) are,growing in resources
and strength. are assuming a larger role in all the
educat.ional activities in the state, and are being
substantially helped in this expansion by the support
they are receiving under Title V of' the Elementary
and Secondary Education Aet.
• • • the question of: the proper def'inition oC the
state·s authority over the nonpublic school is a
difficult and sensitive one • • • Its particular
maniCestation varies'with the local circumstances.
and it is hard to provide generalized answers f'or it.
• • • the abuse of independence to offer substandard
or traudulent education is surely a concern of
reputable schools, as well a8 o£ the state • • •

r-.
~------------------------------------------------------------~
1,1
loosely drawn legislation designed to cure one ill may
turn out to create more problems than it solves and
needs to be watched; and the same can be said qf
unimaginative enforcement. l2
/

The report urge. that the .chools .hould provide .ome
dleohanis. for eftective relationship. between schools and states
and cite. tbe concern ot statedepart.ents tor the aame soal.
In two statea, tull-time per.onnel have been given respon.ibility
for nOApublic .cbool •• l '
On the .ubject ot federal relation., tbe ••me i •• ue of tbe
ReeoEt announce. the appointment of Richard P. Thomsen a. the
NAIS W.shington repre.entative aa a first .tep to fta raore active
tederal relationship."

TIlia deciaion to ae.k liaiaon with the

federal government followed a talk to delesatea at the NAtS
Annual Conference, held in New York in March,
.i.oDer Harold Howe II.

1967, by Commis-

The Co_is.ioner, who.e experienoe

include a independent achool. as well a. public achoola, ursed
"more tentangling alliance.' and lea. 'neutrality' on the part of
independent schools with respect to national educational concern.
and deliberation.... l •

l2National Asaoeiation of Independent School., R!P2Et
(Boston, Massachu.etta: February, 1968), pp. 2.

,.4.

l'lbltdlt. p. 4.

14~.,

p. 6.

Commisaioner Howe taught at Phillipa AcaH. was subsequently superintendent of schools in Newton. Haas., and Scarsdale, N. Y.

demy. Andover from 1947 to 1950.

r
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In 19qO. Phyllis Byrnes expressed the view that
That Dli:n.ority group, the private secondary sch901s,
should be alertly aware of the judgment of the generation as it expresses itself in laws and administrative
arrangements and even before it so expresses itself. 1 5
It appears that, until recently, the advice has been neglected;
that, without the urging of the Commissioner and the increased
activity of state legislatures and departments of education. the
independent schools might have continued inactive despite their
unquestionably genuine concern about "fly-by-night" schools.
Just as the traditional schools did not concern themselv(Hs
with formulating their philosophy ot education until the challenge of the progressive education movement, so the recent
activities of the independent schools and their associations
seem to have followed the challenge of increased attention from
the states.
Support for this Qonteniion may be adduced from tbe admi8sions by tbe schools themselves and by the fact of a growth in
~igor

and purpose by the state and regional a.sociations of

independent schools.

The february, 1968, issue of the NAIS

Report described some of the new activities in independent
scbools associations in New York. Maryland, Pennsylvania. Connecticut. California. the Central States, and New England.
The added fact that legislation initiated by independent
schools bas been an "attempt to provide a less restrictive legal

15'Byrnes. p. 53.
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and administrative framework in which to operate,,,16 strengthens
the interence that the preVious inattention of

inde~ndent

educa-

tion to its relationships with state and federal legislatures
stems, if not from the negative attitude described by Potter

(.!:. p. 129),. from an entrenched position of independence.

It may

be that independent schools have felt that they were discharging
their public responsibilities by educating a leadership class;
it may be that, once the question of their constitutional right
to exist had been settled, they have felt almost wholly neutral
to

the'~udgment

of the generation as it expresses itself in

laws."
Now that the schools have responded, a number of collateral
advantages are possible.

There is a good chance that the inde-

pendent SChools will come to know each other better--isolation
from the mainstream has been, as Potter pointed out, accompanied
by isolation from each other.

Ther. is an even better chance

that state depart8ents of education will com. to recognize not
only the name "independent," but something of that for which it
understands.

Ultimately. the public may come to have more and

better information about a group of sehools which it has often
misunderstood and mistrusted.
If all these advantages materia1ize, there is the further
possibility that independent education as a system may be able

l6National Association of Independent Schools, p. 2.

to articulate a common purpose wbicb, while it is most unlikely
to be susceptible to detailed descriptions on

subsi~ary

points

of belief, may add substantially to the efforts to define the
philosophy of independent education.
One of the issues which iadependent education will need to
confront in its response to the legislative voice of the state
and federal ,overJllllents is that ot it. responsibility as a
potential, and sometimes actual, organ ot dissent.

Potter has

urged the view by the state that diversity is not necessarily
dissent I the fact of creation of independent schools in some
states as a means ot circWIlventinl tederally-enforced inte,ratio
clearly sbows that independent education can and does dissent
where a group of individuals wishes to claim its constitutional
privilege to direct the education of its children.
Consonant as this use of indepeadence is with the guarantees
of the constitution and with the plurali ... ot American society.
it has not reduced the attacks on the dual sy.te.. of educatioD.
which the existence of the independent schools represents. and
on the concomitant threat to BAtional unity. which the attackers
suppose to be a by-product of a dual system.

The relationship

between ind.pendeat schools aad de ..ocracy needs closer
examinatioa.
Democracl and Inde2egdent Education
Attacks on independent schools as undemocratic and cbarges
of divisiveness have accompanied tbe nonpublic schools

~.

--------------------------------------------------------------~
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throuahout their history.

The arauments have been based on the
8eparat~sm,

notion of privilege, on 80cial and economic
.

to public education.

"

on harm

The independent 8chools have replied to

these charles as and when they have occurred, but that they have
not effectively ailenced the opposition may be due, in part, to
their own disunity.-their "individuality within the cOlJununitylt-aa it ia due, in part, to their inability to change tbe view that
only through the common education oC all citizens ih the principle. of democracy can any sense of national purpose be
inculcated or fulfilled.
The opposition to independent achools haa rarely had a more
prestigious or persuasive spokesman than James B. Conant, the
former pre.ident of Harvard University.

In a speech before the

American As.ociation of School Administrators in 1952, Conant
made the following argument against no.public schools;
• • • (the people) are too little willing to make the
sacrifices required to maintain our schools as efCective instruments of our democracy.
I hope that it unnecessary for me to spend any time
reaftirain. my deep conviction that the expansion of
our tree, tax-supported schools in this country has
been an essential ele.ent in our national life.
Of the desire to provide unity in national life, Conant affirms'
Unity we can acbieve if our public SChools remain the
primary vehicles for tbe education of our youth, aDd
if as far as possible all the youth of a comaunit)
attend the same school irrespective of family tortune
or cultural background.

r
Of the value of diversity, he adds:
Diversity in experimentation we maintain by co~tinued
emphasis on the concept of local responsibility for
our schools.
That diversity constitutes a threat when provided by nonpublic
schools is first suggested by the view that
• • • there is some reason to fear lest a dual syste.
of secondary education may in so.e states, at least,
come to threaten the democratic unity provided by our
public scbools.
This view is expressed more directly by the following statements,
To my mind our schools should serve all creeds. The
creater the proportion of our youth wbo attend independent scbools, the areater tbe threat to our democratic
unity.
Therefore. to us. taxpayers' money to assist such a
move is. for me, to suggest that American society use
its own hands to destroy itself.
The founding of a new independent school in a locality
is a challenge to those connected with public education.
A dual system serves and helps to aaintain group
cleavagest the absence of a dual system does the reverse.
The growth of free public high schools in this country
would indicate to .e that public opinion in the United
States has been committed to a Single, not a dual,
system of education.
The false antithesis between education for the gifted 17
and education for .tl1. American youth I8USt be resolved.
There is nothing in the pOSition of tbe independ.at schools
which would suggest disacreem.nt with Conantts view of the

17Ja• es B. Conant, "The Private School Controversy," Saturday Review. "

(May"

1952). 11-14.
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expansion of public education as "an es.ential element in our
national life."

The quest.ion of un! ty and of its o)ver,u't divi-

siveness. was treated at another meeting of the AASA by I. L.
Kandel. where attent.ion was drawn to the Lloyd Warner study of
the divisive effect. of aocioeconomie conditions upon (1) the type
of:

courae pur.ued, (2) participation in extracurricular activi-

tie •• and (3) choice of: Criends,

It i. Kandel's finding t.hat

there i. not nearly a. much evidence of divisivene.s in private
education,lS
Assuming Conant's remarks to be more particularly directed
to tbe denominational schools or to the situations which would
foster nonpublic scbools in response to tbe Supreme Court order
to desegregate, one may interpret the call for Unity to be sound
on ecumenical or moral principles. but one has only to look at
tbe per-pupil expenditure rankings ot' the states or at the contrast between city and suburb to f:ind the evidence tor Erickson's
\'

\"-

stat.~.~1r that there exist
, •• inequities in our system of: educational f:~ce.
(inequities) that tunction at times to aggravate those
Verr '.equalities ot class that the public school was
designed to destroy,l'
Independent schools are unlikely to agree that the continued
empbasis on "local responsibility tor our scboo1s" is sufficient

181 , L. Kandel. "Th. Nation's Schools, Public and Private,"
Scboo1 and Sooiety, 75 (April 26. 1952). 268.
19Doaald Erickson, "Nonpub1ic Scbools," CAearins "2use, 37
(April, 19'3), ~'9.

1,8
to parantoe.. elt ver_1 toey '*
~chool.'

Th. N.t10nal COUlloil of IBd.pead••t

.tat.... t (1,'1) _k •• tchl. di ••C.........t .),.ear.
/

It a par••t'. 11bert,. to ohoo •• the .cb.ol. hl •
. .~ or dausbt.r .ay att.Rd were to be d ••led. the
edDeatloaal .,..t.. would b..... a .t.te-ooatroll.d
. . . .pol,.-a . . . . poly a. complete and "ar-r•• ohi., ••
haa re.alted wbere. .r rell&iou. treed. . ha. b •••
• boli.h... to .tr••• t.he. • 81asl. at.at.. .llureb or ....1".
£1".. ..terpria. haa Ite.. de.tro,..d to build • at..te•••troll ••• 0 • •. . , . • • •

t,.

There 1_ _•• b a tbU. as a tyra. .y of' t.b. _jori
wbteb i_ just ._oppr••• 1ve •• any tyrarmy of' • •Dorlty.
Th. oaly _t1dote to 1. t. a.d ••t.pard ••• 1. .t 1 t 1 • •
• troD, .....nt ot 1're. exut•••er wbich cOllt1.ual1y •••rola •• tb. rlabt of' d1 ••••t, cho1•• , aad aot101l. 20
.lrickaon

'S

mor. ap.oitle 1. bJ..

0 • • t •• t1011

lobo.l. . . aot . . . .1t tb. di.eratty wbiola

••, h....

eo...t

th.t tb. pub11e
t'••la ..e

Call

aad

Br1okao. 11.t.. at.e teature. ot tbe ••b11e .cbool

Iyet •• whioh ". .all. .. ........k. to cU.........,

t,..

I

"eacher-t.ollu. la...
pre •• ur.. trore prot•••1olUll or,••i •• tloR.
civil .e~o. r.qulremeat.
populatio. d1.tr1but.loa
£1....1al iDa"equaeie.
co•• t1tutioa.al or 1 ••1.1.tl.... pr••or1,. tio••
Supr••• Court ru11a,a C.a OIl relialoa)
c ••tr.l1 .. tloD of' coatrol
the "a. .et1... lrratloaal dletat.. ot lo.al
political cOIl••n.u.... al.

The ladepeRd•• t acbool.· ...1." ot the re1at10••hlp to the
18. ills tnt. . would •••• to be .1au.d.ratood by tho •• who :t.el that
the •• hool • •1ew tb•••• l ••• a •••paratl.t.

0•• indopead••t

IONatio. . l COWleil ot I.dep••dent Sohool •• pp. 1", lit,.

Il.Srick.on, p. " ' .

school headMaster, in a reply to Conant t • charsea, expr•••• d a
vi.w which would b. shared by all independent .chool.'
/
The propoaition that A•• ricana are free to maintain in
addition other .chools conducted under private auspice.,
if they wiah to do ao, i . equally a part of our democratic tradition. 22
.
Allan H•• ly .ees the tradition of independen¢ein education
"eabedded in our political philo.ophy" a. strongly aa the expres·
sion of .upport whicb Conant arcue. for the existence of a single
educational syste..

Heely .ees no conflict between the two

"syst.ms" because the independent scboo1. ar. "an instruaent o£
public .ervice under private auspices," aad be arSUe. that the
private .cbool can be of service to no oae 1£ it regards itself
"as set apart trom the whole national educational progra•• ,,2'
Independent schools fear, or at least .istru.t, bureaucracy.
They re.ent and resist anything wbich i- .u,sestive of adminis.
trative expediency. they do not wi.h to be told wbat to do.

The

opposition on the part ot the .chools to rederal aid to independent education is based more on the fear of tederal control than
on any ideological conviction about separation ot church and
state.

The key to the independent schools' position is provided

by Pott.r in his description

state.

ot the negative attitude of the

Independent eChools are simply unwilling to be .ade to

22Allaa V. aeely, "A Call £or Diversity," Saturdax Reyiew,

"

(May"

19'2),

a'Ibid.

1,.
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"conform to a model which in ao.e my.terious way has been determined to be the right answer to education."2'
John

r.

Gummare, alao an independent school head, has tbis

reply to Conant's warning that a new independent achool 1a a
challenge to public education:
If a nearby independent school i. offering some particular advantage to it. atudeata--let ua take aa a poaaible
example a langua.e laboratory--thia very fact can help
the public I§hool adMinistrator to get the tunds :tor one
of' hi. own.
This is the sort of challenge which the
would not object to providing.

independent~.chool.

If' the.e schools have certain

advantage., of atmosphere. size. and a.sociatioas, they may
indeed co.pete for studenta with the public .ohools, for those
parents-with the .ean. to do

S.

oanDot be expected to forego wbat

tbey regard aa the be.t eduoation available.
The philosophies of Gummere aDd Conant meet briefly when
each of' the.e educator. cites J.fferson.

Conant choo •• s to

quote hi. OD his view that "our liberti.s will only be seoure in
the handa of' the people . . . . with a certain degree of
instruetionJ M3 '

wbile Gummere apeaks for the iadependent school

aa·£'0110.a'

36Conant, p. 1'.

r
The independent school takes • Jeftersont.n st.nd
in the matter ot top education tor top-quality pupila.
Those who would have it that special opportuni,i.s for
the specially sifted are "\Uldemocratic" are, t'o my w.y
of thiaki.g. very,auch aistaken. 2 7
Conant link. hi. citation from Jefferson with the doctrine of'
equality as a foundation tor. sinale syste. of public edue.tion.
The National Council of Independent Schools a8serts that
• • " choiee of educ.tional opportunity should be
av.ilable tor .11, but Americana have not aareed lbat,
becau.e not all c.n have opportunity, aoae ahall.
Kandel is 180re blunt.

1'0 the arewa.nta th.t • dual sy.te.

is iniaical to de.oeratic priac1ple., he .t.t•• ,
It i • • aro •• error to believe tbat the .tta1....nt of'
the ide.ls oC detaocracy i. dependent upon \Ulitormity
of education.l institutions. " " "
It is a naive concept ot .ocial force. that places
the reaponsibility Cor creatina prejudice. and
intolerance upon .ny kind ot private .chool or that
public school education makes for that unity that
tranacend. other divisive inCluence •• I ,

'1"0.

the Oregon decision (1925) to the pre.ent, the place

of independent school. in a detaocracy has beea challensed by
educators as well aa laymen.

Columbia'. Tho.a. H. 8riass, in

the 19'0 Iallis Lecture at Harvard attirta.d that there was no
place tor the private aecondary school in • d.taocracy with ita
Ireat iave.t.eat 1a public education.'O Colutabia's John L.

176 _

ere • p.

It""

·a..tional Couacil of Iadepaadeat Schools. p. 1'7.
29&.nd.l. p. a68.
'OByrne •• p.

48.
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Child., in 19%9, argu.d r.oonaid.ration ot the Or.gon deci.ion om
the ground. that childr.n could best learn to cooperate with
oth.r cultural aroup. througb the •• dium of the common scbool.,l
Conant wa. joined in 19.52 by Dean Hol1ia T. C.swell ot: Columbia'.
Teach.rs College in the warning that unity could only be pre.erved via the public .ohool •• ,2
The indepeadent schools have resiated these argum.nts on the
arowuts that .uch s.hools provide the freedom ot: choice guaranteed by the oon.titutloJl • •ncoura.e diveraity, and are. aafegu.rd acai•• t an educatio••l .onopoly.

The iner •••• in activity

by the st.te. is not likely to red.fine the re1ation.hip of' the
independent .choo1. to th. state, either legislatively or
phi10.ophi.ally; it .ay, however, realign the chars •• on the on.
hand and th. deCen ••• on the other, out ot: which may come y.t
anoth.r dim••sion of: the philosophy ot: indep.ndent s.condary
educatioD.
The independent schools have long bad a tradition of' phil.nthropy.

They hav., oC course, th•••• l ..... b ••n the benefiei.rim

of phil.nthropic support, but .ore iaportantly they bave traditionally u.ed whate.... r Cund. tbey po ••••• ed--and .p.eif1eally
••uSbt .0n1•• Cor the purpos.-.to provide opportunity for
pro.1sins students who.e £ami11.. could not otherwise .fford the
.xpen.e. o£ priv.te educatio••

' l Butts , P. 527.
'21b14., p. 528.

Niaety-~ive

of the .chools replying to the que.tionnaire

reported that they had a .cholar.hip program; ninety-two oCfered
i

tuition aid.

Sixty-four .chools said that th.y r.cruited able

student. re,ardle •• of their ability to pay tuitioD.
F1n••ci.l .upport 1. but one •• peet of the phil.nthropy ia
independ.at educatioa.

As expected. a majority of' the schools

(71) r.ported the exi.tenee of special oCeering. Cor the gif'ted.
this i. co•• i.tent with their goal of' oolle,e preparatioD.

OR

the other haad, only twenty-three .cboola bad aDy apecial
oCteriaga ia the resular acboo1 year Cor the "culturally eliaadvaata,ed."

A aumber

o~

independ.at .choo1. bay• •poa.or.el

Upward Souad prosram. 1n the . . . . .r. but relatively tew have
arransed Cor the contiauation throulh tbe .ebool year

o~

.ucb

oCterias·.
Ther. ia little evid.ace that the indepeDdent acbools have
pioaeered in such progr....

Until the r.ee.t tederal .poasorahi,

tbrou,h public .gencies, the involv•••nt oC tbe iadependeat
scbool. appe.r. to bave be.a 1 ••• purposive and their co_it..at
to .erv. the total co_uaity 1 ••• well d.f'ined.
Thi. cen.raliaation cannot be applied to .11 iad.peaaeat
school., but f'r•• the report. of' rec.nt innov.tion. i. aen.ed
an iacr•••• Cor •••• and a beSlania, Cor many.

The pro,ra•• may

rang. fro. a "Human aelationa" club wboae •••ber. tutor ia the
commuaity to a collaborativ. eCfort .ucb a. tbe ABC (A Better
Chance> procra. orilinated by DartMouth Colle.e and a number

.~

llt:lt:

New Easlaad boardias ach.ola.

There haa ala. bea. a .ove by ao.a

independent achool. to send their .tudenta iato th",r own or
othar coaauaitiea, with tha bope ot .atual beaafit.
Thull asain haa social cbaase, this ti.e in tbe tor.. oC
reooSBitioa oC a aarvice which can and abould be ottared aot only
to tbe coQll8\ta1ty but to the atudents in the independent achoola,
been in.truaental in re-directial the eCforta of independent
eduoation.
In·a ai.ilar tashion haa co•• the re.pon.e . t independent
.chools to the Civil Risht • •ove.ent.

So•• achool. ha•• lon,

adaitt.d N.sroe•• althoush in .afty inataace. the nu.ber of'
Nearoe. constituted what would today b. called tokeni8m.

So.e

adain1strator. have not been able to persuade tbeir tru.t... to
e.tabliah a policy under which Nesroe • •iSht be adlllitted until
co.paratively recent tilDe., and there is at l.a.t a hint ia a •• e
quart.rs that auch a .ove haa b.en prop.ll.d by the d •• ir. to
a'Yoid de.onatratio.a.

There ar., however. a aueber ot indepead_

.cho.la which do not admit Nelro •• aa a matt.r ot policy, and
ao.e wbich were found.d tor tbe apeciCic purpose of avoiding
int.gration.
Th• •fCect. of charges ot being undemocratic, of cooperation witb public acenci •• , otthe incr•••• in activity by .tate
l.,ialatarea and depart.ent • •C education, ot the Ele.entary and
Secondary Education Act--particularly Titl. III, and ot the
••cial chance i.plicit in the Civil Rights .ov••• nt and tb. War
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on P••erty are by no .eans co_plete. and concluatona as to the
t.plicationa for .ducati. . .l phtlosophy within the ,anks of
indep.nd.nt achoo1. are not po.sib1e.

It do.s, howe.er. aee.

cl.ar that one effect . i l l be better and more purposeful communt
cation between tndep.ndent achools and public education. a
communication whtch will ha•• a bearing on the relation.hip of
the independent sohool. and the educational prote •• ion_
JDd.p.P~.Dt

Kd!!ltt!!

Ind

the Profes,!on

Th. diver.ity which has alr.ady been s.en to charact.rize
the indep.ndent school. i. continued in the . . tter of' tb.
school. t relationship to the educational proCes.ion.

.A.mong the

featur •• of' independ.nt school practic. which point to separatism fro. tbat brancb of the profession concerned with a.condary
education are the .ie•• of teacher preparation and teacb.r
or,anization.
1.

_Rbl.is on teacher'. prep.tat!oa !n his SUbject

Of' the 10, schools which replied to th. qu.stion, .ixty-one
did not require prof' ••• ioa.al training in education.

Of' the

forty-two which did, only tw.nty .... f'iY. did •• of their own
r.soly••
Independent schools tor the most part are unconcerned with
methods cours.s and other Corma1 otterings ot undergraduate or
graduate programs in education.

They .ee. to prize the man or

.o.a. with a broad. liberal arts backeround who can off'er depth
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in one of tbe.dlacipline. coupled with an enthusiasm Cor
learning, teacbina, and working with younl people./
Soae independ.nt .chool administrators and teachers bold
. very barsh vi.w. of what they call Ifeducationi.",," and their
rej.ctioa of teachilll reduced to a Itacience" amount. in raany
inatancea to a rejection oC what tbey con.ider aa education
deailDed Cor the •••• ot public .choo1 atudent..

In ter•• ot pre

paration 1n .chool. ot .ducation, the relation.hipo£ the independent .cbool •••••• to be irapaired by dys£uactionality, brouaht
about by the fact that the colI •••• aDd uDlver.itie. reapond to
tb. n •• ds ot the va.tly Ir.ater nuraber ot teacher. in public
.choola.
J. Leonard Sberman called attenti.on to the contribution

which hiaber .ducation could .ake to the indep.nd.nt .choola'
The univ.rsiti.. can ••• i.t by ofterinl in the depart.ents of' education c.ur.ea coverial the proble•• peculiar to the private school."
At the ti•• ot writing (19.2), Sherman waa aware oC only two
universities whicb did thi ••
Th. iadep.Ddent achoola t.nd to •• aociat. education cour.es
with certif.teatioJl r.quir •••• t., r.quir •••• t. trhich i •••••
• tatea apply alao t • •o.publie .chools.

That tb. ind.pend.nt

acbool. feel that they have develop.d .ore suitable crit.ria tor

"J.·Le.nard Sherman, "What Shall a. the Statu. of Private
Secondary Bducation'." Schoo&an4 So"etX' " (rebruary 14, 19'2~
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det.r.inin& fitn.aa to teach ia evid.ne.d by the f.et that few.r
than one-f.urth of th. schoole surv'T.d require pr0.1eaeional
trainiag by their own decieion.
There ar. •••• aisa. that changes ar. occurring in this
area al.o.

The rebruary,

1968 N.IS R'fort de.eribe. so.e ot the

auaaer ae.i••r • •nd in.titut•• aponsored by UBiver.itie. or
univer.ity peraoanel . . .ong whicb are two couraes ottered tor
the .econd year by th. School ot Education of the Univeraity of
Vir,inia. napecitieally desi,ned for adaini.trators in independent schools:

(1) Currieul.- in the Independent School; (2)

Counseling in the Iadep.ndent Scbool." . Addr ••• 1ng itselt to the
current is.uea tacing ind.pendent .chool. is
A new and very intere.tiag program (.1") two experimental three-w.ek s ••inars for adminiatratora in noapublic
school. which will b. off,r.d by the University of
Chicaao:
.
1. Major Policy Issues tor Nonpublic Soboola.
a. The ria.ncing of Nonpub1ic &duoation.

up the condition. which are likely to produce or strengthen the
relat10aahip of the ind.p.ndeat aohoole to the prof•• e1on:
What •• th.de of accreditation and etate reaulation for
noapublic eehoola are likely to be salutary rather than
d •• tructiv•• coatro11ins diareputable and fraudul.nt
sehool. wbil • •ncouragins diversity?
What are the predictable conaequences tor the general
weltare aDd tb. Doapublic acboola th ••••lves ot varioua
modea of govera-eata1 assistance?
What coatributiona are aODpublic achools uniqu.1y
qualified to m.ke 1a terms ot national unity, cultural
bet.rogeneity, and tbe adva.ftce••nt of educational
r •••• rch and ractice?
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What ia the nature of the increas.d involve.ent of nonpublic scbools in urban politics under the &cono.ic
Olportun1t:r; Act, the &~'••Bt'rx and SeconMU ,!du.cetion
~p.~t and other recent legislation . t Cederal and .tate

1.v.1.?

What fuactioa. 01' noapub1ic school. are lik.ly to be
a1t.red by curr.nt and anticipated developments in tb.
ft.1d of eduoation .ad soci.ty a. a whole?
What .od.. of ta.t.rve.tion ..... eo.t .Cl'.ct.1ve for
influencing public agencies in these particu.lars?"
Another program in ita second ye.r i. aa Institute tor
ind.p.ndent sohool personnel involved in teacher supervision.
This four-day program will have aa instJ."Uctora three ataff IBember. of' the Hat'vard Graduate School 01' Edueation."
Ind.pendent school persoanel have been beard to say at.
various times that they l'elt the need 1'0r professional training,
but not •• it waa then available in achoola ot education.

The

near•• t that the uni:veraitie. have co.... at least until the laat
year or two, to .e.ting the ne.ds of the independent school. has
been through the .edium of the M.A.T. degree progra... which
emphasise graduate preparation in the subJect field.

The iadep.adent. .choo1s bave 1'ormed their own local, st.ate,
regional. and national a.sociationa, groups which have be.n characteri.ed. until reoently, as rather loosely organized.

Their

"National Association 01' ladependent Schoola, R,port
(Boston: NAIS. February, 1968), p. 9.

"lW ••

p. 10.
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Cunction has b ••a oae of' s.rvice to the aev.ral achools, a •• aas
by whlch .chools could communicat. with on. anoth.r,on.uch

matt.r. a. Caculty op.nings, criteria Cor awardiag tuition aid,
and innovation. in curriculu..
Th. Cact that indep.ndent school teacher. are not subj.ct to
local political pre •• ure aad the coaditioa oC ••alln ••• which
permit••••Y comaunicatioR with administrators are two re •• ons
why tbe orcaaizatioas oC public achool teach.r. have little to
oCC.r.

The ia.u. is p.rhaps 1Il0st .l.arly a ••a in the _tter oC

t.acher tenure ia iadependent achools.
Very C. . •• hools have tenur., and it is, oC coura., their
choic. to

.ct.r

it or Dot.

The practice is ,enerally on. oC

coatiDuing the ••plo,...nt oC a t.acber Cor at least two y.ars
unl ••• his contiDued .mployment constitutes a threat to the wel-

S. .e .chool. delay •• rtaia p.rqui.it ••

Care oC elther party.

until the third year oC .ervice ( •••• , participation in the
retir ••ent procra.).

ID .eneral, it ••••• to b. the practic.

Cor contract talks to take place ia February or March, aad
e.ployaeat i. continued

OD

the baaia oC aa auaual contract or

letter oC int.nt.

Th. ai. of' independent .ducation Cor .xcellence is bound up
ia it. vi . . of' te.ure aa it i . in the Cr•• dom of' Caculty •• leetion.
s.y••

Gumm.r. ap.ak. Cor .any ia independent education vh•• he

1'0

• • • the power to Cire (is> invested i. exactly the
aa.e people who have the power to hire. Thi., too,
i. typically the American way, and a.ain it inyolves
grave responsibilitie ••
ot tenure and aalary achedul.s baaed on .erit, he adda:

• • • rather distresaing that • • • tenure laws aee.
to be an absolute ne.e.sity_
It is .ntirely contrary to the culture oC this country
tor excellence not to be properly recognized and
•• diocrity given its suitably •••ller recompe•• e.
When any prot.sslon or any industry ia Corced to operate under such circumstances (tenure), it ls beina
,
Corced to operate in a decidedly un-Am.rican Casbion.'
Vbil. it is the practice oC many achools to have a salary
sohedule, the h ....a.t.r ia ott.n ••pow.r.d t. d.part Cro. it
whenever the qu.stion ot r.tainina or attr.ctin• • valu.ble
eaculty •••b.r requir •• hi. to do so.

Bargainiag is. thus. an

individual .atter.
It is the view oe a nu.ber oC ind.pead.at .chool p.ople that
uni.aization and collective bargaiaing are aot coasonant with the
proC•• sional .tatus ot t.ach.rs.
.~t.es

So.e .chools hay. faculty com-

on salary acbedule. but .v.n tbe •• bave only local

iaCl •••c..

While tbe practice oC

0 ••

achool in the area may have

a. ettect o. wbat the oth.rs do. eacb is bound ultimately by the
tuDda at its diaposal. a.d the traditio. oC beaa.asters struggli•• to provide b.tt.r Caculty aalarie. see.s to be • major Cactor ia the lack oC teacber militancy ia indepe.dent achoola.
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Si •• ia, of cour•• , •
school.

valuabl~

•••• t for the indep.ndent

S. . lln••• and the local decision-makina

po~er.nabl.s

the teachera to brina arievance. directly to the headBa.ter,
u.ually with little or no del.y_

Salary negotiation. are u.ually

initiated by a personal letter or conduct.d in an interview_
Ind.peRdeat .chool t.acher • • re. for the most part, paid
le •• than their public .chool counterp.rts, but they .ppear to
view the advantage. of a . .ll cl •••• s, lack of r.d-t.pe, acade.ic
freedo., .nd per.onal coataet with th. adMini.tration a. an
equalizina factor.

To the present ti•• , they s ••• to have no

need for unions or baraaiainc agenta.
The independent achools contribute to th.ir branch of the
prof••• ion in various ways.

Many 8chools eneoura •• their faculty

to puraue sraduate .tudy, ao.e ar. able t. provide tinancial
aupport.

The recioaal and aational aaaoei.tiona •• int.in stan-

dards of •••berahip whicb help to police the a.hoola.

Som.

s.hools have takea experi.ental approach. a to their oraani.ation
to carry out the theme of iadependent achool teaching as a prof.asioa.

One example is that of the Tho. . . Jeeeer.on School in

St. Louis, Misaouri, which i . organiz6d like a law firm, with
the .aatera as partnera.'7
While there .ay be few achool.

.0

organized, there i . a

.trona •••s. that independent school teachers conaider th •••• lv••

'1Sarcent,

p. 21.

r
1,a
•• part•• r. 1n the e.terpri.e of education i . vhich they vork
with rather than 'or their administrator ••
Th••• sub.idiary relationship., legislative, philosophical,
and

prote •• ional, are currently undergoing changes more rapid

than any previou.ly encouatered.

What vill e.er,e i. uncertai.,

and 1t i. evid.nt that the independent .cbool. th••••1ve. are
tlDeertaia.

In 19lta, Sher.an warned that there was
an urgeat .eed for a rather e ••plete .urvey of private
.econdary edueation • • • (which) could p~lbablY be
completed by a. iDdi~tdual vithiA a year.'
IB 1951, the National Council of Indepe.deat Scbool. olo •• d
it • • tat ••eat a. tollovB'

11 !.!. the earae.t BOP. of the Na t1-og1 Counoi~
of Independ!st Sch,o'a that ~ firat ,t.t ••en$,
"The runeti ••• ot Seoo.dary Education in the United
State.," end thia ,tet,••nt, "The 'unctiona of Inde.
peade.t Seooadary Bdueatioa 1n the UaitedStatea,"
.iAl ~ (g110.,g kt A coaplet,lt ditlst're.ted,
lhO[O'sll. ,ad flctual Iludt .t! .:t.M ,e,.adaa &9depen~ .choo1. s! !!1 qaite• Stat;;;3
In 19", EUlene Vandenberg called for
a co.plete reexa.iaation of .eco.dary educatioa both
a. to objeotive. aDd philo •• phy.40
While VaDd••berg saw the value of .uch a .tudy a. a "tre••ndou.
c.Dtri~uti ••

to the future of

pu~lic

.eco.dary education," hi.

notion that the .tudy
,8Sberman. p. 189.
"Nattoaa1 COUDcil of Indepeadent Schoola. p. 1,0.
It°Vaadeabergt p. 1'7.

I"
could cive us direction in this modern edueati.ona! ace
and ci{e positive orientation to education in the years
ahead. 1
/
is equally applicable to the persons and institutions involved

i~

independent education.
The conditions in 1942 and in 19'1 apparently did not produee the studies called for by Sherman and the National Council.
So.e of the conditions described in this chapter may be considered to have played a sicnificant part in the project began in the
fall of 1967. partially sponsored by the National Association of
Independent Schools and directed by Otto Kraushaar, former
president ot Goucher College.

The project, known aa The Study

of tbe American Iadeeeageat School, ia plauned to take two years
to complete.

42

If the independent aChools are to give an account of themselves to the project, and ultimately to the public, they will
need to draw together the assumptions and philosophical bases
which underlie their existence and their function in a mauner
whicb will submit to analysis and comparison.

To do this, the

scbools will have to examine wbat they have drawn from their
past traditions, wbat tbey are deriving from present conditions,
and wbat implications are involved by the direction each school
hopes to take for the future.

41 Ibii •
42Potter. "Independence and Cooperation," p. 8.

The f'uture of' independent sect)ndary education may hinge
more on economic than on purely philosophic

consid~rationa.

for

the f'inancing of' independent education--the whole question of'
economic survival--is a major issue confronting the schools.
Economies alone, however, will not provide a solution, although
it promises to playa major role in shaping educational philosophy and in

de~ining

the extent of independenee.

r

WHITHER INDEPENDENT EDUCATION?
Independent education in the past, originating from Europeam
models of cla •• ical training for the children of the aristocracy,
.erved the fledgline nation as the .ean. by which the narrow
college-preparatory curriCulum .ight be expanded to include the
more practical acade.y .ubjects which th. te.per of the lat.
eighteenth and early nineteenth century d ••anded.

Its traditions

.trong enough to stand up against the ri •• of public .econdary
education, continued into the twentieth century.

Throughout its

paat, independent education bas provided a choice·-for tho.e who
could afford it--whicb could procure for it. patrons a stron.
collese-preparatory progra., individual attention, stre •• on
cbaracter education--witb or without a distinct church aftiliation--and. tor those attending boarding achool., a continuity ot
purpo.e and s •••• of beleneing without the distractions of ho••
lit ••
The past i. very much with indepe.dent secondary education
in the present century.

HaVing . . intained their constitutional

freedom, the independent school. have continued to prepare students for collese. to cultivate diversity, to maintain the focus
on relision in education, and to experi.eat with content and

1"

r

1"
m.thod.

Th. tirst ot th •••• coll ••• -pr.paration, has be.n

carri.d on d •• pit• • ignitioant opposition.

Adv.rt~g

to the tact

that in the titt.en to twenty year. b.tor. World War II th.re wat
obj.etion to the "exaetiag" aeade.ic prograa .ade up ot toreien
laapa,•• three years ot .ath, f"our years ot Enelish, science,
and hi.tory. Gu. .ere points out that now, (1961), the public
"reJoioe." at the trend "baok to .01ids."
In all tbat distre •• ing devaluation of" our aoadeaio
.tandards, the indepeade.t .ohool • • • • eonti.ued to
do as they have always doae and as tb.y do DOW, . . . . ly,
to require a geauin. aoademic cours.. Thank. to tbeir
treeel. . f"rCHll do.i. . tion by el . .e.t. whioh sougbt to·
1Il01d all .ohools into a .ingle pattern, the •• school •
• aintai•• d th.ir ground • • • an .xe.llent thin, tor
education in this country.l
The ou1tivation ot diversity is a natural tunction of" a
group ot institutions whose very existenoe ia provided for by a
pluralistic society.

The concept ot individuality is born. out

in their institutional ind.pendenee a. it is in tb.ir p.dagogieal
conc.ra tor the individual stud.nt.
The ind.p.ndent .choola, by virtue ot th.ir .xist.nc., now
provide the only seoondary educational tra.ework where prayer,
worahip, and the i_anence ot God in lite and le.raing may be
legally and publicly acknowled,ed.
The independent sohools are justly proudot their history of
eontributio.s to educ.tion througll experi.entation. yet while
they . .y point to the acade.y and to the
1 Gum•• re, p. It,It.

lea~iftg

role t.ken by

r
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private achoola in the "new" education, to the development oC
Advanced Placement and other programa for the glCt_d, they do
need to acknowledge that ln recent years a considerabl. portion
of the initiative has be.n taken by publlc .ducation, Cacilitat.c
by state and Cederal funds.

Underlying all oC th.se Cunctiona is the primary ••pha.is
on the individual.

Wh.ther Viewed as a necesaity--a giving oC

individual att.ntion as a return on the money invested in
tuitlon--or as atemming Crom philo.ophical convictioft. about
educatinl the young. the concentration on the individual i . one
oC the most distinguishing features of the ind.pendent school.
nespite the pressures to expaad which have co.e Crom an iftcreas.
in applicants and an iacr.as. ia coats, most schools have pre•• rved their si •• , their at.o.pher., aad tb.ir associations aa
.eaas by which they misht strive Cor .xc.llenc ••
The exc.llenc. Cor which w. in the indep.ndent achoola
are striving ha. ita .oral aad spiritual and, above all,
its persoftal di ••naloas • • • •
Oura ia a day in which the s.arch Cor persoBal id.atity
loo.s large, .specially Cor youth. The existential
mood ia co. .o. a.ong adol.scents, though they .ay not
know it by that a.... Truth in a Peraon, values
embodied i . a Person--these are the calls that CUlly
2
satisCy the longinl oC youth and oC us all Cor identity.
The weight oC tradition tends to obscure the impact oC ao.e
oC the change. which have recently been. or are beinl. underlone

IF. B. Gaebelein, "Spiritual Value. in the Independent
School," Sohlo' ID4 SOli.tx, 90 (Septe.ber 22, 1962), 29%-'.
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by independent secondary education.

The increased activity, in

prose and in practice, by the schools in establiahing,
/

.trengthening, or que.tioning their relationship to government,
to society, and to tbe profes.ion is indicative of both practical
and philosophical concern about the present and the future.
Some of the practical .teps taken by independent schools in
recent years have already been .entioned.

The strengthening of

regional associations, the appoint.ent of a Wasbington repre.entative, and the collaborative projects with public agencies are
among the more publicized activities.

Th. initiation or expan-

sion of policies to adMit Negro •• and to provide progra•• for
the culturally disadvantaged is a factor in a small, growing
nuaber of scbool ••
The aware.es. of a responaibility to the community, and to
society as a whole. which ia represented by th. i.ple.entation
of proara.s for the disadvantaged appears to be matcbed in so.e
schools by a fee11ng tbat the .aintenanee of a bey or girl 1n a
position of acad.mic and social "isolation" during the secondary
scbool years ••y ulti.ately contribute to bis or ber disadyanta,e.

Some achools have oombined the ai.a of independent study--

directed toward preparation for eolle.e--and co. .~ty involve.ent--directed toward preparation for eit1zensb1p--in progra••
whicb all.w, and in •••• instancea require, .tudent. t. become
active i . the co. .~ty.
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With the increase in program. Cor the disadvantaged has come
the imp.tus for expansion of progr•• s Cor the giCte,cI.ln recent
years a number of .chool. have begUD or enlarged summer •••• ion.
to provide advanced cour.es and travel opportunities.

While the

Cinanoe co••ittee of the trust •• s m.y vi.w this me •• ur. as a
. . . . . of ••• tinS the costs of a plant whioh might otherwi.e
re••in .mpty throughout the .ummer or •• a me.n. of financing a
.u.m.er program ia cOlmeotioD with Upward Bound, the effect for
the stUdents 1s ODe of ac.de.ic .nd social beaeCit.

One school

will. in the comia. su.m.er, conduct an advanced . . . . .1" se.sion
on it. o.a ca.pus and travel-and-study s.s.io.s 1n .ix for.ign
countri.s, anoth.r facility of the sa.e institution will have an
Upward Bound pro Ira. for th. second y.ar.
The reapoaa. to social chance bas an echo ia tbe re.pon.e
to the new t.chnoloey_

Several .chools are exp.ri.enting with

the u •• of computer• • • teaohia. tool., and .om. have been led
into coop.rative v.nture. with coll ••••

or other .econdary

school., public and private, .ither •• a function of the co.t of
the .quipm.nt or a. neces.itated by the scope of their experi.eat.
The c_bin.tion of the role which :lndependeat .ecoRdary
.duc.tioD •••• it.elf •• having played, and as being in • unique
po.ition to play in the sche.e of a.oond.ry educ.tion a • •
whole. aad the rapidity and dim ••• 1ons of .ocial and technical
ohance in th• •iddl. third of this century has presented what
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may w.ll b. the great •• t cball.nge in bistory to the indep.ndent
sChools.
The r.action to this challenge is in progre •• , and it would
be premature to att.mpt any definitiv. a •• e •••• nt.
ind.pendent .choolaen ar., typically, varied.

Th. vi.wa ot

On. headma.ter was

quoted in a recent .ewapaper .eriea aa a.ying that be telt that
all independent acbo01. were nrunning tor tbeir live.,1l and tbat
in another twenty years they woulet be "through."

Another .chool

head, tro. the .aa. geographical area, voiced this opinions
It i . now ti.e that we look at the tiRal thiret ot the
twentieth oentury, ti.e that .e ohooae a role tor the
independent .chool wbiob will ask of each of u. the
be.t that •• have a. we •• ek a d.finition of tbe need.
ot children and ot our .ociety, tbe b.at that we bave
in i.aciuation as we aearch for the ways and ••an.
whicb will .erve the •••• ed•• '
It ae ••a to be an accepted view that ao•• of the ind.p.ndeat
.cbool. will p.ri.b, tbat tho ••
whiob .eet th• •arket'. deaaad tor quality will surviva • • • if tb.y r.maia "alert to th. velocito.s
4
nature of our oulture and aware of ita plurali.tic ba.e."
In coasiet.riag the chal1eage of the preaent and of the
fUture, the schools seea to feel that ther. i . little iaportanc.
to be fouad ia the attitude. of the traditioaal .choe1 a. ditter.atiated tro. those of the pro,re •• iv• • chool.

Th•• e ditterenc ••

'Nathani.l S. 'rench, "Iadep.ndenc. tor Eduoation," Tb!
lndeeeadent Sch021 BuAl.tig, a7 (Octob.r, 1967), a8.
'Riohard T. Coop.r, "Indep.ndent School.' Crisi.," Chicaco
S!P-T,•••• January 9, 1968, p. aa.

are largely on•• of empha.i., approacb, and .ethod.
consideration i., .s Fr.nch ha. pointed out, that

The prior

0' ••

eking "a

d.finition ot the ne.ds of childr.n and ot our .ociety."
The question of techniqu •• and tool • •ust depend on the
ana"er. to Fr.nch'. search, to the definition which will come
fro. the r •• thinkins of the .ocial and political philo.ophie. of
th. ind.pe.d.nt a.hoola.
The National As.ociation of Independent School. has already
announced the inaucur.tion of a proj.ct to study th. ".rican
Indep.nd.nt School.

It i. unlikely that the r.c ....ndation. of

the proj.ct oo••itt•• will b. as radical •• those of John
'.ntre•• Gardner, a.adaaster of Waldort Scbool of Adelphi Univer.ity in Garde. CitYt Ne" York.

B!ll,'l-,

Gardn.r areu •• that public .chool. should be r.placed

by independent .choola.
are .eant

Writing in The Ind.p.ndent Scbool

~o

Garclaer advertiae. that his propo •• l.

incite radical thinking rather than radical action,"

and pavea the way for the .volution of a new stat ••ent on the
.ocial philo.ophy of the independ.nt scbools by chall.nging th ••
to expre •• vie". which so beyo.d,th. traclitional r ••ark. about
constitutio. .l riaht to exi.t, .chool. for l.aclera, and treedo.
of choice.
It ••••• clear to .e that indepe.dent .cboola
aho.ld take .uch more ••riou.ly the .i . .a of the ti••••
Th•• e si,.. are tho.. of centralized power and of
uniformity • • • appearing in mas. production, . . . .
•• dia of co.munication, and . . . . culture • • • •
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All the.e .igns call for a radical streagtheni.,
of the individual. They call for a powerful and i . .ediate impulse to decentralize. They require to be
offset by a aew spirit of independence that should be
aurtured where all of culture takes its start, nam.ly,
in the sphere of education. • • •
There •• y h.v. be.. • time wh.. Americ. needed •
school systea that .erved .s • aeltiag pot. That time
is p.st. Today w• •re fac.d with the .eed tor a reaewed
deten.e of freedo• • • • Host .chools, today. are unfree
ia the ••a.e that tbey are bOURd to lov.rnmeat by the
•••• ecoaoaic and legal tie. which tbe church.. had
to break, ia colonial day., ia order to achi.ve fr.edom
of con.cience.5
Gardner s.ts forth el.ven affirmations

n. s

a stiMulus to

di.cussion that can lead to a clear-cut philosophy of independence for all schools, nationally •• d iaternationallY_"'

The

affirmations establish his thesi. on education aad goverDllleat, a
thesis wbich might be de.cribed as advocatiag the separatioa of
.chool and state, e.g.,

and

'John J". Gardner, "Independence for E4ucatioal The Propo ....
s.l," The IBdeRepdea~ Scbo!l 8ullitiD. 27 (October, 1967). 20.

6,b1d.
71!!.l!!,., p • 21.
8Ib14., PP. 20-1.

r
Urging speed in coming to the conclusion that independeat
schools auat ultiaately supplant the public

acbool~,

Gardner

su ••ests that

! Ir.a' !t'2 tltwl rd wa. 'Id. wh'e !b£ (r" achlola
th,.,elYI! aad I"ned acc'2taec, as independ.nt rethl£ .11U!.!l private; 1"0£ 2riUl! ,0Mot •• ••1t'-

r.define~

c'Dt.red 'lclusiv'D!II, while 'Ud,e.a ••aS ~oenlte. initiat iY' and 999£a,., which
eo!! !O_y,attx 2!
giiizens caa ~ 1. . gig. sak1ng A contribution ~o 11&
weJf,r.. The secoad .t.p • • • will be for our fr ••
schools • • • (to) se. the•• elv.s, and be s ••n by
oth.rs, as .tandard-bear.rs for all the free qualiti.s
that are d.ar to our dream of America y.t are i.po •• ibl.
of compl.te realization, ao . . tt.r how much &ood will
is sumaon.d, in .tat. school •• '

ts,

Gardner coaclud.s by asking the National Aaaociation to
"appoint a commission to formulate a clear .tatem.at of the
social philosophy of the independ.nt achoola," which ia a prerequiaite to implem.nting the principle that "we auat replace the
stat. achool idea with tbe independ.nt scbool idea."lO
Richard Coop.r aound.d a similar not. in his .eries of
articl.a baa.d on bis study of indep.ndent schools in the Chicago
ar.a.

Sp.aking of the "austain.d att.ntion to the individual"

which h. found charact.ristic of the scbools he studi.d, Coop.r
conclud.a hi. op.ning articl. with:
Tbue far. gov.rna.at policy maker. have a ••umed auch

educeti •• ia aot f.a.ibl. fOE the ....... Xf d.dicat.d
iad.p.ad.nt school••n could conviac. the. oth.rwis •• th.y
would iad•• d have •• d. th.ir little lights ahia•• 1l

,

~.,

pp. 21-22.

lOXb1d., p. 22,

2,.

lIC••p.r, Sse-Tie.s, January 7, 1968, p. 69.

The Study of tbe Aaericaa Independent School will aece.sarily have to coacern
independent educ.tion.

itse~f

with the .oci.l phi1o . .phy of

Th. Study, begun in the fall of 1967, ia

expected to take two year. to complete.

In the meantime, anothex

consideration is forcing it.elf on the independe.t schools. o.e
which. because it i.plte. a confrontatto. with the fact of
rederal .id to public education, requires that the schools
.xamine their polittcal philoaophy.
The remark of the admi.i.tr.tor who f.lt that iadepe.de.t
schools were running for their Itves does not reflect any .ens.
of a lack of qu.lity 1n the e-.cational progra.s .ffered _y the
achool..

Th. eridence i . tha't the cOlir.e • • •aterials. aad

.ethods are not only keepia, pace but in . .ay in.taace. out ..
• trippta. the de.a.d. made by the .olle.e..

It i. a frequent

occurrence that a colle,e fre.baa. will retura to hi • • ecoadary
school aad report that his cour.e. are ea.ter, some report that
the cour.es of the fre . . .aa year are lar.ely repetitious.

The

depth and breadth of the curricular offeria,s, •• de.cribed in
the catalosue., are, to s.y the least, impressive.
Application. ha.. incr•••• d. in s... instance. to the point
where the schoola are reluctant to 1ndicat. the r.tio bet.ee.
applicants .nd plac •• for fear of di.couraging future
C•• didat ••• 12

The rea.o•• tor the increase include ~rowth of
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population. incre.ae in eamin.a, decline in quality of education in so•• public school districts. and the time-oonored rea.om
that parent a feel that independent achoo1. can get their ch11drem
into "better";col1.ges.
If the quality of tbe offerin, i. a. good a., or better
thaD, it has beeD in the past, and if there is no sbortage of
qualified applicants, wbat is the reason for tbe pessimistic

not~

that in tweDty years the indepeDdeat iD.titutions would be
"tbrouab?"

The answer is to be found in the fiaancia1 state.ent.

of tbe scbool ••
Since iD order to do their job a. they feel it IIIU"t be done,
the independent schools resist enlarain, the c1as. .i.e or
teachin, load, the greater auaber of applicant" do not repre.ent
any additional revenue.

Co.t. ria. for independent schools as

for public ones, but the machinery tor .eetins the cost. varies,
and under pre.ent polioy it varies to the disadvantale of the
independent school.
The

indep~aclent

•• ho.la' quality i •• at pre.eat, .till

1arsely the product of well-qualified and dedicated teachers
workin, with well-qualified aad usually hi,h1y. . . tivated student..

Tbe work often take. place iD old buildings which contaim

poorly-equipped laboratories and scarcely .ufficient libraries.
There is a aUlber of older preparatory ach.oola, moatly in the
la.t, which baa built up over the yeara ai.eable endowment fund.
and wbich haa produced physical p1anta which will continue to be
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more than adequate for many y.ars to co•• , but there are f.w
schoola which do not need to seek more money than i, brought in
annually by tuition.
Teachers' salarie. constitute a .ajor portion of the rise
in coats.

The sap between starting aalaries in public and inde-

pendent achools in the Chicaao ar.a was recently indicated to be
in the neighborhood of one thousand dollars, the sap in other
area a .ay ranae considerably hiaher.

The independent schools

are required to eatablish salary achedules which are within at
least a reasonable dist.nce oC the correaponding public school
acale.
The Dece.ber, 1967 Report of the National Aa.ociation of
Independent Schools yields the tollowing atatistics on sources
and amounts oC income tor the •••ber achools.

Eighty percent of

the .ember schools returned the que.tionnaire, and .mong these
610 independent .chool. (\a, .ecoadary, 12, ele.entary) the
d.pendency on tuition ranged from 81.1 per.eat to
total

inc....

8,.~

perc.nt 01

Sixty-ni.e of the •• conda,.,. schools reported that

100 per.ent of their in. . .e waa derived fro. tUition. l ,

The mo.t immedi.te, and tor •••• the only, aource of additional inco.e i. fro. aD incre•• e in tuition.

While parent.

expect tuition incr••••• , aa they .xpe.t to b. asked to contribut. to capital campaigns and .nnual .iying drivea, tb.re is a
1'Kational As.oeiation of Independent Schools, R,port, 23
(So.tonl MAIS, Dec ••b.r, 1967), p. 1.
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ceilia, above which the iadepeadeat sebool. will find that th.y
have "pric.d th •••• lve. out of the mark.t."

Th.r.

10.

the added

factor that par.at. will coatiau. to .xp.ct the ind.p.ndent
.chool. t . . .intain th.ir r.cord of setting th.ir graduates into
the "better" coll.ge ••
The .chool. have found

.~.

additional sources of inc .... in

r.cent years, ten years as. the ran,e of: dependency was from in
exc ••• of 8S p.rce.t to ov.r 90 p.rcent. llt

'fo many ind.p••dent

.chool••n. the gain. are a.t enou.h aad "pricins th •••• lve. out
of the .ark.t" i . a v.ry real thr •• t.
Th. co••etition. h.w.ver .uch i t . .y ulti. . tely be .hown to
have it. root. in .ocial phil••• phy, i . tor the pr•••nt and the
for •••••ble futur • • • c . . . .ic in nature.

'ederal aid to public

educatioa has ... aat bett.r facilities in phyaical plant and
.quipaent, federal

.0••1' Cor t.achers t salaries in tb. public

achool. would clo.e . .ay independent .chool doora.
IDdepeDd.nt school ,reduatea are already di.coverin. that
colle •• adm1s.ion ia Dot cuarant•• 4iI. a factor ,.n.rat.d by the
iner•••• in quality of public achool. aero •• the natioD .nd an
appareDt chan.e in the ••cial phil.sophy of the independ..nt eolle,e. and univer.iti •• who are now recruiti., atude.ta for the
pla .. e. they on.. e re.erv.d for "pr.p" school arad.ate ••
S ••e f.d.ral as.istanc. ha. already eo.. to the ind.pend.nt
school., ••• e of which partiCipate in

*b~

r.deral lunch prograa.
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many of which have bee. the be.eCiciaries of the Ele.entary and
Secondary Education Act.

The overall reaction of

t~e

iadependent

schools to the qu.ation of federal aid has been. and continu.a tc
be, that they should not accept it.
The early efforts to establish Federal Aid to public education in 1961 were delayed by claims from parocbial school official. which re.ulted in Ions debates over the con.titutiona1
separation of church and .tate. and by local expre •• ions of concern about the threat of federal control over an area wbich was
re.erved to the re.ponsibi1ity of the state ••

Th-

fear of federal control is unquestionably a factor in

the opposition ot .any iadependent achool.en; ••••• however,
insist that "iad.pendent" .eans--or ahould .ean--financially
independent aa well, even though written suarantee. of nonintervention should accompany federal sraat..
independent achools ahould conti.ue to .erit

Those who
fi~ancial

fee~

t~

aupport

fro. parents, aluani, and friend. are not necessarily assoeiated
with the aohoola which appear to stand the best cbaace of
econoaic survival.

Their vie. 1a, rather, a. expression of the

eonservat1ve political philosophy which many independent achools
seem to ahare.
militancy

OD

There haa been little evidenee of politieal

the part of independent 8choola or their aasocia-

tions throughout their history, and there is ao.e feeling that if
the achools wanted federal aid, they .ight have •• eured it
through a concerted effort.

Polla taken ot the indepeadeat scbools ia 1961 revealed the
followiag attitude. of 267 .choola ("

perceat of

t~e

•••bership

of the National Couaci1 of ladependeat Scboola).
1.

OR 'ed.ral Grants to indep.nd.at schools:

,0

222 oppo.ed

1a favor
1, uadec1d.ct
2.

On '.dera1 Loaas to iadepend.nt schools:

166 oppos.d
8, ia tavor
12 llad.cided
,.

Oa so.e 1"0,.. of t.x relief for those payin,
tuitioa to ladep.ad.nt school ••
188 1. favor
66 oppos.d
l ' undecid.d. 1 ,

A .ucb s.a11er . . .plia.

(,a

scbools) tested some subsidiary

attitud.s; the questioas and tbe responae., ia percentage flgures
to110WI

" .0"

Tes
Sbould iadepead.nt SChools be
t.x .... x . .pt?

8a

11

Bus traasport.tion for iadepeadent
school childr.n . t public expea•• ?

11

l'

Aay diff.r.ac. b.t....n non-denotainat10nal .ad reliaious SChools which
should .ff.ct rec.ipt, directly or
iadir•• t1y, ot pllblio . .~ •• ,

18

82

l'.ationa1 COUDcil of Iadepeadeat Schools, aeeorS, 6" quot.d ia Gil.our, "r.dera1 Aid aad the ladepeadeat School," (1U1published study, 1962), p. ,_ Missin, percentage figures repre.ent
rep11es ot "U.d.clded."
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" "
,.*

Yea
In Cavor oC 'e.eral Atd to
public education?

No

20

Ca. there be '.deral Aid
witbout 'ederal contro1a?

'9

In Cavor of 'ederal Aid to
indepeadent no.-deno.tnattonal
aoboola?
'ederal Atd to reliai.us acb•• la?
I. tbere any que. tie. of
oonstitutionality involved in
'ederal Aid to iadependent
acboola, in your view?
Do you eaviaioa tbe threat of
'e.eral controla in independent
acboola ia tbe poaaible event of
'ederal Aid?

" '7'7

11

18" Loana onl,

1%" Loana oal,

" "
70

a,

• 41 percent oC tbe scbool. oCfered a qualified "Yea"
to tbe .atter of 'ederal Aid tor publio acboola. 16
The resulta of ao a.a1l a a . .plinc • •e.p1te tbe Caot tbat
it repre.enta .ehoola fro. aeroaa the country, of all 8ize.,
boardinc, day, boya',
invaltd.

S~~l.'.

and co-ed, are atatiatica1ly

They have bee. tncluded here becauae the queationa went

ao.ewhat fartber tban did tboae oC tbe

.~IS

poll, aad becau •• tb.

reault • •ubatantially bear out tboae oC tbe atudy conducted by
the National Council.
The que.tionnaire u.ed 1n tbe prea.nt atudy atte.pted to
e1ioit the current attitude. of the acbool ••
16,. C. R. Gi1aour. "'e.eral Aid and tbe Independent
Scbool," (unpublisbed study, 1962), p. ,.
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819.

B20.

The qu •• tion of t.d.ral aid to non-public
school. has bee• •uch studied and d.bated.
Do you t •• l that th.re are ehiA,s'ib1s,1
positio.s which,arcu. for or ••• in.t
fed.ral ald to independ.nt •• h,ol.'

Ye.

71

For

28

No

19

Asai.st

,0

It i. araued that the tutur. ot independent
education .ay dep.nd on its ability to coapete
tinancially with public .ducation. It this
ability can co•• only via federal ald, do you
t •• l that the thr.at ot l •• s of indep •• de•••
can b. ov.rc ••• ,1?

Y..

72

No

26

Th.r. app.ar. to b. r.a.on to eoaclude that
po.itioa ha. alr.ady
t.d.ral contr.l.

~ ••n

.0.. chans. ia

. . de with r •• p.ct to the threat ot

Of the •• v.nty-on• • cho.ls which asr•• d that

th.r•••r. philo.ophical positi••• relative to the que.tion of
ted.ral .id to indep.nd.nt schools ••••• f.lt that th.r•••re
po.itio.s 12£ .ad

.11&.'i.

nin.t ••n schools did not f.el that

philo •• phi••l p.sitions w.r. inv.lved. sev.nte.n schools which
repli.d to the qu•• ti . . . .ir. did not reply to this que.tion.

The

pr.p0aderaa•• ot r.pli •• indica tina contide.c. that 1... of
iad.pe.d.ac. i. Dot aD in.up.rable thr.at i. a .ianiticant
d.partur. tro. the expr •• sions of tear of t.d.ral coatrols .hich
wer. c . . . . . in 1961-1962.

17'or .....at. on the •• qu •• tion ••••• the App.ndix.
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The r.tioa.le th.t Ceder.l .id should be offered aad
accepted aa aid to the atudeat., aa oppo.ed to a •• i~t.ace to aa
in.titutioa, ha • • lready be.a proposed by tho.e favoring public
..oaies tor aonpublic school..

The raale of views of indep.nd.nt

school•• n is trOIB tb. optimistic opini •• that other ....ns will b
round to the insi.tence tb.t feder.l aid will

ASS

!bould ••an

tederal control, a c.nditi •• which •••• re.l wholly un.ccept.ble.
Whether the ri.ing costa of their .wn op.r.tiona or the
eompetitio. of the feder.lly support.d public secondary progra.s
will r •• ult in • dr•• tic re.h.ping ot iadep.nd.nt .cbool philos.pby mu.t remain tor tb. pre.ent . . . tter for apeculation.
is a re •• onable inf.r.nce that

.0..

It

ia iad.pend.nt .ducation

would rath.r c •••• op.r.tions than .ubmit to lov.rnaeat control.
It •••••• qually rea.onabl. tbat otbers will .triv. to arrange
tor long-tera, low-intere.t, federal lo.ns if the .afeguard.
which the Dart..outb Colle,. e.se •• sured tor state-ch.rtered
school. e.n be .eeured trOll the fed.r.l govermaent.
GovernlB.nt ••ney is .lre.dy . t work ia speci.l proj.cts in
independent .chools, experi••nt.l proar••••• rchit.ctur.l
desilas, and fund.d pilot studies . r. . . . . exa.ples.

It the

iadepeadeat school. show silns of n.tion.l re.ponsibility aad i t
th.y want reder.l .id, it ...... altolether po.sible th.t th.y
can p.rticipat. in red.r.l prolr••• a. do .any private univeraiti •• , witbout relinquishinl th.ir autono.y.

17'
In

l'~2,

Arthur Traxler raised the question, "Are the inde-

pendent schools one oC our luxurie.?" and pointed

~.t

that th.ir

tunction had be.n "to pr••• rve our cultural h.ritage."

Traxler

urged that their proper CUDction should be
• • • not alone to pre.erve it, but to give it ney
.eaning and application ia the.e critical ti•••• 16
In 1968, the .cbools .eea to be working toward tbat deCinition oC the Deede o£ children aDd o£ our society wbicb will
eaabl. iad.pend.nt .ducation to provide that .eaning and application, a £unction which they can perCorm only iC their independence has not beco.e a luxury.
It i. Celt that the uaiver.iti.s could be oC sigalCicant
help to th. independ.nt .cbool. in the evolution of social and
political philo •• phi.s which the ti••• de.and and upon whicb the
.ubsidiary question. oC e.pha.i., cont.nt, and .etbod dep.nd.
The independent scbools hay. their peculiar probl •••• and th•
• chools do aot have as mucb perspective a. they .ight in which
to view the..

ne.pit. the Cact that .uch .chool. con.titute a

.inority in teras of the nUMber of

in.ti~tions

and the number

of .ecoadary .tudents enrolled, they .erit more conc.rn from
higher .ducation in t.ra. relevant to their £unction in American
.econdary education.

l'rraxler. pp. '09. ,10.
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As one respondent phrased it,
I believe that the public and independent.
philosophy oC education ie the aa.e and that
we are wrong to try to diC£erent1ate between
the• • • • 11
We muat work together. Do not indicate • • •
that we are d1CCerent. W. have been trying
Cor years to indicate that there is • place
Cor both of us. l 9

19Queationna1re # " .

APPENDIX
Many o£ the respondents to the study questionnaire added
cOM.ents to amplif"y their answers.

It has not been practicable

to weave all o£ the.e into the body o£ this paper, but the
comments them.elve. are valuable indications of the philosophical
base. and presuppositions in independent education.

'or this

reason. the appendix contains, in addition to a tabulation of
results o£ the questionnaire, tho.e pertinent co•• ent. which
relate to the several questions.
The co_eats bave been lrouped where possible to show
similarity o£ view or topic.

Since anonymity has been guaranteed

to the persons replying to tile questionnaire, the only identi£ication i8 by means oC the numbers which were assigned to the
returns in their order oC arrival.
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116
Profile ot the Characteristics

2'

the lndeeendent

Sch,ols P,rticie.tinl ip the Studt Questionn.ire
Two huadred. questionnaires were sent to IIcbools of' various
types in all sections of the United States.

One hundred and

seven returns were received and used in the tabulation in the
appendix.
Altbou,h no .tatiatical interenc •• are intended to be drawn

tor all independent schools, the tollowinl profile ot cbaracteriatics of the SChools participatinl in the study shows a
well-balanced sa.plinl by location, type, composition. and size.
Ge,lraphical LtS,tio.
New B8.1a.'
Middle Atlantic State.
North Central State.
South
Ve.t

24

14
28
22

19

TYp, of Ssho!!:
Boardin,
Day
80ardinl aDd Day

22
Ito
It,

ComeosiitoD ,f Siudent BodY
80y.' School.
Girls' Schools
Coeducational Schools
S&ze 2t Studept BodX

1,0 or tewer studenta
1,1 - ,00 students

,01 - '50 stud.nts
More than '50 students

27

51

17

12

177
A.

Operation of the Scbool

AI. The school at present:
is exclusively college-preparatory
o~fera other curricula (in addition
to collese-prep.), e.g., general
business, vocational
is a tutorial school
other
please apeciCy

97
8
I
1

(Note' the school identiCied under
"other" is a school Cor professional
children in the performins arts.)

A2.

The chie~ function(s) which you
perceive as being ~ulfilled by
the school is/are'
preparationf'or college
co_unity school

101

individual ia.structiolt
other (specify, please>

,It

10

178
A,_

Much has been written of the philanthropic a.p.ct
of independent education. Doe. your .chool:

-'5
Ye.

bave a scbolarsbip prosr. . ?
offer tuition aid?
recruit able .tudent. regardIe •• of their ability to pay
tuition?
bave any .pecial offering. in
tbe regular school year for the
"culturally di.advaataged?"
have any .pecial oft'eriDgs for
the 'kif ted. "

/

-No

92

12
12

61t

42
80
28

71

Approxi.ate1y wbat perceDta.e of your tuition
bud,et is allocated fer .eholarship and/or
tuition aid?
Le.s than

2_

79

1,

20 .... '0"
Mor. than '0"
A4.

1

The following i./are .pecifically .tressed in the
educational program. It one a.pect i . stressed
lIlore tban other., plea.e so indicate.
Str., •• d
Academic or Intell.ctual
Pur.uit.
Citiz.n.hip
hotional and Spiritual
Well-b.ing
'amily and Social a.lation.
Moral and Ethical Education
Vocational Choic. and
Preparation

,,,

"

Most Str•••• d

82
42

72
1t6

25

'4

,8

20

7

8

179
Pr"upeQ"~iOI'1

B.

Philo,oehio,l Ba.e. aad

81.

There follow
oateaorie. of &0.1. whieh ha.... b.en
oon.idered to be important in .eco.dary _dueation.
Plea •• check tbo •• whioh are .tr•••• d in your .cho.l,
tho.. which y.u t •• l ind.p ••de.t 8cbool. tend to
.tre•••o.t, and tho.e which y.u reel need . .re att.ntion from iadepend.nt .ohool. in the future:

.0•.

Str•••• d
More
Mo.t by
Str••••d
lnd.p.nde.t At ten ti 0I'l
Ho.t in
Sgb o! l !
N"dld
,hi' Stboo &
a.

latell'tt,,&
o..olo,..nt or 10aloal
tb1ald.as
De.elo,.e.t of .po.mindedAe ••
De.e10,.0.t of' i.telle.tu.l curio.1ty

Char.cter education
Dev.l • .,.e.t of a
1d.a of' .arvl •• to
t.llow . . .
•• n.e of oo. .it..nt to
per.ona1 .oal •
• en.e of' co_lta.nt to
.oci.l and cultural 10.1 •
• or.1-.piritual ya1u••

e.

18

8a

'0

'7

'7

"

Ci.le
ao.peet t.r .001.1, politio.l, and cultur.l
tr.dltion.
U.dor.tand~, .f national
aoa1.
Pr'paration tor adJu.tment
to the new teobnol• . ,

"

180

Str•••• d
Str•••• d
Mo.t by
Mo.t in
Indep.ndellt
Schools'
this School
c.

Mol".
Attention
N.ed.d

Civic (contd.)
Underatanding of the
right. and r •• pon.ibilitie. of citizenahip in a de.ocracy

d.

F. .111
Education for aound
fa.ily re1ation.hip.,
including aex .ducation

e.

Other:

81.

(continu.d)

gg •• tioMaire
On it •• "a"

On item "b"

On item ftc"

20

11

80

Pl.aae 1i.t any oth.r categories of aim. or
ite•• which you fe.1 are, or .hould b.,
.tr•••• d in independent school ••

#

66.

"a" i . . .i.le.dins--.ino • •o.t private
.chool. stre •• the intellectual; but the,.
....n preparation for college--not logical
th1ald.ngt etc.

68.

More att.ntion need--alwa,.••

89.

I do not b.1i.v. it i. ea.y to g.neralize
about ind.pendent .choo1a beyond category
a.

6.

..n.e of co_it..ent to "Chri.t and Hi.
JU.ngdo•• "

15.

Are you a •• UMing your sub-topic. are
.ynonymou.? 1 would have preferred to
answer each .eparately.

31t.

ne.d• •ore attention at this ti.e.

181

81.

(continued)

gUlstiolUlaire

I.

On item "d"

19.

On item Me"

1'.

(this school) has been working on a
strong program which is to belin this
fall.
(indep. schools) generally ot
recent origin.

capacity for .elt-direction.

16.

service and leadership but not adjustment. Independent responsibilities: to
see a need and .eet it honestly.

19.

self~tultill.ent

29.

patriot!.m.

42.

the learned capacity to adapt while
retaining individuality.

44.

earlier maturation, Ie •• dependence. more
sufticiency, having received ..uch trolll
lIIany source. from the cradle on, learn to
give back .. ore than received.

46.

our school places a great deal of emphasi
on the emotional and psychological needs
of the individual, an area of "education"
which we believe is unfortunately \tnderatressed in most private achools.

51.

learning the values of work and personal
responsibility.

61.

particularly the responsibility of a
woman, asa citizen. wife and mother.
These children owe a debt to society
which they Can pay only by being the best
citizen possible.

67.

understanding the duty to preserve our
richest inheritance of natural beauty and
of the earth's resources.

or realization.

182
81.

(continued)

Comments:
Questionnaire

On item fie"
. (cont·d.)

General

~

77.

physical well-being and creative arts
also stressed.

86.

our motto is "self-discipline through
self-expre8sion."

100.

open-minded experi.entation, willingnes8
to try and to accept new idea8. Cooperation with other school 8Y8tem8.

".

I don't think you can generalize "indepen
dent schools." The moral-spiritual
category worries .e. Obviou81y those
8chools having a 8trong church a1'filiation--not parochial--will and should
e.phasize this category:

4,.

not qualified to answer. Great changes
are happening in independent 8chools.

,0.

I find this i.po88ible to an8wer. Any
good school attempts to do all these
things--and could strive to do better.

S6.

These are all too neat to be quickly
co_ented on.

8,.

all of the above is poorly phra8ed and
misleading. Naturally the majority ot
time is spent on intellectual pursuit ••
Little attention (comparatively) is given
to "sound talllily relationships," because
little is neede., generally. However,
.ore time and attention should be given
to 8ex education, p088ibly •••

B2.

Listed below are some or the features d.scribed as
unigue advantaaes of independent education. Please
ch.ck those which you agree are unique advantages.
Again. please add others which occur to you.
Freedom from political control
Freedom t. experiment
Academic {"reed••
Fr.edom to select students
Opportuni ty to provide. "quali ty'·
education
Attention to the individual
Others:

89
84
81

9'

75

89

CO-,et !:
9ue.t&osn,ir! #
,.

Freedom to teach Christian ideas and
value-s.

16.

Freedom to make a basic commitment and
publicly to work freely Crom that
co_itment,

26.

ReliCious education--shared with
parochial school ••

47.

Freedom to teach religion.

66.

Teachina .oral values.

70.

Freedo. to expose students to reliaion ••
philo.ophical, ethical ideas.

6.

Broader and deeper contact with students
by faculty and administration.

".

5'.
66.

Opportunity Cor .tudents to identify
with their teacher ••
Opportunity to request and have parent
awareness oC .tud.nt.' probl ••• and
.ucc ••••••
Provide adequate counseling.

l81t
82.

(continued)

Questionnaire '-

8,.

Opportunity to deal with student in a
more complete way, particularly tor
boardin~ schools, and to come to know
lIlore and understand more through observation and involvelllent outside the classroolll.

86.

A curriculua leading to the tulles~
development of the individual.

91.

Indeed t .tudents' control over own
courses and part in administrative or
faculty decision-lIlakiD& processes.

8.

,6.

Threatened by inereasin, state control.
Selection ot faculty.

47.

Freedom to employ talented. but uncertificated, teachers.

61.

Freedom to select students cannot be
overestiaated.

71.

Freedom to select teachers.

93-

The single most important advantage is
freedom to select faculty_

97.

Freedom to select outstanding teachers
regardless of whether they have a state
teachiDg certificate or not.

18S

s,.

Do you Ceel that independent education has any
unique obligations, other than to make good use
oC the advantages checked in B2?

Ye.
No

IC Y,s. please indicate their nature:

S9
24

Co_ents,
Questionnaire tI,.

To be the best school available.

15.

ObligatioD to pro'Vide superior education
to that received in public school ••

19.

To bailout and strengtheD good academic
material which cannot be reached sucee •• tully by the public high sehool.

26.

Develop critical thinking.

39.

To teach boys to a.su... leadership.

40.

To provide a continuity oC leadership in
taste and culture in the U. S.

42.

To further the development of educatioDal
excellence.

5S.

No reason to exist unless aspiring to do
superior job in area school select. to do
it. work.

61.

To develop good leaders for present day
society.

69.

To stress the uniquene •• of each individual and to help him develop his potential to the fullest.

72.

To secure the fine.t possible faculty.

88.

To provide a .uperior education for students whose parents pay school taxes and
tuitions.

4.

To work with other educational in.titutions--public/parochial.

186

ColtUllents:

/

Questionnaire #
13.

'reedom to be unique.

16.

To

4,.

~

independent.

Meet needs of education not met by local
public sCbools.

,0.

To use the freedoms above (S2) to add to
educational techniques--not just keep
imitating others.

51.

To help public scbools do their job
better.

66.

Supporting policies and programs to
improve public education.

80.

Provide leadership in curriculum--this is
not a ttfreed... "--it is a r.spoDsibi1ity.
To break the lock-step of the "subjectstaken" system.

8,.

To provide leadership for public education.

87.

Attention to innovations and promising
practice ••

93.

To provide educational leadership for
all schools.

101.

The obligation to develop superior
teaching.

7.

Commitment to the community (particularly
for day school); involve.ent in socioeconomic life of the community.

12.

More responsibility to, and knowledge of,
the community.

187

s,.

(continued)

Co_eats:

/

gue.ttonn.1re #
".

Still has obligation to community at
large--lab for new ideas which public
system can adopt later it usetul, education ot certain groups which public .ystem ill adapted Cor.

48.

To lead in inter-cultural activities in
the community.

54.

To be in touch with the community and
participate in the mainatream o€ thought.

62.

To justify our existence to the community
at lar,e--otherwise we will beco.e more
and more vestigal (sic).

63.

Responsibility to the development of our
society through educational service to
the local community--particularly with
respect to progra•• helping underprivileged children.

67.

To turn out citizens suCficiently tortitied to resist u,roup" thinking and yet
strongly dedicated to c08UJlUnity work.

92.

Obligation to relate itselC and its students to the common purpose ot society aa
a whole.

46.

The obligation to inCUlcate a desire and
responsibility among its students to
serve mankind.

52.

To develop a sense ot service and moral
strength.

56.

Education ot a responsible privilesed
class.

188
53.

(continued)

Comments:
Questionnaire "#

-

60.

To inculcate concept o£ service not
competition.

70.

To inculcate humility (as well as pride
in excellence) and a sense o£ responsibility to on.'s fellow being.

96.

To remain independent--we cannot remain
Cree iC we accept direct subsidies from
govern.ent. Independent schools are
essential in order to give people a choic
and so keep public schools more nearly
£re ••

B%.

With which of the Collowing statements do you .ost
agree? Least agree?
(If you find agreement with
more than one, or if you wish to Modify one
/
slightly, please write whatever synthesis or modification in the space provided.)
Least
Alree

1.

It.

The primary purpose of education
should be to transmit to the younger
generation the tools and values oC
the existing culture.

20

28

The primary purpose of edueation
should be to direct the younger
generation towards the attitudes and
values of the more stable society
which existed at an earlier time.

2

73

The primary purpose of education
should be to equip the younger
generation with those tools which
will enable theM to identity and
solve the prable..s which they will
encounter in their personalt social,
and proteasional lives.

91

The primary purpose of education
should be to encourage the younger
generation to strive for a consensus
ot cultural goals, thereby reconstructing the present, relatively
ailllless, SOCiety; turther, to provide
them with the tools needed to work
tor the achievement of such goals.

17

Comments'

(The range of syntheses and Modifications
ottered makes grouping useles8 for the comments
on this question. The comments are, therefore,
listed in order of tbe questionnaire numbers.)

Questionnaire

1.

23

tI:

Add (to 3.) intellectual and aesthetic to types of
live.. Add also Uto encourage a curiosity that
precludes sad satiety or boredom with life."

190
84.

(continued)

Questionnaire #

6.

(2 and ,) through a personal con£rontation and realization that in Christ i. the "all sufficiency" for
individual and collective well-being.

12.

(1 and 2) ••• to take the best of the old and use it to
best advantage in the face of the new.

16.

1. The primary purpose of education should be to
make the younger generation Iwart of tools and values
of existing cultures and past 2ultures, making 11
eossib1e 1&&•••

4. tht- to reconstruct the present, relatively aim.
less SOCiety, and to provide s,cletl with tools needed
to achieve 111 goals.

2'.

What about commit.ent and self·sacrifice'

'4.

Synthesis of , and 4.

,6.
48.

,0.
62.

Synthesis of 2 and , . or the primary purpose of education is "acquiring Judge.ent and learning how to
evaluate as a aature person." Cf •• Ex-Pres. Dodds of
Princeton, Americae !a&., January, 195~.
To achieve happy aDd constructive lives for themselves and to cODtribute to the happy and constructive
lite of the cGmmUDity.
Synthesis of 4 and to strive for an understanding of
the potentials of the world ~ wlll be living in,
and to help them explore its possibilities.
The primary purpose of edueation should be to encou~
the younger ,eneration to strive tor a consensus of
cultural ,oals, thereby leadiDI to a reconstruction ot
the present society, in teras of past developaent and
in anticipatioD of future Deeds, we neither abandon
the past nor fail to anticipate the future.
(ef.,
Gardner. Self-ReDewll).

191
Bit.

(continued)

Co_ents:
guestioneaire ~

66.

(3 and

We do not know what problems they will have
to solve--esp., gearing education to the unknown would
b. f'oolish.

67.

Synthesis of' 1 and 3-4: The primary purpose of education should be to direct the student toward the best
attitud.s and moral values of' the more stable societie
of' the past while teaching him the use of' tools and
techa1qu.s of' our existing culture s. that he may be
intelligently committed to the needs of his community
and oC the peopl.s of' the world.

74.

~dd.d

82.

Our primary goal at (na.e of school) is soll"e
preplfetoa '!lucation and ther.by enco.pas8es the
general goals included in this ideal (It).

It)

to 3) and to share with them our adult view of
the values and attitudes we believe are valuable Crom
man's past.

192

as.

There is some disagree.ent over which school of
philosophy ha. the greatest influence on secondary
education today. In your opinion, is its
/

Existentialis.
Idealis.
Pragmatism/Experimental is.
Realis.
Other (ple.se specify)

8
10
65

14

Co_ents:
gu!!tioMaire ,
We are on a sliding scale between , and 1 (Pragmatism
and Esistentialism).

18.

The whole is no better than its parts.
None by themBe1ves. usually parts of 80me if not all.
All are 80.ehow invo1ved--probab1y none fits.
I doubt that any of the. have a IEeat influence-unfortunately'
Pro.etbean Humanism.
I bope idealiam.
Not able to judge.
Existentialis. is moving in fast.
Belecticis••
Idealiam - Humanism.
Have no idea!

80.

lolectic - in independent scbools.
Lately, a move toward realis., but prag/ex, have long
">oen entrencbed.
Hegelian.

25.
100.

Do you .ean public education or independent education?

19'

B6.

In your view, does the same philoaophy which prevails
in public education prevail in independent education,
or is there a philosophy of' independent e)llucation
distinct f'rom a philosopby of' public education?
Same pbilosophy prevails in public and
independent education

22

There is a distinct philosophy of'
independent education

68

Coram!!!ts:
Questionnaire'

On "sa.e philosophy"
1.

,6.

I don't know.

There need not be.

Dif'f'erent philosophies prevail ••• but there ia no distinct philoaophy of' independent education.

It,.

Not a distinct di:fference, but aome.

Itlt.

More or leaa.

It?

Should I

1t9.

Generally_

55.

Not distinct, but not identical either.

On "distinct philosophy"

6.

This is only answerable by the individual achool.

22.

So.e aspects are the sa•••

23.

Overlappin. t depending on the school.

".

Object to wording: there are dif'f'erencest moatly of
emphaaia and method.

,6.
89.

There should be and in aorae places ia a diatinct
philoaophy (of' independent education).
Independent education haa aa yet in today's world no
distinct philoaophy--pluraliatic.

B7_

Do you consider that your school reflect. a
distinguishable general philosophy?
Yes
No

7'
23

IC ~. is it:

Existentialism
Idealis.
PragMatism/Experimentalis.
Realis.
Other (pleas. specify)

4
"
28
19

(Note: Although the question sought the identiCicatio. of A distinguishable general phil.sophy, a
number of' respondents either combined two of the
schools ofCered--accounting for a higher number
than there were replies of Yes--or added qualifi~
cation to their choice of r;&ponse.)
The comments on this question included the identification
of a Christian philosophy by tour schools (Questionnaire

Is.

Two replies suggested particular interpretations, vi!.,
Questionnaire #

'9.
70.

Ideali •• --a. deCined by me.
Our school's stated philosophy (which I wrote) •• ys:
" ••• believes in the goals for every student of
intellectual discovery and of respect for one's self
••d tor others." The first see.s to reflect
"prag/exp," the second. "ide.li.m."

195

88.

Do you agree or disagree that there is more
"traditional" (classical, conservative)
education in independent than in public schools'
/

Agree
Disagree

89.

78
23

In your school. is "philosophy of' education"
discussed in f'ull f'aculty meetings?

Yes

82

No

21

Is there a standing committee on philosophy and aims?

810.

To what degree are your school's philosophy and
objectives established by the f'ollowing groups?

Trustees
Parents
Administration
Faculty
Student.
(Note:

22
:5
82

66
8

Partiallx

Little or
Not at all

62

20

~O

22

"

62

'7
1

o

,2

One respondent added the category of Alumni
-- Questionnaire # 92.

UDder~r.at1y"

811.

In the meetings of' your local. state. or regional
educational association, is the discussion of'
"philosophy ot education'· a:
regular topic
frequent topic
occasional topic
rare topic

11

19
27

29

812.

Much of' the philosopby of' education taught in
scbools of' education is derived from ,eneral
philosophical systems. Do you .,ree wit~ this
orientation, or do you f'eel that the pr~sent
state of' education requires more specialized
study and the development of' e~ilosoehT 2!
education?
Alree with present orientation

22

Feel need for specialized study and
develepaent

68

Co_ents,
Questionnaire
"Agree"

"Feel need"

tt
44.

Agree, so f'ar as it seem indisputable,
but "feel need" always.

so.

If' well done.

84.

It cannot stand alone to one side.

18.

But not by schools of education.

19.

Schools of education af'fect public B.S ••
a good deal, I suppose. but not Independent Schools, whereas philosophies of
education seem to vary greatly_

".

'eel need to abolish or improve dramatically schools of education. The form of
this questionnaire demonstrates how
little real education is involved.

42.

Very much

62.

Particularly taking cultural anthropolog~
sociology, and psychology into account.

70.

I doubt if' many independent school administrators care very lItuch ~ is discussed in schools at education. Perhaps
shocking, but, I feel, true.

4,.

'9.

Neitber.
Both.

~.

197
Bl,.

Does your scbool. eitber of its own resolve or
because of aCtiliation with an accrediting
organization, require proCessional train~ngin
education for it. ad.miniatratiol'l and faculty?
Tes
No

42

61

Own resolve
Required by accreditios organization

25
,1

It T,s, ia Philosophy of Education speciCically
required?
Yes
No

16

,1

Do you feel that it should be?

Yes

28

No

"

Does your school conduct in-service training ot
teachera?
Tea
No

'722

Ia Philosophy of Education included?

Comments:
questionnaire

t

I am still quite unhappy about proCessional training
in education as a wbole.
Not the way it (phil. oC ed.) is taught in raost
teacher training institutions.
Not a. presented in raany collese ••
We encourage it; philosophy ot education desirable.
In choosinf teachers we hope tor greater depth in
chosen fie d rather than in .ethod••
••• 1 value such training and give preference to those
who have it.

198
Bl~.

What term (or descriptive sentence) best describes the underlying aim or philosophy of the
t9tal program of your school (including,
instruction, athletics, activities)?

As expected, the comments ranged too widely to permit
rigid classitication.

Certain topics or terms were trequently

mentioned, and these have been used as an arbitrary lIIeans ot
grouping the responses.

It will be noted that in sOllie instances

the co..... ents might as easily have been srouped with another
topic as with the one under which it appears.

It is stressed

that the purpose in grouping is to reduce the randomness ot
response; it is not intended to suggest fundamental similarity
between or among the schools.
grouping are:

The topics or terms used in

excellence. the individual, religion, and the

social purpose of education.

Those comments which fall outside

these topics are grouped together at the end of the list.
Co.....ents!
gueat&onna!re

fI,

"Excellence"
1.

97.

Academic excellence is the term one most
often hears.
The humaBe pursuit ot excellence.

"The individual"
2.

We reeducate and train intelligent, nOrMal
young boys who have the ability to do
eventually college work. despite their ecade
deficiencies and/or failures.

199
Co_ee ta ,
Que.tioyaire

«

"The indi vi dual"
(conttd. )

8.

Individual deve10paeat and constructive
citi.enabip are beat foatered throu&b
atudy of liberal arta, throu,b aelf ...
discipline, and throu&h the cUltivation
of individual reaourcea and taleats.

12.

The full development of the individual aa
a reaponsible entity in a rapidly
chan,in, world.

1'_

Knowledge for aelf.direction.

17.

Individual attention to help each atudent
reach hia maximum potential.

18.

The reaponaibi1ity of every individual to
do the very beat of whicb he ia capable.

22.

Maximum development of each individual in
every constructive area.

2~.

Develop.eat of individual boy to take hia
place in aociety.

27.

Attention to the individual.

".

Producing a realistic aelf-image, a bappy
producer at that atage of his life; a
collese preparation.

S6.

ruada••ntal concern acade.ic excelleace
for each to the fu11.at of hia own potential and 1nculcation of aound ideaa.

'7.

We atrive to develop in eacb student a
strong .enae of wbo she iat wbat sbe
truly waata and wbat abe 1a vil1iag to
co.-it ber.elf to--hov mucb abe is willing and ready to a.aume in exercising
her freedom and ability.

200

B14.

(continued)

Co_ent.,

/

que.tiopnaire

!t

"The individual"
(oont'd.)

,8.

A balanced development of the mind, the
character, the emotional lif'e, and the
phy.ical health of each of it • • tudents.

45.

I.provement of' the individual as an
individual.

47.

Individual need. of .tudents.

55_

By complete partioipation of every stu-

dent in every activity to hi. fulle.t
extent, Culle.t opporturdtie. for develop
ment are offeredl awarenea. ia developed
to the Cull.

57.

Recoanition of the individual--hia
abilities, aoala. strenath., weakneaaea.

62.

To allow each student to develop their
talents by exposure to in and out of
ola •• experience. of fir.t quality
(inductively) •

6,.
74.

We .eek that each .tudent, in liaht of
hi. potential, develop to the .aximum
intellectually, emotionally, spiritually,
physically.
S,lf-develoeeent. Increa.ing the aware.e •• ot a .tudent of hi. unique abilities
and of hi. re.pon.ibilitie. to hi •• elf'
and other., and helping hi.. to develop
hi. tale.ts.
\

86.
102.
11.

Self.expre.sion throuah self-discipline.
Student-centered.... wide variety in .tudent
abilitie ••
Attempt to develop "the whole child. tf
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B14.

(eontinued)

Cst_ents :
gue.tionnaire (I
"The individual"
(cont td.)
20.

"aeligion"

To develop the whole boy.

71.

Education of the wgole boy.

95.

Toward becoming a "whole, person." Moral,
intellectual. and physical growth as
balaneed as .e can make it.

,.

To present the body of knowledge within
the con~ext of the Cbristian faith--to
study the "why" as well as the "how."

6.

• •• a Christ.centered education.

10.

Jesus Christ.

16.

Christian recognition of individual·s
worth and responsibilities.

26.

Development of personal character through
a strong academio pro.ram in a sehool
commuai ty ,>!hich emphasizes Protestant
Christian study and worship.

~O.

Trying to produce intellectually illuminating Christian gentlemen (just like the
Rector of Justinl)

52.

To allow the student to develop to his
maximum as a Christian well-equipped
intellectually to find a meanin.ful and
useful place in society.

"Social purpose"
29.

T~ acquire useful knowledge while devel~ping di.criminating judgement and inde-

pendence of thought. To develop leadership, citizenship, and self-discipline.
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Comments:

/

9uestionntire

Il

"Social purpose"
(cont td .. )

,4.

To prepare our students for a de.ocratic
society so that they may make their
maximum contribution.

".

We attempt to train boys tor leadership
through souad scholastic and other
training.

fi6,

Guide the student to develop his full
potential and a sense of responsibility
to his tellow man.

88.

Coawmunity .ervice.

,4.
,6.

The greatest good of the greatest number.
To accept responsibility for one's act!
as they relate to one's self, to one's
own culture, to family and to mankind.

100.

Education for service, for commitment.
tor the uac ot one's facilities for the
benefit of the co.munity.

105.

A liberal arts approach to good citizenship and intellectual development.

General
14.

College preparatory.

15.

Idealistic.

,2.

Creative citizenship.

42.

'ocally academics and peripherally
therapeutics.

It,.

"No talent lies latent."

Itlt.

Happiness, self-respect through worthy
achievement.

a03
81%.

(continued)

Comments:

9uest ionnaire tt
General

'8.

Growth to responsible maturity.

50.

U.e human talent andtacilities to open
the minds of' students and teachers and,
in so doing, to act as an example.

56.

Intensiye education ot a sooiointellectual elite.

58.

To educate the heart as well as the mind.

67.

The deyelopmen t of healthy, etrective
young women capable or adjustinl realistically to aurroundin,. and needs.

72.

Integrity.

80.

To help students learn, i.e., chanse.

81.

To develop in barmony the physical, mental, and moral powers or ita stUdents.

8a.

Co-educational, college-preparatory.

84.

Realism. Imposed to a great extent by
college entrance require.ents.

89.

"Balanced excellence, balance among the
academic, physical, and the spiritual"-aa gOod a phrase as any--this one from
report of visiting committee on accreditation, 1965.

101.

Independence.

103.

rbe awakening andstrengtheninl or awareness, understanding and sympatby in all
relationahipa.

815.

If you care to indicate a person (or persons)
to whom you trace your own philosophy of
education, please do so here:
/

This question was intended to investigate, without directing the response, wbether persona readily recognizable .s philosophers would be indicated by the respondents; and. if so,
which ones.

Only forty-six questionnaires contained a response

to this question.

18

Of these,

referred to persons either

unna.ed or of only personal acquaintance.
The philosophers and educators na.ed are listed below,
together with the number of respondents citing eacbl
Jobn Dewey

7

(There were several qualifications, e_a •• "via Bothby,"
"unprostituted." "with refinements," ftas interpreted by
Kilpatrick.")

Alfred North Whitehead :5
Christ

1

Paul Tillich

1

Albert Schweitzer

2

William James

a

Thomas Jefferson

a

Piaget

1

Jero.e Bruner

,

Endicott Peabody

a

Socrates

1

Dwigbt Moody

I

Gilbert Hi,bet

1

Claude Fueaa

1

Frank Boyden

,
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Do you Ceel that there are philosophical positions which apply uniquelx to independent
education?
Elaborate, if you wish:

Yes
No

40

Comment,:
Questionnaire

i
19.

(No) However, the great variation and
application, rather than consensus, is
the lIlajor contribution. The of'fertng of'
dtversity to the prospective student is
of' very real value. What ia good f'or one
is not so necessarily tor another.

23.

Emphasis not on leveling, m.ltins pot,
beins accepted or a good Joe, but on
development of' individual qualities, even
if' they are not acknowledged as 'bip' by
the 'peert ,roup. Eapeeial attention to
qualities of' character; standards of
excellence.

26.

The very fact of being so interested in
the individual. person.

,4.

There is more :freedoDl of' action in 1Il0st
academic areas.

\3.

Result of relisious af'f'iliation of sOIae
SChools.

48.

Greater stre.s Oft academic excellence aa
one of' the means by whicb the over-all
objective has to be achieved.

,2.

Philosophies which assuae that the personal, relisious, ethical dimensions must
be reached through the educative procesR,
as Dluch .a the intellectual.

,4.

Total education ia possible in boarding
schools. The close work-play situations
that are ever present are extre.ely
meaningf'ul.
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816.
(continued)
Co_ents:
9Hesti'npaire ,

69.

Mainly because we have so.e control over
the .ak.-up oC the student body.

70.

IC you .ean D.wey, Thorndike, Whitehead,
Bruner, Skinner, .tc., I couldntt really
say. Since I a. both pra~aticA84
id.alistic, who.ver co.bines the two
would "apply uniqu.ly" ......in any ca • • •ore
than .ethod is involved.

81.

Take the stud.nt where he is and make
.very eCfort to improve that stud.nt.
I beli.ve independent education can and
does concern itself with personal develop
.ent oC an individual. Public schools
addr.ss th ••s.lve. to "citizenship;"
indep.ndent .chools addre •• th •••• lves to
the question of "personal re.ponsibility.
Personali.ation.
A large p.rcenta,e oC co••unity l.aders
pass throu,h the hall. of indep.ndent
.cho.l.. er,o, an :l.ndependent school can
direct its prime .trength toward.
lea".l'ship.
Traditional humanis. of w•• tern ciVilization (b.tore the period. of ideolo,1e.).
Not really. Independeftt school phil •• ophy i. a part of widereield, with .o.e
i.portant teature ••
We are 1 ••• bound by the "l.vest co. . .n
denoainator" definition of democracy.
Independent .chool. are uniquely suited
to explore all channels ot intor.ation
without constitutional re.tricti.ns
relating to reli,ious trainin. and education. That i., they are tree to li.it
them.elves if they wish or not limit
the•• elves and explore in all directions.
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817.

What is your view of the "nature ot the pupil?"
Is he.
a·sensttive plant to be nurtured caref'ully
in all aspects of' his developmeat?

17

already a signiticant f'orce in his own
education who should have some part in
planaing his activities?

86

an equal partner with his peers and
teachers in the process ot his
education?

10

A number of' respondents cbecked more than one completion
tor this question, citing as their reason the f'actor ot
..aturity.
The replies may be adduced to sUllestthat. at least t.r
this s . .ple, the attitude of' the .ajority is neither largely
re.trictive-conservative nor per.iasive-liberal.

The prepoa-

derance ot agree.ent with tbe notion ot the atudent aa a "ai . .iticant t.rc •••• who should have s.me part" is cl.arly constatent
with th. conc.rn of' independent education with the individual.
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81.8.

Do you feel. that any of the "theories of
learning" have bad direct in:tluence on instruction 1n independent schools'
Yes

It,

No

29

If Yes, which of the follow1ng do you feel bas
1nfl.uence currently?
Stimulus-R.spons.
Gestalt
Operant Conditionlng-(Skinner)
aehavioral
Structural (Bruner)
Other

17
12

8
18
24
1

Copelt!;
gue.tioy.1re ,

22.

We do aot subscribe to any "limited" or
"11m1t18g" theory.

Itlt.

Independent school teachers have a very
:tree hand to employ what they think
"works. ft

,6.

Ho, but should have.

6s.

No, but they should have.
(Other)

19th century r110£ -- it falls.

86.

It is our belie:t that there are too many
.mateur psychologists in the educational
field.

87.

In 80.e. (Stimulus-R.sponse) in traditionally oriented schools.
(Operant
conditioning-Structural) ia progressively
oriented.
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819.

The question oC Cederal aid to non-public schools
h.s been mucb studied .nd deb. ted. Do you Ceel
that there are ehilosophical positions w~ich argue
Cor or against Cederal aid to independent school.?
Yes

71

No

19

'or

28

A.ainst

,0

What are the pbilosopbical positions?
Co.e.ts:
Que.tioMai,.
Fort

l
27.

All children are entitled to equal be.eCits, should not b. penalized b.caus.
tbey pay tuition •.

42.

Everyone pays taxes.

44.

Education is always cbeap--whatever the
cost or source.

62.

We are publlc schools privately controlled--we can us. public resource. and
1!!E9 Crt. public programs. ~ mUft
participate.

72.

Obligation.t state to pro~de alternative means of education.

76.

That independent schools beneCit the nation •• a whole and thereCore de.erve
support.

8,.

Philosophically, aid is justiCied because

ot the ",dUe 01: the work being done in
independent schools. Philosophically,
aid !!ilht be unwise i t unwisely
adlllini.tered.
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819.

(continued)

COIlUD.ntsl
9u.stig!U1l1r. 'I

ForI

Againstl

88.

Indep.ndent schools cut ced.ral, stat.,
and local .ducation .xp.ns.s by lowering
enrollment.

98.

Parents of students in independent
schools are paying taxes for public
schools, 80 their share of public aid
should be paid to ind.pendent acbools.

18.

The basic ••aning of indep'ad.at.
R.strictions, liMitations are ueually
part ot the package. Ind.ci.iv.nes.,
procrastination, red tap ••

,It.
3'.

In our gov.rnm.nt public moni.e should
not be spent for non-publ.ic purpose •••••
c.rtain control •••• ind.p.nd.nt school.
would no longer be independent.

,.,..
46.

".
,8.
68.

77.
82.

(All of the comments contained in these
return. expres.ed objection to the
threat of government control as an
in.vitable C.atur. of federal aid.)

,6.

101.
106.
(The.e re~pond.nt8 cited the importanc.
of maintaining separation betw.en church
and atate.)
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It is argued that the future of iadeI>endent
education may depend on its ability to compete
financially with public education. If tpis .
ability can come only via federal aid. do you
feel that the threat of 1088 of independence
caD be oTercome?

72

Yea
No

26

Comments:
9'!eatiop.ne.\re

I:

37.

Not unleaa the 1ndeee84991 achool ia guaranteed
ita independence.

48.

Aa I do not agree with the premise, I cannot
anawer the queation.

,1.

I don't think we can compete financially with
the public schools •

.53.

Hopefully.

67.

Dependa on the character of' government.

68.

One coul d be optimia tic.

69.

At this point I do not.

83.

Whetber it will or not is the question.

88.

A tough onel

89.

Possibly.

101.

I'.

I do not know.

Dot aure. but I teel that we will be able
alwaya to secure funds other than from the
government.
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B2l.

Has there been any increase, or move to increase,
guidance and/or counselling services in your
school in recent years?
/
Yes

92

No

13

Are you aware oC any such tendency in independent
education to develop or increase such service.?
Yes

83

No

20

If Yes. does this, in your view, susgest any change
in philosophical orientation cODceming either the
nature of the pupil or the function of educatioD
••ong those in independent schools?
Yes

27
It,

No

C. .eDts:

on "philosophical orientatioD."

(b'l!til_ire

I.

18.

Greater recocnition ot the protessioDal value ot
prot.s.ional cotta.elling, .specially with
respect to emotions, etc.

19.

It ought to.
Probably .ore that lite is becomina infinitely
complex and hard to fathom for a young person.

23.
".
Itl.

(Y.s)--among some of those in independent
schools.
(Xo) Required by accrediting agency.

It2.

We !aJtlin now to recognize that techniques of
psychology can be effectively used to the
benefit ot all.

74.

But a change which is a part of the cultural
chance and not unique to independent schools,
and as indicated a'bove, the ind.pen~.nt schools
have been more traditional.
A move toward a less na,rrow, less categorical
kind of guida~ce.

89.
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822.

Please use this space for any additional comment,
either on the operation oC your school or on its
philosophy oC education, aims, and objective.,
which you :feel would be helpf'ul in thisinqulry.

Twenty-four respondents provided additional comment; many
of th •• appended pamphlets or secttons of school publications.
In a number of' instances, these comments expanded on remarks
made in connection with earlier questions.

Some of the more

pertinent comments are given below.

Comments:

,,-

ItO.

,1.
5'.

a,.

Prillarily we believe in the value of what we are doinS
eer a~ rather than aa a step toward anything_
Technically, philosophies of education really don't
seem to be a part of' our life. We know wbat we are
trying to got across and work at it any way we can.
We are trying to provide "sound learning and Christian
education" for our studentsJ the latter is becoming
more and more dlff'icult in these secular times.
Unfortunately, there is still too much soc1al caste in
many independent schools. The social reasons for
entering such a school (status. respectability, association with others of approved breeding, etc.) exist
too oCt en , and tend to obscure the lood work done by
these schoola. We can and should do without snobbishness. We do need 80m"! ~V'eal th to help support U8, but
can do without name-dropping and status-aeeking.
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